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Organization theory had seldom been applied to higher education

organizations but recent developments in organization theory appeared

to have potential for such application. No coherent theory of

educational change had been developed. However, one multidisciplinary

synthesis of literature on organizational change was congruent with

modern organization theory and contained both a set of predictions and

a rationale which could be tested in a study of organizational

change. Concurrently, the Oregon State University (OSU) School of

Education and the Western Oregon State College (WOSC) Division of

Education merged to form the OSU-WOSC School of Education. This

merger presented an opportunity to test hypotheses about changes of

formalization/standardization, centralization, complexity and

specialization during organizational change. Additional hypotheses

concerning interactions between the above dimensions of organizational

structure and interpersonal relationships, conflict resolution,

institutionalization of dual structures, need for change, uncertainty

associated with change, and the unique nature of the change were also

tested.



The qualitative methodology consisted of a combination of

participant observation, structured interviews and study of documents.

As the organization progressed from initiation to implementation

of change, formalization/standardization and centralization increased

while complexity decreased. The high disciplinary specialization of

participants facilitated initiation of change by increasing the flow

of information. The high disciplinary specialization of participants

impeded implementation of change because the disciplinary expertise

did not include management. Positive and cooperative interpersonal

relationships contributed to the resolution of conflict and

facilitated the institutionalization of dual structures. High need

for change and high uncertainty associated with change were strongly

related to the extent of differentiation of structure. The unique

nature of the change was weakly related to the extent of

differentiation of structure.

The results were those predicted on the basis of the information

needs of the organization. However, a rationale based on the

information needs of the organization was inadequate for full

explication of the interactions between variables.

Recommendations for further study include application of

organization theory to higher education organizations, development of

a coherent theory of educational change, and additional studies of

this merger.
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AN ORGANIZATIONAL ANALYSIS OF STRUCTURAL CHARACTERISTICS
DURING THE MERGER OF TWO HIGHER EDUCATION ORGANIZATIONS

INTRODUCTION

Background of the Study

Organization theory involves the study of properties of

complexities of individuals. The characteristics of organizations

are those characteristics which cannot be represented by the mere sum

of characteristics of the individuals comprising the aggregate (Blau

1973 and 1974).

Organization theory has been developed by individuals who work

in higher education (Hall, 1981) but it has seldom been applied to

higher education organizations (Blau, 1973; Chaffee, 1983; Hunter,

1974; Millett, 1977a). Many reasons have been proposed for the lack

of application of organization theory to higher education. Most

prominent may have been the observation that administrators in higher

education usually came from fields whose domain did not include

organization theory (Cyert, 1981; Keller, 1983). A second important

reason may have been the observation that organization theory has

been largely developed from studies of profit-oriented organizations

(Cyert, 1981). Higher education organizations were characterized as

quite different from profit-oriented organizations (Perkins, 1973;

Kerr, 1973; Besse, 1973; Duryea, 1973; Corson, 1973; Anderson,
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1976; Millett, 1977a; Fottler, 1981). Therefore, some workers

assumed that theoretical constructs could not be transferred from one

type of organization to another (Millett, 1977a; Cyert, 1981;

Fottler, 1981).

"I can state my thesis in a few words: I believe
ideas drawn from business and public administration
have only a very limited applicability to colleges
and universities. More than this, the essential
ideas about business and public administration, such
as they are, may actually promote a widespread and
unfortunate misunderstanding of the nature of the
college and university in our society" (Millett,
1962:4).

Although it was generally accepted that there were substantial

differences between different types of organizations (Fottler, 1981;

Cyert, 1981; Connor, 1980), there was no agreement that differences

between organizations were so fundamental that different theoretical

constructs were necessary (Fottler, 1981). It was possible that

differences observed between organizations may have merely reflected

differences of theoretical constructs which were applied to

organizations (Anderson, 1976; Fottler, 1981). A full consideration

of this theoretical dilemma was beyond the scope of this study.

However, we did assume that recent developments in organization

theory had produced a theoretical paradigm (Connor, 1980) that could

be applied to higher education.

The subject of this study was an educational organization which

was changing. Although no coherent theory of educational change had

been developed (Wolf and Fiorino, 1973; Evans, 1978), one
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multidisciplinary synthesis of literature on change (Zaltman and

Duncan, 1977) was congruent with the organizational paradigm of this

study. Zaltman and Duncan's (1977) synthesis was supported by

Sarason's (1971 and 1982) descriptive approach, Zaltman, Florio and

Sikorsky's (1977) catalog of relevant change factors in education and

Neale, Bailey and Ross's (1981) recommendations for school

improvement in the 1980's. Therefore, Zaltman and Duncan's (1977)

synthesis provided this study with a theoretical approach that was

not only complementary to Connor's (1980) organizational paradigm but

also focused on organizational change.

This study involved a case analysis of the application of

constructs developed in organizational theory and theory of organiza-

tional change. This report develops arguments from each theoretical

base. A description of the subject of the study followed by an

application of related literature to the subject leads to the

hypotheses and design of the study. The findings, presentation and

discussion of findings and conclusions summary and recommendations

for further study sections complete this report. The appendices

contain the interview questions, the documents reviewed, the meetings

attended, and selected quotations from interviews.
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Purpose of the Study

The central purpose of this study was to examine the effects of

organizational change on the structural characteristics of a higher

education organization.

Objective of the Study

The objective of this study was to determine whether the struc-

tural characteristics that facilitated initiation of change impeded

implementation of change in the merging Oregon State University-

Western Oregon State College School of Education.

Definition of Terms

Behavior (general sense) refers to the variables chosen to

describe the results arising from the interaction between

context and structure.

Centralization is a dimension of structure (narrowly defined).

It refers to the distribution of authority and

participation in organizational decision making.

Climate refers to a "set of organizational characteristics

reflected in members beliefs, feelings, and behavior with

respect to themselves and one another" (Connor, 1980:398).
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Complexity is a dimension of structure (narrowly defined). It

refers to differentiation of jobs within the

organization. Complexity involves tasks (horizontal

differentiation), authority (vertical differentiation), and

supervision (span of control).

Construct Validity refers to the extent to which a measurement

can be shown to measure a specified construct.

Context refers to those variables which define the situation

within which the organization operates. These variables

are also described as condition variables.

Control refers to the "process of moving an aggregation of

people toward a common objective" (Connor, 1980:281).

Decision Processes refer to "the allocation of resources in

pursuit of organizational goals" (Connor, 1980:310).

Differentiation refers to partitioning of roles, authority

relationships, and communication patterns so that the

organization can process resources efficiently.

Environment refers to factors that are significant to the

organization but which are beyond the control of the

organization.

Ethnographic Research is frequently used in anthropological

field studies. It relies on data which are not numerical

but which are based on continuous and extensive

observation.
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Face Validity refers to the extent to which measurements appear

to be "logical and understandable indicators of the

constructs under consideration" (Van de Ven and Ferry,

1980:74).

Formalization/Standardization is a dimension of structure

(narrowly defined). It includes the existence and

enforcement of rules and regulations.

Goals represent the purposes of the organization and the

purposes of its members.

Horizontal Differentiation is a dimension of structural

complexity. It refers to the division of technical labor

within the organization.

Implementation refers to the second stage (of two) of the change

process. It includes a small-scale, short-term trial

followed by a large-scale, long-term adoption of the

change.

Initiation refers to the first stage (of two) of the change

process. It includes awareness of the need for change,

formation of attitudes about the change, and a decision "to

implement or not to implement the change" (Zaltman and

Duncan, 1977:259).
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Institutionalization (e.g., of a new structure) refers to the

extent to which the organization integrates the new

structure into its ongoing processes and the extent to

which the organization relies on the new structure to

facilitate the continuation of its activities.

Integration refers to coordination of roles, authority

relationships, and communication patterns so that the

organization can operate effectively.

Interdependence of organizational dimensions refers to the

extent to which those dimensions depend on one another,

i.e., to the lack of independence among dimensions.

Merger "...defines a relatively large universe of similar cases

of organizational change wherein the object of change is to

create one organizational system from two or more

previously distinct entities" (Humpal, 1971:103).

Open Systems refers to the existence of reciprocal interactions

between an organization and its environment.

Organization Design refers to the concept that successful

organizations are characterized by sets of compatible

properties but that no single set of properties can be

prescribed for all organizations.

Organizational Design Variables are those variables whose

characteristics can be modified in response to the

organization's context variables.
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Outcome Variables are those variables which describe the results

of the interaction between condition variables and

organizational design variables.

Participant Observation refers to a research strategy that

includes participation, observation, extensive field notes,

audio and/or video recording of events, and document

analysis.

People refers to the characteristics of groups of individuals

who are members of the organization.

Rationality refers to a directionality and purposefulness of

organizational actions.

Role Variety elucidates the dimension of structural

specialization. It refers to the number of non-

interchangeable roles within the organization.

Span of Control is a dimension of structural complexity. It

refers to the interaction between supervisors and

subordinates.

Specialization is a dimension of structure (narrowly defined).

It refers to both task and personal specialization and is

subsumed by the concept of role variety.

Structure (widely defined) refers to the general class of

variables that are considered dependent on the context

variables.
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Structure (narrowly defined -- as for this study) refers to "the

organization's official arrangement of roles, authority

relationships, and communication patterns" (Connor,

1980:347).

Technology refers to "the means by which organizational outputs

are produced" (Connor, 1980:156).

Vertical Differentiation is a dimension of structural

complexity. It refers to differentiation of authority

within an organization.

Work Design refers to the specifications of the tasks performed

by the members of the organization.

Zero-Sum refers to a situation in which what is gained by one

party is lost by another party.

Limitations of the Study

The limitations of this study were of two types. The first type

was due to the theoretical foundation and the case under study. The

second type was due to the methodology. In this study, the

theoretical foundation was unique, the application of theory was

unique, and the case itself was unique. Although there had been

reports of mergers in higher education (Alexander, 1982; Buchtel,

1982; Chambers, 1981; Matlock and Humphries, 1979; Millett, 1977a;

Peterson, 1982; Shaw, 1978b; Shirley and Peters, 1976; Winstead,

1982b), none of those reports were based on organization theory.
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Whether the results of this study are generalizable depends on the

ability of the theory to explain observations and predict outcomes

when applied to this type of organization.

This case also appeared to be unique because no literature

existed on other mergers of schools of education in the United States

as a response to fiscal and political constraints. Shaw (1978a and

1978b) presented a historical summary of a similar case in Great

Britain. However, he offered no theoretical interpretation nor did

he present detailed information. Mingle and Norris (1981), Neal et

al. (1981) and Keller (1983) argued that fiscal constraints would

continue to affect higher education and that new institutional

partnerships would need to be developed during this decade. "The

field of forces in which higher education exists today will

inevitably modify the traditional autonomy of most institutions"

(Patterson, 1974:130).

Breneman (1981:19) believed that the institutions most likely to

be affected by fiscal constraints included "public state

universities, many of them former teachers colleges . . . ." Millett

(1977a:14) argued that: "For separate campuses of small size, some

form of institutional federation or of institutional merger may be

the only effective response to cost pressures." If these authors are

correct, mergers similar to the case under study will occur

frequently in this decade. This study will be generalizable to the

extent that these predictions are correct and to the extent that new



institutional partnerships are similar to this case.

The second source of limitations, those inherent in the

methodology, restrict all studies. In this case, observer bias was

the most serious potential problem. Ethnographic research,

participant observation, and interview techniques all shared a high

potential for observer bias (Borg and Gall, 1979; Wilson, 1977). In

this case, the observer had no vested interest in the result of the

merger under study. He was working independently. He was not

working for any principal actor or for any faction involved in the

merger. Thus, these sources of bias were considered minimal.

Other sources of observer bias were not easily controlled (Borg

and Gall, 1979; Wilson, 1977; Spector, 1975). A detailed discussion

can not change this fact. However, this researcher had professional

experience or formal or informal training in the techniques which

were employed in the study. He was also aware of the high potential

for observer bias. This study will be limited to the extent that the

observer was subject to observer bias (Dobbert, 1982).

Van de Ven and Ferry (1980) cited comparisons of objective

versus subjective measures that exhibited low correlations between

the two. They concluded that the loose definitions of constructs

caused measurements to be taken of different realities. The present

study will be limited to the extent that it lacks construct validity.

The apparently subjective nature of the data might appear to be

a limitation. However, "there are many standardized measures with
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norms, but their utility for interinstitutional research, evaluation

and decision making is questionable" (Pace, 1976:1). Wilson (1977)

referred to a long tradition of ethnographic research in anthropology

as evidence that the fundamental approach was legitimate and scien-

tifically sound. Ferguson (1980) reviewed literature from many

fields to document the validity and reliability of both quantitative

and qualitative methodologies. Dobbert (1982) and Bogdan and Biklen

(1982) document the utility of ethnographic studies of educational

organizations. Van de Ven and Ferry (1980:60) stated that the belief

that measurements of objective properties of organizations

"...are generally more reliable or valid than subjective
measures is patent nonsense, particularly when one con-
siders the sloppy ways many organizations score or keep
track of their reporting systems, the fudging of data
that occurs daily, the shifts in administrative
reporting directives, the need to look good to high
executives and funding sources, and the need to prevent
lawsuits."

This study will be limited to the extent that similar factors are

absent in this case and in higher education in general.

This study examined the effects of organizational change on the

structural dimensions of formalization/standardization,

centralization, complexity, and specialization during initiation and

implementation of a new departmental structure in the merging OSU-

WOSC School of Education. The theoretical foundation of this study

was derived from organization theory and theory of organizational

change. The study design was based on ethnographic research and

participant observation techniques but was guided by directional

hypotheses.
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RELATED LITERATURE

Rationale from Organization Theory

Three dimensions were fundamental to current organization

theory. They were rationality, open systems, and the concept of

organization design.

Rationality required that organizations existed for a purpose.

Therefore, the actions of an organization - and those of the

organization's members - were purposeful. The assumption of

rationality implied the existence of organizational goals as well as

purposeful, goal-directed actions by organizations and their

members. Rationality was well documented in organizational

literature by Connor (1980), Blau (1973 and 1974), Blau and Merton

(1981), Hunter (1974) Van de Ven and Ferry (1980), and others.

The concept of open systems required that an organization

interact with its environment. Thus, an organization was assumed to

affect its environment and be affected by the environment. This

reciprocal interaction was also well documented by Connor (1980),

Levin (1981), Lorange (1980) and others. Peterson (1976) and Gold

(1973) applied this concept to higher education. Hall (1981)

believed that the study and interpretation of the interaction between

organizations and their environment dominated organization theory.

Organization design referred to the concept that there was no

single set of appropriate properties that applied to all
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organizations. Rather, an organization was successful if it

encompassed a set of compatible properties. Design implied conscious

choice of organizational properties given rationality and open

systems. Thus, "organization design is the process of specifying

optimal combinations of organizational characteristics to achieve

desired organizational outcomes" (Connor, 1980:34).

Organization theory generally consisted of three components:

context, structure, and behavior (Van de Ven and Ferry, 1980). Al-

though the terminology differed among theorists, conceptual simi-

larities tended to override semantic differences (Connor, 1980). For

this study, we have followed Connor's (1980) framework because it was

based on much of the major work in the field; it appeared to be con-

ceptually capable of absorbing most current work in the field; we

found it to be adequate to describe our experience in organizations;

and we had greater familiarity with this paradigm than with any

other. Connor's (1980) paradigm was incorporated into the following

discussion.

Context usually referred to those variables which defined the

situation within which the organization operated. Context variables

were the "givens" for organizations. They were also referred to as

situational or condition variables (Connor, 1980).

Structure, in this general sense, referred to the general class

of characteristics of organizations that were dependent on the

context characteristics. Connor (1980) referred to these
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characteristics as organizational design variables. Organizational

structure was also used in a narrower sense to refer to "a pattern of

relationships governing the performance of organizational roles"

(Connor, 1980:349). This study followed the narrower

conceptualization of organizational structure.

In the general sense, behavior referred to the variables chosen

to describe the results arising from the interaction between context

and structure (widely defined). Connor (1980) uses the term outcome

variables which seemed to be more precise.

Theoretical Framework

Figure 1 shows Connor's (1980) theoretical framework. A summary

description of the major variables follows. Although superficial,

this description was necessary to identify the theoretical

surroundings of organizational structure which was the subject of

this study. Unless otherwide attributed, citations were from Connor

(1980).

Goals and constraints comprised the organization condition vari-

ables. Goals represented the purposes of the organization and the

purposes of its members. Rationality required the organization and

its members to work toward goals. There was, however, no requirement

that goals be clearly defined, generally agreed upon, or universally

accepted throughout an organization. Nevertheless, the "premise is

that organizations are established, designed, and operated to perform
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tasks and to satisfy various needs and wants - in short, to

accomplish goals" (p. 105).

ORGANIZATION
PURPOSE

Organizational goals ORGANIZATIONAL DESIGN.
VARIABLES

Condition

CONSTRAINTS

Environment
Technology

People

Work design
Organizational control
Decision processes

Organization structure

Producing11111

DESIGN
OUTCOMES

Organizational climate
Organizational effectiveness

Figure 1. Theoretical framework (from Connor, 1980:52)

There were three types of contraints: environment, technology,

and people.

The concept of the organizational environment depended on the

perceptions of the managers regarding factors that were significant

to the organization but which were not controlled by the

organization, as well as the recognition by the environment of

factors which were significant to the environment but which were

controlled by the organization. The environment was generally

recognized as an important organizational constraint (Frey, 1977;

Millett, 1977b; Cyert and March, 1963; Cyert, 1981; March, 1982;

Hall, 1981; Zaitman and Duncan, 1977; and others).
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An organization's technology referred to "the means by which

organizational outputs are produced" (p. 156). There was general

agreement among theorists that technology was an important organiza-

tional variable. Many authors (Gerwin, 1976; Peterson, 1976 and

1982; Blau, 1973 and 1974; Sarason, 1971 and 1982; Scott et al.,

1981; Shaw, 1978a and 1978b; Shirley and Peters, 1976; Smith, 1982;

Young, 1970; and others) conceptualized technology as a precursor of

structure. Our approach was consistent with that perspective.

The people in an organization affected what the organization

could and could not do by their individual characteristics and by the

interacting characteristics of many individuals. Thus, people repre-

sented constraints on organizational progress toward goals. Inter-

actions among people provided the basis for the organizational

development approach to educational change (Schmuck et al., 1977).

Blau (1973 and 1974) documented some of these effects in his study of

higher education.

Figure 1 shows that the combination of the characteristics of

goals, environment, technology, and people for a specific

organization defined the condition (or context) of that organization.

Organizational design variables were those variables whose

characteristics could be modified in response to the condition

variables. They represented a response to the given situational

characteristics of an organization's goals, environment, technology,

and people. Organizational design variables were: work design,
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organizational control, decision processes and organizational

structure. They were highly interdependent.

Work design referred to the specifications of the tasks

performed by members of organizations. It was dependent on the

organizational condition variables as well as on managerial

philosophy, the other design variables, and the desired outcome

variables. As such, it was highly integrated with the other

variables.

Organizational control consisted of "the process of moving an

aggregation of people toward a common objective" (p. 281). As such,

it involved organizational goals, constraints, the other organiza-

tional design variables, information flows, power, rules, and inter-

personal relations. Lorange (1980) referred to the degree of

strength (or weakness) of intraorganizational cause-effect

relationships as coupling. Higher education organizations appear to

be only loosely coupled (Blau, 1973 and 1974; Burris and Heyderbrand,

1981; Corwin 1972; Cyert, 1981; Evans, 1978; Frey, 1977; Peterson,

1968; Gold, 1973; Hall, 1981; Hunter, 1974; March, 1982; Millett,

1977a; Weick, 1976; and others). This observation clearly compounded

the organizational control processes.

Organizational decision processes involved "the allocation of

resources in pursuit of organizational goals" (p. 310). This

variable included the process of making decisions, a typology of

decisions, techniques and strategies for dealing with decisions, and
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degree and locus of participation of organizational members in

decisions. Decision processes were constrained by organizational

condition variables. They were also highly interdependent with other

organizational design variables.

"Organizational structure is the organization's official

arrangement of roles, authority relationships, and communication

patterns" (p. 347). Because structural change was the subject of

this study, a detailed description of organizational structure

follows this summary of the theoretical framework.

The final section of the theoretical framework included the out-

come variables: organizational climate and organizational effective-

ness. Organizational climate was "a set of organizational character-

istics reflected in members' beliefs, feelings, and behavior with

respect to themselves and one another" (p. 398). It resulted from

the effects of organizational goals, constraints, and design

variables as perceived by and influenced by the members of the

organization.

Organizational effectiveness involved the degree to which an

organization "achieves its goal mix on a continuing basis" (p.

427). It resulted from the interaction of the organizational goals,

constraints, and design variables on the organization's outputs.

Organizational effectiveness implied consistency of such interaction

over time.

This summary of organizational variables was intended to provide
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a coherent conceptual framework which incorporated the major

dimensions of organizational theory. It is founded on a substantial

review of literature (Connor, 1980). The major variables chosen were

consistent with those of other workers (Blau, 1973 and 1974; Scott et

al., 1981; Van de Ven and Ferry, 1980; Mingle and Norris, 1981; Neale

et al., 1981; Schmuck et al., 1977; Zaltman and Duncan, 1977; and

others). The unifying concepts were rationality, open systems, and

design. Current organization theory generally accepted both the

directionality of goals and the open systems concept that an

organization interacts with its environment (Blau, 1973 and 1974;

Neale et al., 1981; Van de Ven and Ferry, 1980; Zaltman and Duncan,

1977; and others). Hall (1981) faulted current organization theory

for its over-emphasis on external environmental influences and under-

emphasis on internal directionality. We followed Connor's (1980)

conceptual framework which was adequately balanced between internal

and external influences.

Organization theorists generally agreed that successful

organizations were those that possessed an appropriate match of

organizational characteristics. This approach assumed that there was

no singular, correct set of appropriate organizational

characteristics for all organizations. However, a set of

characteristics could be identified for specific organizations.

Those characteristics were required to be congruent with the

organization's goals, constraints, design variables and outcome
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variables. This was the essence of organizational design. This

theme was consistent throughout Connor's (1980) synthesis of the

literature.

Connor's (1980) choice of variables and his grouping of those

variables appeared to be unique. Because organization theory was

still evolving, there was not yet an agreement among theorists that

any specific set of variables adequately described organizations.

Without agreement on the set of variables, there can be no agreement

on which variables were independent and which were dependent. Connor

(1980:169) quoted Perrow's statement that:

"What is held to be an independent and dependent
variable when one abstracts general variables from a
highly interdependent and complex social system is less
an assertion about reality than a strategy of
analysis."

For the reasons given above, we followed Connor's (1980) approach.

Organizational Structure

The variable chosen for this study was organizational

structure. We followed Connor's (1980:347) definition:

"Organizational structure is the organization's official arrangement

of roles, authority relationships and communication patterns." We

assumed structure to be an organizational design variable. As such,

it was dependent on organizational goals and organizational

constraints and was closely related to work design, organizational

control, decision processes, organizational climate and
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organizational effectiveness. Although interactions between

structure and other variables could be drawn to further elucidate the

boundary conditions of our conceptualization of structure, the full

exploration of such interactions was beyond the scope of this study.

The subject of this study was the changing structure within the

OSU-WOSC School of Education during the merger process. The

conceptual framework of this study was founded in organization theory

and design (Blau, 1974; Blau and Merton, 1981; Comstock and Scott,

1977; Connor and Bloomfield, 1977; Connor, 1980; Gerwin, 1976; Jones,

1977; Scott et al., 1981; Van de Ven and Ferry, 1980; Warriner,

1981), theory of organizational change (Corwin, 1972; Duncan, 1976;

Evans 1978; Hipps, 1982; Neale et al., 1981; Pomrenke, 1982; Sarason,

1971; Schmuck et al., 1977; Zaltman and Duncan, 1977; Zaltman et al.,

1973), and application of organization and change theories to higher

education (Anderson, 1976; Backoff and Mitnick, 1981; Blau, 1973;

March, 1982; Shirley and Peters, 1976; Summers, 1973; Weick, 1976;

Winstead, 1982a; Young, 1970). Although only a few studies combined

these perspectives (Chafee, 1983; Cyert, 1981; Frey, 1977; Hall,

1981; Hetzel, 1971; Hunter, 1974; Lancaster, 1969; March, 1982;

Mingle, 1981; Peterson, 1968 and 1976), other work could be readily

integrated into this conceptual framework (Balderston, 1981;

Breneman, 1981; Burris and Heydebrand, 1981; Day, 1977; Gold, 1973;

Judge, 1982; Matlock and Hogg, 1978; Matlock and Humphries, 1979;

Millett, 1977a and 1977b; Mingle and Norris, 1981; Perry, 1975;
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Peterson, 1982; Reid and Goetz, 1982; Scott, 1979; Shaw, 1978a and

1978b; Sieber, 1979; Smith, 1982; Walter, 1973). A general

theoretical approach to organizations has already been summarized.

More specific coverage of organizational structure and organizational

change follow.

"Probably no organizational property has been more studied,

researched, and manipulated than organizational structure" (Connor

1980:345). We concurred. In addition to Connor's (1980) synthesis

of the literature, many other authors have focused their attention on

organizational structure (Blau, 1973 and 1974; Blau and Merton, 1981;

Comstock and Scott, 1977; Cyert and March, 1963; Duncan, 1976;

Gerwin, 1976; Hunter 1974; March, 1982; Peterson, 1976; Scott et al.,

1981; Shaw, 1978a and 1978b; Shirley and Peters 1976; Van de Ven,

1976; Warriner, 1981; and others). In most cases, the studies

emphasized selected dimensions of structure either without providing

a rationale for selecting those dimensions or, more importantly,

without offering a synthesis of earlier work on structure. Two

notable exceptions (Blau and Schoenherr, 1971; Pugh et al., 1968)

were both cited and included in Connor's (1980) synthesis. The

following discussion follows Connor's synthesis. Citations are from

Connor (1980) unless otherwise noted.

Organizational structure involved "a pattern of relationships

governing the performance of organizational roles" (p. 349). It

included the dimensions of formalization/standardization, centraliza-
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tion, complexity, and specialization. A description of each

dimension follows.

Formalization/standardization consisted of organizational

determination of "the conditions under which tasks are to be

performed" (p. 351). It involved the extent to which the behavior of

the organization's members was defined. Formalization/standardiza-

tion derived from the organization's needs to define performance of

repetitive tasks and to deal with unusual situations. The dimensions

of formalization/standardization included the existence and enfore-

ment of rules and regulations. The extent to which rules and regula-

tions existed and were enforced became a measure of formalization/-

standardization. A large number of rules, rigidly enforced,

indicated high formalization.

Centralization referred to the distribution of authority in the

organization. It involved the extent of member participation in

organizational decision making. Elements of centralization included

loci of decisions and promulgation of rules for decision making.

Centralization was high if there were few, well-defined loci for

decisions and if members were allowed low discretion for making

decisions.

Complexity referred to differentiation of jobs within the

organization. It involved tasks, authority, and supervision.

Complexity consisted of three elements: horizontal differentiation,

vertical differentiation, and span of control.
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Horizontal differentiation referred to the division of technical

labor within the organization. Two general approaches have been

used. One approach subdivided jobs to smaller, simpler, and repeti-

tive components. Both job scope and job depth were kept low. An

example was the assembly line. The second approach increased both

job scope and job depth. Work was assigned to specialists who

possessed substantial training and exercised discretion in the

performance of tasks. The job responsibilities of higher education

faculty fit this description (Blau, 1973; Weick, 1976). In both

cases, the degree of job scope and job depth was variable and could

change over time. The usual measure of horizontal differentiation

was the number of departments (or divisions) at some specified

hierarchical level in the organization (Blau, 1973; Van de Ven and

Ferry, 1980).

Vertical differentiation referred to differentiation of

authority within an organization. It was usually measured by the

number of hierarchical levels in an organization. Vertical

differentiation interacted with horizontal differentiation to

indicate the shape of an organization.

Span of control referred to the interaction between supervisors

and subordinates. It involved the type and volume of communication

between the supervisor and subordinates. Span of control interacted

with both horizontal and vertical differentiation to define the shape

of the organization.
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In summary, complexity involved the "degree to which technical

labor . . . is divided" (Connor, 1980:349). The dimensions of

complexity were horizontal differentiation, vertical differentiation,

and span of control. The extent to which technical labor was divided

(horizontally and vertically) and controlled (span of control) became

a measure of complexity. High complexity corresponded to low hori-

zontal differentiation, high vertical differentiation, and low span

of control.

Specialization involved both task and personal specialization.

Both concepts were combined in the concept of role variety which

identified the number of non-interchangeable roles within the

organization. High role variety corresponded to high specialization.

Each structural dimension existed on a continuum. Craven (1971)

and others (cited by Connor, 1980) documented the impossibility of

total centralization or total decentralization in any organization.

This dimension, therefore, referred to relative position on a

continuum with demonstrably impossible end states. An analogous

argument could be made for complexity, formalization/standardization

and specialization. Therefore, changes in structural dimensions

referred to changes of both direction and relative extent.

The four dimensions of organization structure were not

independent of each other. The major underlying themes in

consideration of organizational structure were differentiation and

integration. Differentiation of roles, authority relationships, and
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communication patterns was required by the organization's need to

process resources. Concurrently, integration of roles, authority

relationships and communication patterns was required by the

organization's need for effective operation. The conceptualization

of organizational structure as defined above involved a perception of

patterns and interactions of the structural dimensions rather than

quantitative measurement of discrete elements (see also Chapter 3).

Thus, this study of organization structure required conceptual

differentiation of the state of interdependent structural dimensions

as well as elucidation of their interdependence.

The above summary of dimensions of organizational structure

identified the organizational variables of interest in this study.

However, this study was not limited to a description of these

variables in an organization of higher education. This study was

designed to follow these variables during an organizational change.

Therefore, we needed to develop a complementary theoretical

perspective of organizational change.

Rationale from Organizational Change

Zaltman and Duncan (1977) reviewed much of the literature on

organizational change. Their review is congruent with Connor's

(1980) conceptual framework of organizations and with recent summary

work in educational change (Zaltman, Florio and Sikorsky, 1977;

Evans, 1978; Neale et al., 1981). For these reasons, we chose
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Zaltman and Duncan's (1977) coverage of organizational change as a

theoretical basis for this study. Two areas of Zaltman and Duncan's

(1977) work were particularly relevant to this study. They were the

stages of organizational change and structural implications of

organizational change. Each is reviewed below. Citations are from

Zaltman and Duncan (1977) unless otherwise indicated.

Stages of Organizational Change

Zaltman and Duncan (1977) identified two stages for the

organizational change process: initiation and implementation. Each

stage had substages. During the first initiation substage the

organization "becomes aware of an innovation that may produce change"

(p. 258). During the second initiation substage, people in the

organization formed attitudes about the change. During the final

initiation substage, the organization made a "choice to implement or

not to implement the change" (p. 259).

During the implementation stage, "the organization integrates

the change into its ongoing processes" (p. 260). The first

implementation substage consisted of a small-scale, short-term

trial. The final implementation substage consisted of large-scale

incorporation of the change into the ongoing activities of the

organization on a continuous basis.
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Implications for Organizational Structure

As an organization attempted to incorporate changes, it was

required to integrate the changes into existing structural

regularities in the organization (Sarason, 1971 and 1982). Zaltman

and Duncan's (1977) two-stage model described different tasks for

each stage. Successful organizational design required that

organizations possess a set of compatible organizational

characteristics. However, the two different sets of tasks in Zaltman

and Duncan's (1977) stages required two different sets of

organizational characteristics. With reference to organizational

structure, the "very organizational characteristics that facilitate

the initiation of change impede the implementation of change and vice

versa" (p. 261). Therefore, successful organizational design

required that an organization change its structural characteristics

when it moved from initiation to implementation. A test of this

argument was the central purpose of this study.

Zaltman and Duncan (1977) identified three significant

structural characteristics, i.e., complexity, formalization and

centralization, as important during the transition from initiation to

impelementation. These were the same characteristics (conceptually

as well as semantically) identified by Connor (1980) as comprising

the essence of organizational structure.

Connor (1980) included specialization as a fourth characteristic
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of structure. We found no major disagreement between sources here.

Connor's (1980) concept of specialization is included in Zaltman and

Duncan's (1977) concept of complexity. However, in their

condensation of Duncan's (1976) analysis, Zaltman and Duncan (1977)

did not separate or fully deal with the components of their

"complexity" that Connor (1980) identified as specialization. The

following discussion, drawn from Duncan (1976), describes the

initiation versus implementation dilemma as it applies to

formalization/standardization, centralization, complexity, and

specialization.

Formalization/standardization involved the existence and

enforcement of rules for task performance (Connor 1980; Zaltman and

Duncan, 1977; Duncan, 1976).
Formalization/standardization was high

when there were many, strictly enforced rules. High formalization

was expected to inhibit organization members from seeking new

information. During the initiation stage, therefore, the amount and

type of information available to the organization should have been

limited if formalization were high. During the implementation stage,

however, high formalization should have tended to clearly define the

roles and, to some extent, the interactions of organization

members. During implementation, high formalization should have

reduced role ambiguity, reduced role conflict, and increased the

likelihood of successful integration of change into the

organization's ongoing activities. Therefore, a dilemma existed "low
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formalization seems to facilitate the initiation stage, whereas high

formalization facilitates the implementation stage" (Zaltman and

Duncan, 1977:264).

Centralization involved distribution of authority and participa-

tion in organizational decision making (Blau, 1973; Connor, 1980;

Zaltman and Duncan, 1977; Duncan, 1976). During the initiation

stage, the organization should have had need for information to

identify and define the change, develop attitudes toward the change,

and decide whether or not to implement the change. Low

centralization (i.e., high member participation in decision making)

should have facilitated information seeking, improved communication

and information flow, and reduced the uncertainty of organization

members about the change. Therefore, low centralization should have

facilitated initiation of change.

During the implementation stage, however, multiple information

sources, free information flow, and large scale participation in

decision making was expected to increase uncertainty about the change

and inhibit its success (Duncan, 1976; Zaltman and Duncan, 1977).

During this stage, high centralization with well-defined loci for

decisions combined with a well-defined authority structure for rule

promulgation should have enhanced implementation. Therefore, low

centralization should have facilitated change during initiation,

while high centralization should have facilitated change during

implementation.
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Complexity referred to the division of technical labor in the

organization. An organization with low horizontal differentiation,

high vertical differentiation and low span of control was considered

high in complexity. Zaltman and Duncan (1977) argued that, during

initiation, a highly complex organization could acquire substantial

information from its environment. Furthermore, information flow in a

complex organization should have been high. Zaltman and Duncan

(1977) assumed that a highly complex organization would acquire a

large amount of information and would process that information

well. They concluded that high complexity should have facilitated

initiation.

During implementation, however, low complexity should have

reduced the number of information sources, facilitated accurate

information transmittal, and led to greater clarity regarding the

exact change intended. Thus, low complexity should have facilitated

implementation.

Connor (1980) described specialization as the fourth dimension

of structure. Zaltman and Duncan (1977) did not separate

specialization but included high professionalism in their discussion

of complexity. Nevertheless, arguments following those of Zaltman

and Duncan (1977), could be readily developed to describe

specialization during change.

Specialization consisted of role variety, i.e., a combination of

the extent of professionalism and the extent of task subdivision. In
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higher education organizations, the faculty provided the technical

labor (Blau, 1973). Each faculty member possessed unique

expertise. Therefore, professionalism was considered high. During

initiation, the extraorganizational communication patterns of

professionals (Zaltman and Duncan, 1977; Drucker, 1980) should have

provided substantial information to the organization. Therefore,

high professionalism should have facilitated initiation.

During implementation, however, the loyalty of professionals to

their discipline (Blau, 1973; Drucker, 1980) should have inhibited

their acceptance of change. Therefore, high professionalism should

have impeded implementation.

The above discussion described theoretical expectations for the

effects of the change process on the structural dimensions of organi-

zations. For each structural dimension the characteristics that were

expected to facilitate change during initiation were also expected to

impede change during implementation and vice versa.

Implications for Organization Design

Successful organization design required an organization to main-

tain a set of characteristics compatible with its goals, constraints,

design variables, and outcome variables. When organizational change

affected one of these dimensions, the other dimensions should have

adjusted to maintain a set of compatible characteristics.

When organizational change involved structural dimensions, how-
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ever, the characteristics that should have facilitated development of

knowledge, attitudes, and decisions concerning change were the same

characteristics that should have impeded integration of the change

into the organization's ongoing processes on a long-term, large-scale

basis. Therefore, maintenance of a set of compatible characteristics

during change required an organization to change its structural

characteristics as it moved from initiation to implementation.

Apparently, the organization needed two sets of structural

characteristics: one set for the initiation stage and one set for

the implementation stage.

Zaltman and Duncan (1977) follow Duncan (1976) to propose

"capabilities . . . to facilitate this differentiation
in structure. There are four such abilities: (1) the
ability to deal with conflict, (2) the ability to
maintain effective interpersonal relations, (3) the
ability to create adequate switching rules for
utilizing different structures, and (4) the ability to
institutionalize the dual organizational structure
changes" (Zaltman and Duncan, 1977:267).

In their discussion of conflict, Zaltman and Duncan (1977)

developed hypothetical cases of conflict arising from inter- and

intra-group sources during change. They provided no documentation

for their proposed reasons for conflict development. They did

discuss a confrontation strategy for dealing with conflict, but did

not discuss other strategies.

Conflict was assumed to result from interdependence combined

with incompatible goals and/or limited resources in a zero sum
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situation. The magnitude of conflict was assumed to be directly

related to the extent of interdependence, the extent to which goals

are incompatible and/or resources are limited, and the extent to

which the situation is a win-lose case. Conflict was high when

interdependence was high, goals were highly incompatible, and

resources were severely limited in a zero-sum situation.

Zaltman and Duncan (1977) discussed interpersonal relationships

in terms of organizational development but offered no documentation

for their thoughts on interpersonal relationships within the same

organizational unit. They did argue that the increase in centraliza-

tion as the organization moves from initiation to implementation

became a source of difficulty in maintaining effective interpersonal

relationships.

Zaltman and Duncan (1977) suggested the following switching

rules for differentiating organizational structure during change.

1. "The greater the need for change, the more the organization

should differentiate its structure for initiation and

implementation. (p. 270)

2. "The greater the uncertainty associated with the change

situation, the more the organization should differentiate

its structure for initiation and implementation. (p. 271)

3. "The more radical the change, the more the organization

should differentiate its structure for initiation and

implementation." (p. 271)
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Zaltman and Duncan's (1977) rationale for the first switching

rule was based on the importance of successful change and the

requirement for a quick response when the need for change was high.

The dimension of need referred to the perceived importance of the

change to the organization. High need corresponded to a perception

of high importance.

Zaltman and Duncan's (1977) rationale for the second switching

rule was based on an argument for the organization's high information

needs under conditions of high uncertainty.

The third switching rule dealt with radical change. The dimen-

sion of radical change referred to the extent to which a change was

perceived as novel or unique. A highly radical change was considered

highly novel or unique. Zaltman and Duncan's (1977) rationale for

this rule was based on their argument for high information needs and

high complexity during initiation followed by low complexity, high

formalization and high centralization during implementation of a

highly novel or unique change.

All switching rules were consistent with Zaltman and Duncan's

(1977) general arguments regarding centralization, complexity, and

formalization. However, the switching rules were somewhat

mistitled. Zaltman and Duncan's (1977) switching rules did not

provide information useful when the organization was switching from

one structure to another but they did provide additional support of

the arguments requiring dual structures.
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The final requirement that Zaltman and Duncan (1977) proposed

for organizations during change was the ability to utilize a

different structure for each stage during change. This required that

each structure be perceived as a legitimate, functional dimension of

the organization. During initiation the new structure needed to be

defined and readied for use. During implementation, the

institutionalization of a new structure referred to the extent to

which the organization integrated the new structure into its ongoing

processes and the extent to which the organization relied on the new

structure to facilitate the continuation of its activities. To this

end, Zaltman and Duncan (1977) argued that the two structures should

be perceived as legitimate and "the best way to deal with change" (p.

272). They argued that legitimation would be stronger if the dual

structures had support from top management and through the

organizational climate.

In summary, Zaltman and Duncan (1977) described a two-stage

change process. The initiation stage consisted of knowledge,

attitude formation, and decision making about change. The

implementation stage consisted of trial followed by long-term, large-

scale integration of change by the organization. They argued that

the structural characteristics of high complexity, low formalization

and low centralization would facilitate initiation but low

complexity, high formalization and high centralization would

facilitate implementation. They also predicted that the change of
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structural characteristics would be facilitated by an organization's

abilities: to deal with conflict; to maintain effective

interpersonal relationships; to develop switching rules which

identified when structural shifts are particularly important; and to

develop internal acceptance of and reliance on the dual structures.

Zaltman and Duncan's (1977) arguments were logical and

consistent with the paradigm of organizational theory (Connor, 1980)

selected as the framework for this study. However, their

documentation was weak. They presented no empirical data in direct

support of their arguments. The literature cited, although relevant,

did not directly validate their arguments.

However, the process of developing organization theory involved

attempts not only to abstract variables but also to arrange them in a

coherent framework. A subset of this process involved testing the

application of abstracted variables to different organizations or in

different conditions. Results of such tests contributed to

development of theory. This study was designed to be such a test.

The OSU-WOSC School of Education

The ongoing merger of the Oregon State University (OSU) School

of Education and the Western Oregon State College (WOSC) Division of

Education offered a unique opportunity to test Zaltman and Duncan's

(1977) theory of structural change. A summary of significant merger

events follows.
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During the spring of 1982, the Oregon State Board of High Educa-

tion (OSBHE) initiated a study of teacher education programs with the

intention of identifying means to reduce duplication in such

programs. This action was the result of reduced funding, pressure

from the state legislature, and recommendations of the state

Education Coordinating Commission (ECC). The study team represented

OSBHE, OSU, and WOSC. A series of meetings and negotiations involved

the study team, the Chancellor of Higher Education, the Presidents of

OSU and WOSC, and the Deans of Education from both campuses (Barr,

1982a). During the summer of 1982, an agreement was reached to merge

the OSU School of Education and the WOSC Division of Education. The

merger was announced by the Chancellor and proposed to OSBHE in

August, 1982. The merger was approved by OSBHE in September, 1982

(Barr, 1982a; Beaird, 1983).

The decision to merge was made rapidly. On September 8, 1982,

six merger documents - planning notes, calendar, and four memos of

agreement - were submitted with cover letter and synopsis to the

Chancellor (MacVicar and Beaird, 1982). These documents included an

agreement that a single departmental structure would be developed for

the School of Education resulting from the merger.

Although the merger was announced as a fait accompli in

September, 1982, it was not yet completed when this study began. The

first major decision involved the selection of a dean for the OSU-

WOSC School of Education in October, 1982. After a dean was
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selected, the next set of decisions involved the establishment of a

single set of departments for faculty from both campuses (Barr,

1982b).

The process of developing that single departmental structure

from pre-existing departmental structures provided the opportunity

for an empirical test of Zaltman and Duncan's (1977) arguments about

shifts of an organization's structural characteristics during the

organizational change process.

Mergers of Educational Institutions

Reports of mergers of educational institutions consistently

lacked a theoretical frame of reference. A computer search of the

Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC) yielded no reports of

higher education mergers which had been studied from an

organizational perspective. The studies of mergers that had been

done appeared to be very general, anecdotal, or summary case

histories (Mingle and Norris, 1981; Chambers, 1981; Hipps, 1982;

Alexander, 1982; Buchtel, 1982; Matlock and Hogg, 1978; Matlock and

Humphries, 1978; Shaw, 1978a and 1978b; Shirley and Peters, 1976;

Winstead, 1982b). All lacked a theoretical foundation.

A few reports dealt with mergers of other educational

institutions (Day, 1977; Fischer, 1978; Sarason, 1971; Scott, 1979;

Shaw, 1978a and 1978b; Harman, 1983a, I983b and 1984) but they, too,

lacked a foundation in theory. Thus, they provided some factual

information but no theoretical perspective.
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Organization Theory and Educational Change

A few studies from the educational change literature were based

on a theoretical perspective similar to that proposed for this study

(Hetzel, 1971; Hunter, 1974; Gold, 1973; Lancaster, 1969; Peterson,

1968; Summers, 1973; Walter, 1973; and Young, 1970). However, these

studies lacked direct application to the proposed study for three

reasons. First, they were dated. Organization theory and change

theory developed rapidly during the ten years immediately preceding

this study. Earlier studies lacked the theoretical sophistication of

current theory (Shane, 1983). For example, the studies of

educational change by Hetzel (1971), Hunter (1974), Lancaster (1969),

Summers (1973) and Walter (1973) did not differentiate between

initiation and implementation stages of change. The results of those

studies were ambiguous. Perhaps the results would have been more

definitive if change theory had differentiated between initiation and

implementation stages when those studies were completed.

Most of the studies were not concerned with higher education.

Those that did focus on higher education did not deal with a merger

(Gold, 1973; Hetzel, 1971; Hunter, 1974; Lancaster, 1974; Peterson,

1968; Summers, 1973; Young, 1970).

Many studies are unpublished dissertations. They were completed

at institutions that did not lend dissertations to Oregon State

University. Only the abstracts were available. Complete information
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was available only at substantial cost. We thought that the

conceptual limitations identified above did not justify the cost of

pursuing such references further.

We concluded that the educational literature on mergers and

change in higher education was only partially applicable to this

study. The following discussion describes the application of

organization theory to higher education.

Organization Theory and Higher Education

"Despite the fact that management-science was born in academia,

university managers have been slow to apply the techniques to the

problems of their institutions" (Cyert, 1981:27). In her review of

Mingle's (1981) book, Chaffee (1983:157) writes:

"What is missing...are a well-grounded conceptual base
and strong empirical findings.... These important
missing ingredients are largely absent from the higher
education literature, and authors in the field
typically do not use analogies from the organizational
literature."

We concurred. We found no studies of educational institutions which

were based on a coherent theory of organizations.

Some extensive studies did exist (Blau, 1973 and 1974; Corwin,

1972; Schmuck et al., 1975; Sieber, 1979), but they lacked a coherent

or complete theoretical framework. A few reports dealt with the

structure of educational organizations (Anderson 1976; Backoff and

Mitnick, 1981; Jones, 1977; Peterson, 1968 and 1976; Shirley and
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Peters, 1976; Weick, 1976) but none of these documented the effects

of organizational change on structural properties. Some reports

predicted the types of institutions which would be most seriously

affected by change (Breneman, 1981; Frances, 1982) or identified

forces causing change (Neale et al., 1981; Evans, 1978; Frey, 1977;

Godwin, 1981; Gold, 1973; Hipps, 1982; Millett, 1977b; Neale et al.,

1981; Scott, 1979; Shaw, 1978b; Smith, 1982). Other reports cited

above provided summary case histories. We found no study that

explicitly searched for changes in structural properties, was well

grounded in organization theory, and was well documented. The

literature provided tacit support for Anderson's (1976:13) statement

that: "To understand colleges or schools of education, is to

understand forces that make for irrationality and ambiguity in

professional school organization." The literature did not support

his comment attributed to an anonymous source "that the substructures

of universities were only held together by a common sewage system"

(Anderson, 1976:3).

We concurred with Hall's (1981:42) statement that: "It is

reasonable to assume that organizational theory would have much to

offer higher education...." We thought that judicious application of

organization theory to higher education would be productive.

"Perhaps, it was our judgment, light might be shed on universities by

seeing them as organizations" (Gross, 1968:518). The ongoing merger

of the OSU-WOSC School of Education presented an excellent
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opportunity to test the application of organization theory to struc-

tural change in a higher education organization. We found no

comparable study in the literature of organization theory,

educational change, or higher education. We found "a paucity of any

kind of literature which systematically addresses the organizational

and behavioral aspects of merger" (Humpal, 1971:103). Our literature

search corroborates Barr's (1982a) comment that no similar case had

been documented. Our experience in searching the literature was well

described by Steiner's (1975:205-206) image of the literature of

corporate mergers.

"At first glance this diverse literature, this array of
fragments, seems unsatisfactory despite its large
volume. Indeed, reviewing the empirical literature, my
dominant image is of a residue of vapor trails in a
cloudless sky. While there has been moderate traffic,
there is no pattern of ground control discernible.
Once in a while two fragments of trails suggest a
parallel path, or a collision course, but in the end
they pass on different headings, at different
altitudes, on different rates of climb. My image (or
perhaps it is the vapor trails) is blurred by a light,
cold wind that reminds me that it is now late and that
all those planes passed by some time ago."

We thought that this merger offered a unique opportunity to

contribute to the application of organization theory to change in a

higher education organization. Decisions regarding the merging OSU-

WOSC School of Education were being made without any theoretical base

(Barr, 1982a; Clark et al, 1981). However, mergers were expected to

become more common in higher education (Breneman, 1981; Frances,

1982; Chambers, 1981; Mingle and Norris, 1981; and Keller, 1983). We
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hoped that the application of a theoretical base and documentation of

changes, if any, of structural dimensions during the OSU-WOSC School

of Education merger would provide guidance to individuals involved in

future mergers. We expected that the results of this study would

contribute to the theory of organizational change. We also expected

the results to contribute to a better understanding of the merger

process, especially in higher education organizations.

Hypotheses

Hypotheses for this study were founded in organization theory

and design (Connor, 1980) and in a theory of organizational change

(Zaltman and Duncan, 1977). They were specific to the variables of

theoretical interest as they applied to the merging OSU-WOSC School

of Education.

The variables of interest to this study included the structural

characteristics of formalization/standardization, centralization,

complexity, and specialization; the process variables related to con-

flict, interpersonal relations, and institutionalization of dual

structures; and the switching rule dimensions of need, uncertainty,

and radical change. Each variable contributed one hypothesis for

this study.

In each hypothesis, merger referred to the merging of the OSU

School of Education and the WOSC Division of Education. Organiza-

tional structure referred to the identification, formation, and
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initial functioning of the academic departments in the combined OSU-

WOSC School of Education. Academic departments consisted of faculty

members from both campuses. The following hypotheses were tested in

this study.

H1: As the merger progresses from initiation to

implementation, the formalization/standardization of the

organizational structure will progress from low to high.

As the merger progresses from initiation to

implementation, the centralization of the organizational

structure will progress from low to high.

H2:

H3: As the merger progresses from initiation to

implementation, the complexity of the organizational

structure will progress from high to low.

H4: During this merger, the high professionalism of faculty

will facilitate initiation and impede implementation.

H5: The ability to resolve conflict will facilitate the

transition from initiation to implementation of the new

departmental structure.

H6: The ability to maintain effective interpersonal relation-

ships will facilitate the transition from initiation to

implementation of the new departmental structure.

H7: The ability to institutionalize dual structures will

facilitate the transition from initiation to

implementation of the new departmental structure.
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H8: The extent of differentiation between old and new depart-

mental structures will be positively related to the extent

of need for change.

H9: The extent of differentiation between old and new depart-

mental structures will be positively related to the extent

of uncertainty associated with the change.

H10: The extent of differentiation between old and new depart-

mental structures will be positively related to the extent

of the unique nature of the change.
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The theoretical foundation for this study was developed from

organization theory (Connor, 1980) and theory of organizational

change (Zaltman and Duncan, 1977). Organization theory had rarely

been applied to educational organizations (Blau, 1973; Chaffee, 1983;

Cyert, 1981; Keller, 1983). No coherent theory of educational change

had been identified as adequate for educational organizations (Neal

et al., 1981; Sarason, 1971 and 1982). The merger studied was

dynamic and was considered unique (Millett, 1977a; Mingle, 1981;

Barr, 1984). For all these reasons, a case study with a flexible,

organic design was considered appropriate.

"It is the conclusion of this paper that the
determinants of takeover activity can only be evaluated
by direct approach to the companies involved, and that
we will learn far more about the takeover process by
using the case-study method than we will be
establishing often spurious relationships between two
or more sets of imperfect data" (Briston and Rhys,
1972:92).

The design of this study was founded in theory and was developed

from a combination of the perspectives of ethnographic research,

participant observation and empirical studies. The complexity of the

current study, the lack of a single, applied theoretical foundation,
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and the limitations of any one methodology required case study

approach that incorporated the strengths of each perspective (Patton,

1982). "The study of professional schools may be particularly

amenable, therefore to intensive case studies...which are informed by

conceptual frameworks derived from organizational theory (Dill,

1980:211).

The rationale for an ethnographic perspective derived from the

interdependence and complexity of the variables of interest, the

interdependence and complexity of the general theoretical framework,

and the recognition that behavior was related to the context (Wilson,

1977) or frame of reference (Van de Ven and Ferry, 1980) within which

it occurred. An ethnographic design was particularly well suited to

this type of situation (Borg and Gall, 1979; Wilson, 1977).

High interdependence and high complexity of variables required

an understanding of the context of behavior during the study.

Advantages of the ethnographic perspective were that it was firmly

embedded in the context (Wilson, 1977; Bogdan and Biklen, 1982) and

that it provided "a very complete picture of the environment being

studied" (Borg and Gall, 1979:347). In this case, the high

interdependence and high complexity of both the merger and

theoretical framework required a holistic overview of the merger as

the context for the specific study of structural dimensions. The

ethnographic perspective's concurrent focus on context and activity

was congruent with this requirement.
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The emphasis on context as well as behavior both in the

variables of interest and in the application of the experimental

design (see below) was congruent with solid grounding "in

observational data gathered in a naturalistic setting" (Borg and

Gall, 1979:347) which was characteristic of the ethnographic

approach.

The participant observation perspective required the observer to

be involved in the situation being studied. However, the relative

proportions of participation versus observation ranged quite widely

within this perspective (Borg and Gall, 1979; Spector, 1975; Denzin,

1982; Bogdan and Biklen, 1982). In this study, we emphasized the

observation dimension and minimized the participation dimension. We

did, of course, participate fully in the social amenities of

situations to develop rapport and understanding with the subjects of

the study (Borg and Gall, 1982). However, we participated in a

manner which minimized any effects on the variables under study.

Participant observation techniques of recording conversations

and writing or adding to notes immediately after conversations

extended the human limitations which impeded manual recording of

conversations (Patton, 1982). Thus, they enhanced both the quality

and quantity of the data collected (Dobbert, 1982).

We thought that the structural characteristics and the process

variables identified above were particularly amenable to study using

the ethnographic and participant observation approaches outlined. We
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concurred with Smith (1983) that the ethnographic and participant

observation approaches were the most appropriate techniques to obtain

meaningful data in this case.

"Although participant observation is not widely used in
educational research, the method is well suited for the
investigation of many educational problems. For
example, studies of the organizational structure of
school districts, teachers' unions, and other
educational organizations and problems related to
effective group interaction . . . seem appropriate for
this method" (Borg and Gall, 1979:345-346).

Although preexisting hypotheses were considered a weakness from

the ethnographic perspective, this researcher did not subscribe to

that viewpoint in this case. The hypotheses presented above were

considered an advantage to this study. This study involved a highly

complex case which had little precedent in either organizational or

educational literature (Atwell, 1983; Barr, 1984; Gollnick, 1983;

Harman, 1984; Parrett, 1983).

We assumed that most respondents chosen for this study had

little knowledge of the dimensions of organization structure under

study (Cyert, 1981; Keller, 1983). Because the theoretical

foundation, structural dimensions, and case were complex and because

most respondents were assumed to be naive regarding the theoretical

foundation and structural dimensions, we assumed that directional

hypotheses would help focus data collection on the structural

dimensions of interest (Dobbert, 1982).
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During the data collection process, directional hypotheses were

beneficial in two ways. First, they led to increased efficiency of

data collection by limiting our attention to the dimensions of

organization structure (Dobbert, 1982). For example, during

interviews, we reacted to respondents by asking for clarification

when their replies were only partially relevant to our interests

(Selltig et al, 1976; Stewart and Cash, 1982). In fact, this

situation occurred so frequently that it was considered validation of

our assumption that the respondents had limited theoretical

understanding of the dimensions of organization structure.

Second, directional hypotheses contributed to high construct

validity during data collection because they focused our attention on

the constructs of interest to this study. The directional hypotheses

improved "the extent to which a particular test can be shown to

measure a hypothetical construct." (Borg and Gall, 1982:280).

Because that measurement was the definition of construct validity,

the directional hypotheses improved construct validity in this study.

Dobbert (1982:255) summarized both these factors with her

statement that "the research questions guide the level of observation

and are the key to what might be significant." In this study, the

directional hypotheses guided our observations and improved the focus

of our interviews.
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Sources of Data

Data for this study were obtained from three sources:

structured interviews with a selected sample of respondents;

documents generated by participants in the merger; and notes taken

during meetings. Descriptions of the data sources follow. For

descriptions of the data collection process and the data, see

Collection of Data below.

The interview sample consisted of faculty and administrators

from both campuses of the merging OSU-WOSC School of Education. On

the OSU campus, faculty and administrators of the former OSU School

of Education comprised the interview sample. On the WOSC campus, the

interview sample consisted of faculty and administrators of the

former WOSC Division of Education.

There were two groups of individuals included in the interview

sample. The first group consisted of individuals who were personally

involved in delineating the number and composition of academic

departments. Recommendations for these decisions were the

responsibility of a transition team. Dean Barr appointed four

faculty members from each campus to the transition team in October

1982. Three transition team members from each campus were

interviewed for this study.

The second sample group consisted of the administrative

hierarchy of the post-merger School of Education. These individuals
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worked with the developing roles, authority relationships and

communication patterns on a daily basis while the OSU-WOSC School of

Education began functioning with a single departmental structure.

These individuals were: the Dean, all (3) Assistant Deans, and all

(11) Department Chairs. Each of these individuals was interviewed

for this study.

The two groups were not distinct because some members of the

transition team occupied administrative positions in the post-merger

School of Education heirarchy. Two were Assistant Deans. One was a

Department Chair. These individuals were interviewed for this study.

Although they were not part of the formal organizational

structure, two other members of the transition team assumed

responsibilities related to the merger in the OSU-WOSC School of

Education. One was a Special Assistant to the Dean for merger-

related responsibilities. Another chaired the committee which

drafted the post-merger governance documents for the OSU-WOSC School

of Education. These individuals were interviewed for this study.

The two transition team members who were not interviewed did not

assume additional merger-related responsibilities. Table 1 provides

a complete list of respondents and their post-merger position titles

in the OSU-WOSC School of Education.
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Dr. Robert D. Barr, Dean
Dr. Gerald Becker, Chair, Department of Counseling and

Guidance
Dr. Charles Carpenter, Professor
Dr. Frank Cross, Chair, Department of Educational Psychology

and Foundations; Head Advisor
Dr. Thomas Evans, Chair, Department of Science and

Mathematics Education
Dr. Jean Ferguson, Chair, Department of Reading
Dr. Richard Forcier, Chair, Department of Educational Media

and Technology
Dr. Forrest Gathercoal, Associate Professor
Dr. Gerald Girod, Chair, Department of Elementary Education
Dr. Thomas Grigsby, Chair, Department of Post-Secondary

Education
Dr. Beverly Herzog, Chair, Department of Special Education
Dr. Larry Kenneke, Chair, Department of Vocational and

Technical Education
Dr. Marcelene Ling, Chair, Department of Secondary-Liberal

Arts Education
Dr. Kenneth Myers, Assistant Dean for Academic Affairs
Dr. Jack Rye, Chair, Department of Health and Physical

Education
Dr. Del Schalock, Assistant Dean for Research and

Development
Dr. Ed Strowbridge, Associate Professor
Dr. Bonnie Young, Assistant Dean for Service and School

Improvement

Table 1. Structured interview respondents.

Individuals external to the administrative structure of the OSU-

WOSC School of Education were not interviewed for three reasons.

First, the changes in organizational structure of interest to this

study were internal (i.e., within the School). Therefore we assumed

that individuals external to the administrative structure of the

School had less first-hand knowledge of the structural changes.

Second, Table 1 shows that the respondents included all
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individuals in post-merger administrative positions in the School.

We assumed that interviews with the entire population of

administrators would result in complete information about changes in

the dimensions of organization structure.

Third, individuals external to the administrative structure of

the School were not working with the structural changes on a daily

basis. They were assumed to have less knowledge of changes in

structural dimensions and less impact on those changes.

Respondents were chosen because they were likely to have

information relevant to the hypotheses of this study. Because this

merger was a top-down process and because structural decisions were

the first set of decisions made (MacVicar and Beaird, 1982),

individuals in the above positions were judged to be more closely

involved with and to have more information about the changing

organizational structure than individuals

post-merger administrative positions or

transition team.

The interview sample for this study included every individual

who either did not

who were not on

hold

the

in

the formal organizational hierarchy of the post-merger School of

Education and six of the eight members of the transition team who

assisted the Dean in defining that structure. The latter group

included two individuals who held less formal but nevertheless

important responsibilities related to the post-merger organization

structure in the OSU-WOSC School of Education. We assumed that
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structured interviews with 100% of the administrative hierarchy

population and 75% of the transition team population provided

adequate data for this study.

Additional data was obtained through a review of documents

related to the merger. A number of reports, proposals, discussion

papers, memos and letters were generated during the merger. A

complete list of these documents appears as Appendix B. These

documents were collected and examined for data relevant to the

hypotheses of this study.

Data for this study were also obtained from notes taken at

meetings of the transition team, the Administrative Council, the

faculty, and one meeting of two deans. A complete list of meetings

appears as Appendix C. At every meeting the participants readily

granted permission for notetaking. These notes were collected and

examined for data relevant to the hypotheses of this study.

The three sources of data for this study included: structured

interviews with selected individuals, documents generated by the

organization under study, and notes of meetings during the merger

process. These sources of data were consistent with the ethnographic

requirement that data be firmly embedded in the context (Wilson,

1977; Bogdan and Biklen, 1982) or frame of reference (Van de Ven and

Ferry, 1980) within which behavior occurs. These three sources of

data provided a realistic perspective of the organization under study

(Borg and Gall, 1979).
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The combination of these data sources, guided by directional

hypotheses, effectively integrated ethnographic (Borg and Gall, 1982;

Dobbert, 1982), participant observation (Spector, 1975; Bogdan and

Biklen, 1982) and empirical methodologies. An integrated methodology

was required by the high complexity of both the theoretical rationale

and the dimensions of organization structure as well as the case

under study. "If there is a lesson to be learned from previous

research on organizations it is the utility of multiple measures of

variables and multiple sources of data as a means of achieving

reliability and validity" (Dill, 1980:211). The following sections

deal with validity and reliability of the data in this study.

Validity

Validity was the extent to which a measurement actually

"measures what it proports to measure" (Borg and Gall, 1979:211).

The types of validity relevant to this study were face validity and

construct validity.

Face validity referred to the extent to which measurements

appeared to be "logical and understandable indicators of the

constructs under consideration" (Van de Ven and Ferry, 1980:74). In

this study, measurements consisted of evaluation of responses to

questions, documents or discussions at meetings. The evaluation was

guided (Dobbert, 1982) by constructs developed by: extensive
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literature surveys (Connor, 1980; Wilson, 1977; Zaltman and Duncan,

1977); independent determinations of similar constructs (Hunter,

1974; Summers, 1973; Walter, 1974); theoretical rationale (Connor,

1980; Zaltman and Duncan, 1977; Duncan, 1976); and empirical tests of

similar concepts (Blau, 1973; Van de Ven and Ferry, 1980).

Therefore, we concluded that the data contained both logical and

understandable indices of the variables defined above.

Construct validity was defined as the extent to which a

measurement could be shown to measure a specified construct (Borg and

Gall, 1979). This study included three complementary approaches to

assuring construct validity.

First, the theoretical constructs and their definitions were

clearly defined (Connor, 1980; Zaltman and Duncan, 1977). Data col-

lection was guided by these definitions of constructs (Wilson, 1977)

as well as by the hypotheses. Thus, the theoretical constructs

themselves provided guidelines which were actively incorporated into

the data collection process (Dobbert, 1982).

Second, the interview process was dynamic and interactive. It

enabled the researcher to check and recheck the constructs used by

the subject in the interview (Spector, 1975). The interview process

permitted a continuous focus on the constructs of interest. Thus,

the interview permitted greater control of construct measurement than

survey research (Francis et al., 1979; Frey, 1979; Harty, 1979;

Wilson, 1977).
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Third, Van de Ven and Ferry (1980) tested construct validity for

a series of structural variables which were conceptually similar to

those identified by Connor (1980) and Zaltman and Duncan (1977). Van

de Ven and Ferry (1980) worked with a questionnaire rather than an

interview format and worked in a different type of organization.

However, they did report high construct validity for their data. We

used a similar theoretical conceptualization and a similar set of

questions in this study. We, therefore, considered the high

construct validity reported by Van de Ven and Ferry (1980) to be

indirect support for high construct validity in this study. A

similar argument, applied to Hunter's (1974) study, led to the same

conclusion.

Finally, "the validity of any sample depends upon the

fieldworker's knowledge of the total universe, which permits a

selection that will truly diagnose or define a pattern" (Dobbert,

1982:266). In this study the sample contained 100% of the

administrative hierarchy of the post-merger School of Education as

well as 75% of the universe of the transition team. We assumed that

this sample led to a substantial knowledge of the organization under

study.

For all of the above reasons, we think that adequate construct

validity existed in this study.
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Reliability

Reliability referred to the "level of consistency or stability"

of measurements (Borg and Gall, 1979:217). In this case, the

theoretical framework, constructs, hypotheses and structured

interview all provided a consistent focus which contributed to

reliability during data collection.

° eliability was usually evaluated by testing the correlation

between two sets of data (Borg and Gall, 1979; Hunter, 1974). In

this study, reliability was assured by the constant comparative

method. "The constant comparative method involves the process of

joint collection and analysis of data while constantly comparing seg-

ments of data within groups and between groups" (Spector, 1975). In

this study, data was cross checked within verbal sources, within

written sources, and between verbal and written sources. Additional

cross checks of data were obtained from the same sources at

different times or in response to different questions. In this study

only data that were confirmed by cross checks were considered

reliable.

For the above reasons, we think that data used in this study

were adequately reliable.
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Collection of Data

This section describes the data collection process as used in

this study. The major factors during data collection were: the

accessibility of information; development of the interview

questionnaire; the interview process itself; acquisition of

documents; and observations of participants at meetings. Each factor

is reported below.

Accessibility of Data

The sources of data for this study were structured interviews,

documents regarding the merging OSU-WOSC School of Education and

observations of participants in meetings concerning the merger. The

study design required access to each source of data. Failure to

obtain access or limited access to any source could have jeopardized

the validity and/or reliability of this study by introducing serious

concerns about possible bias in the data available.

When we contacted the Dean, the members of the transition team

and other respondents,
we were careful to avoid linking this study to

any faction or to any other individual (Bogdan and Biklen, 1982).

From the beginning, we presented this study as a dissertation

research study of organization theory and theory of organizational

change. Each individual we approached readily supported the study
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and encouraged our participation as an observer at meetings.

Verbal assurances of assistance and cooperation were followed by

requests for information, documents, access to meetings, or

introductions to colleagues. In every case, information, documents

or introductions were provided readily and, in some cases, before

they were requested. In one case, an unsolicited document was

received from an anonymous source. In another case, we received an

unsolicited telephone invitation to a meeting relevant to this

study. During the study, individuals consistently expressed

interest, concern and encouragement.

We were accepted as an observer in meetings of the transition

team, faculty meetings,
discussion forums, departmental meetings, and

frank discussions between individuals. During meetings, we were

included in the distribution of documents. In addition, we were

welcomed in the conversations prior to and after the meetings as well

as during the breaks. There appeared to be no lack of candor or

inhibitions during discussions of sensitive subjects. All these

experiences led to the conclusion that data were readily available to

us during the study (Bogdan and Biklen, 1982).

Interview Questionnaire

The two major concerns during the development of the

questionnaire were the selection of questions and the order in which
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the questions would be asked. When selecting questions we assumed

that respondents were naive about organization theory and theoretical

bases of organizational change. We also assumed that they had some

personal experience in organizational change, at least in the

organization under study. The implications for question selection

were twofold. First, we needed to avoid terminology from

organization theory and organizational change because the respondents

lack of familiarity with the constructs would lead to less precise

responses. Therefore, we relied on the dimensions of the constructs

when we chose questions. Also, to clarify and focus their replies

during interviews, we recommended a frame of reference for

respondents to use for organizational constructs (Stewart and Cash,

1982).

Second, wherever possible, questions were phrased in concrete

terms with specific reference to this organization at this time.

This was done to elicit examples and personal experiences which could

be used as a starting point to develop more precise information on

dimensions of organization
structure (Stewart and Cash, 1982).

The interview questionnaire dealt with three major concerns:

structural dimensions, (Connor, 1980; Zaltman and Duncan, 1977);

switching rule dimensions (Zaltman and Duncan, 1977); and process

variables (Zaltman and Duncan, 1977).

The questions asked during structured interviews appear in

Appendix A. The questions were developed from the dimensions of
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organization structure identified by Connor (1980), the process

variables and switching rule dimensions identified by Zaltman and

Duncan (1977), the organizational assessment work of Van de Ven and

Ferry (1980) and Hunter's (1974) research on role maintenance by

university faculty members.

The structural dimension section of the interview questionnaire

dealt with formalization/standardization,
centralization, complexity

and specialization. It was developed primarily from Van de Ven and

Ferry's (1980) organizational measurement technique and from Hunter's

(1974) study of faculty role maintenance as a function of

environmental pressure and organization structure. Both sources

assumed definitions of organizational structural dimensions which

were fully congruent with the definitions used in this study (Connor,

1980). The interview questions in Appendix A were generated by

adapting the questions of Van de Ven and Ferry (1980) and Hunter

(1974) to this specific case.

We developed the switching rule section of the interview

questionnaire directly from the switching rules identified by Zaltman

and Duncan (1977) and the organizational structure section of

Connor's (1980) theoretical paradigm. We did assume that the

switching rule constructs of need for change, unique nature of

change, and uncertainty were readily understood by the respondents.

The interview questions focused on the existence of these switching

rule dimensions in this case.
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We developed the process variable section of the interview

questionnaire from Zaltman and Duncan's (1977) theoretical argument,

Duncan's (1976) rationale, and Schmuck et al's (1977) organizational

development approach to educational change. We assumed that the

process variables of conflict resolution and interpersonal

relationships would be readily understood by the respondents. The

interview questions focused on the existence of these process

variables in this case.

We did not assume that the process variable institutionalizing

dual structures was readily understood by all respondents. However,

it was fully congruent with Connor's (1980) theoretical paradigm as

well as with Zaltman and Duncan's (1977) arguments and, at least

tacitly, acknowledged by Schmuck et al (1977). The specific

questions we developed for this process variable were based on the

theoretical construct as used by the authors cited above.

The interview questionnaire contained a total of 100

questions. Each heading in the list of interview questions referred

to one of the ten hypotheses of this study. One additional heading

referred to the extent of perceived differentiation between the pre-

merger and post-merger structural dimensions in the School of

Education. It was necessary to determine this extent of perceived

differentiation of structure in order to evaluate the hypotheses

dealing with switching rule dimensions (Zaltman and Duncan, 1977).

The sequence of the hypotheses listed in Chapter 2 was based on
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arguments developed from theory. Because the interview process did

not begin with a summary of theoretical arguments, a different order

was chosen for the hypotheses in the interview questionnaire. We

chose to start the interview questionnaire with variables which:

were conceptually straightforward; did not require value-laden

responses; and were concerned with the merger itself instead of the

individuals involved with the merger. These criteria were chosen to

fit better with the interview process described below. Interview

questions were asked in the order in which they appear in Appendix A.

In summary, the interview questionnaire was based on the

dimensions of organization structure (Connor, 1980), theory of

organizational change (Zaltman and Duncan, 1977) measurements of

other organizations (Van de Ven and Ferry, 1980), and measurements of

a higher education organization (Hunter, 1974). We constructed a

series of questions specific to this case in higher education but

based on Hunter's (1974) and Van de Ven and Ferry's (1980) work. We

also eliminated the Likert-scale responses used by both Hunter (1974)

and Van de Ven and Ferry (1980) and left the response options open

because this approach was more consistent with the ethnographic

approach (Bogdan and Biklen, 1982; Dobbert, 1982; Borg and Gall,

1982; Spector, 1975). Whenever possible, questions included specific

reference to the respondent's experience during the organizational

change under study. Questions were grouped by hypothesis.

Hypotheses were put in a sequence which began with less personal
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concerns and ended with conflict resolution and interpersonal

interactions.

Interview Process

During the interview process, it was necessary to obtain and

maintain full cooperation of each respondent (Stewart and Cash, 1982;

Dobbert, 1982). The four principle concerns during this process

were: entry, location and time, procedure and interaction.

The entry phase involved initiation of contact, identification

of the researcher, explanation of the study, and a request for

assistance. We initiated direct, personal contact with each

respondent. We did not rely on intermediaries for introductions. We

chose this approach to avoid the identification of this study with

any other individual or coalition (Bogdan and Biklen, 1982).

We were already known by eight of the nine respondents

originally from the OSU campus. We were not known by any of the nine

respondents from the WOSC campus. Despite this difference between

campuses, we perceived no difference in responses based on past

experience.

We assumed the role of a doctoral candidate beginning

dissertation research. We emphasized our student role so we would

readily fit into a role which was not only accurate but which also

required no role change of respondents and facilitated our asking of
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questions (Bogdan and Biklen, 1982).

We introduced the study as research for a doctoral

dissertation. We explained that the study was designed as a test of

organization theory and a theory of organizational change. We stated

that the study was not a case description but that it required

information from this case of organizational change to test the

theory. We also volunteered the information that our choice of study

was clearly opportunistic. This approach followed Bogdan and

Bikien's (1982) recommended procedure for obtaining access.

Responses to this information were uniformly positive. Every

individual expressed interest in the study.

We asked respondents if they would be willing to participate in

the study by responding to questions in a structured interview, by

allowing us to observe them in meetings, by providing documents if

requested to do so and by providing introductions to colleagues if

necessary. In return we promised confidentiality. We also promised

to obtain permission for both content and context if we wished to

cite respondents in any report of this study (Bogdan and Biklen,

1982; Dobbert, 1982). Each individual readily agreed to participate

in the study. Because there was no apparent reluctance by any

respondent, we concluded that entry had been successful.

The major location and time factors were comfort and convenience

of respondents. All interviews were initiated in the respondent's

office at a time convenient to the respondent. We thought that
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respondents would be more comfortable in their offices than in

another location. In addition, by holding the interview in the

respondent's office, we reinforced the professor-student role

relationship that naturally led to information from the respondent in

response to questions from the student (Borg and Gall, 1982; Bogdan

and Biklen, 1982; Stewart and Cash, 1982). In every case,

respondents appeared comfortable.

Initial interview sessions were scheduled for a duration of one

hour to fit the usual time frame on each campus. Additional sessions

were scheduled as necessary. Most sessions were of one hour duration

although a few were longer by prior agreement with the respondent

(Borg and Gall, 1982). No session lasted longer than the planned

duration so there was no indication of shortened responses due to the

respondent's need to end the interview. Some interviews ended early

because we arrived at the end of a hypothesis with inadequate time to

complete the questions related to the next hypothesis.

The decision to schedule interview sessions at the convenience

of respondents combined with their very busy schedules to spread the

interview process over approximately five months. The long time over

which interviews were conducted was considered an advantage because

it allowed thorough cross checking of data. Cross checking (Dobbert,

1982) was done both internally (i.e., similar questions asked at

different times to the same respondent) and externally (i.e., between

different respondents). Another advantage of collection of interview
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data over the long time period was that the data contained a more

complete pattern of the organizational changes.

The major factors relevant to the interview procedure were the

sequence of questions, the information given to the respondent,

recording of data, and constraints on the response. The questions

were arranged in a sequence which started with the large scope,

external, less personal dimension of need for change and ended with

the more personal dimensions of conflict resolution and interpersonal

interactions. This sequence was chosen to allow time for development

of rapport between interviewer and respondent before the more

personal dimensions were explored (Bogdan and Biklen, 1982; Borg and

Gall, 1982; Stewart and Cash, 1982). In all cases respondents

exhibited complete comfort with all questions.

The general information about the study given to respondents

prior to the interview has been described above. At the beginning of

the first interview this was repeated. In addition each respondent

was given a 3x5 inch card which contained Connor's (1980) definition

of organization structure. The card read: "Organization structure

is the organization's official arrangement of roles, authority

relationships, and communication patterns" (Connor, 1980:347). We

stated that this was the definition of organization structure chosen

for this study.

We also advised the respondents that each set of questions

referred to a specific hypothesis. We informed each respondent of
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the topic of each hypothesis (e.g., centralization) but did not state

the hypothesis. We offered to state and/or explain any hypothesis

after we finished the interview. No respondent objected to the

process and no respondent expressed an interest in any specific

hypothesis prior to the interview.

We asked each respondent at the beginning of each interview

session if we could tape record the interview (Bogdan and Biklen,

1982; Dobbert, 1982). There were no objections. In fact, each

respondent readily granted permission to tape record the session. In

addition to tape recording, we also took notes on the major points of

each response as well as on major behavioral changes of the

respondent (Bogdan and Biklen, 1982; Borg and Gall, 1982; Dobbert,

1982).

Written notes were useful in the few cases where a tape

malfunctioned or ended during a response. Observational notes

consisted of records of interruptions or telephone calls. No major

behavioral changes were observed during any interview. In every

case, the respondent's demeanor appeared relatively unchanged

throughout the entire interview session. No respondent exhibited any

apparent change of comfort, stress or openness during any interview.

For most questions we recommended the frames of reference as

listed in Appendix A (Borg and Gall, 1982). However, we informed the

respondents that if a different frame of reference were more

meaningful, they should use it. We placed minimum constraints on
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initial responses to interview questions. Respondents replied in a

form and with examples that seemed appropriate to them. When

necessary, we did probe with additional questions to provide

additional focus or detail (Dobbert, 1982; Stewart and Cash, 1982).

Additional questions were phrased in a non-directional manner to

avoid questioner bias in the response (Bogdan and Biklen, 1982;

Stewart and Cash, 1982). Most respondents occasionally rambled in

their responses. Sometimes they appeared to think out loud as they

spoke to opposing sides of an issue. In these cases, we either asked

for clarification or asked the respondent if our paraphrasing of the

response was correct (Bogdan and Biklen, 1982; Spector, 1972; Stewart

and Cash, 1982).

Interviews were somewhat constrained by the predetermined list

and sequence of questions (Bogdan and Biklen, 1982; Stewart and Cash,

1982). We did adhere to both the list and sequence in all

interviews. In some cases, however, a respondent would expand on one

question and, in so doing, answer a second question. In that case,

we either omitted the second question if the respondent's meaning was

very clear or we asked for clarification if the second point had not

been clearly addressed (Stewart and Cash, 1982; Selltig et al, 1976).

In two cases, we used a shortened form of the questionnaire.

One respondent, although fully cooperative, was not adequately

accessible. This respondent was supportive but our scheduled

interview sessions were frequently cancelled or shortened. Another
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respondent readily agreed to the interview but limited it to one

hour. In both cases, we shortened the questionnaire. Each

hypothesis was included in the shortened version. However, only

questions comprising the most central concerns of the study were

asked of these respondents. Despite their time constraints, these

respondents were as candid, honest, fully responsive, and supportive

as the others. During these interviews, the time constraints did add

an element of intensity which was not present in some others. We

concluded that data was limited by time constraints but not by

reduced cooperation in these cases. Table 2 lists the duration of

interviews in this study. The two shortened interviews are indicated

with an asterisk.

Duration(hrs.) Number

1.0 1*

1.5 1

2.0 4

2.5 4

3.5 4

4.0 2

4.5

6.5 1

Table 2. Number and duration of interviews.
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The duration of an interview was dependent on the length of

the respondent's replies. In this study, complete interviews

required from 1.5 to 6.5 hours. Most interviews were completed in 2

to 4 hours.

Every respondent answered every question asked. There were no

refusals. In a few cases, respondents did request that the tape

recorder be turned off for a few comments. Those comments were not

written out of respect for the respondent's confidentiality (Dobbert,

1982.). In every case, these comments did not directly affect the

response to an interview question but rather explained the response

by providing reasons or specific examples.

The interaction with each respondent was open, positive and

quite candid. During questioning, respondents were thoughtful and

supportive. Observations of comfortable posture, natural tenor of

voice, and informal humor indicated that all respondents were at ease

during interviews (Bogdan and Biklen, 1982; Borg and Gall, 1982;

Stewart and Cash, 1982).

"It is generally agreed that good informants share
the following characteristics: they appear
comfortable and unstrained in interactions with the
researcher; they are not hurried and are willing to
spend time with the researcher; they are generally
open and truthful although they may have certain
areas about which they will not speak or where they
will cover up; they stay on the topic or related
important issues; they are thoughtful and willing to
reflect on what to say" (Dobbert, 1982:263).
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The respondents in this study rated very high on each of the

characteristics cited above.

Acquisition of Documents

Documents acquired by the researcher comprised the second source

of data. A complete list of documents appears as Appendix B.

Documents relevant to this study were acquired from the following

sources: individuals in the merging School of Education; the Dean's

office; the transition team; departmental circulation; newsletters;

newspapers; and one document from an anonymous source.

Documents were examined for data relevant to the hypotheses of

this study and for corroboration of information obtained in interviews

(Bogdan and Biklen, 1982). Some documents were available because they

were widely circulated -- either internally or externally to the OSU-

WOSC School of Education. Other documents become available when we

requested either information or specific documents. Every document we

requested was made available to us. We encountered neither difficulty

nor refusal in our requests for documents. In every case, we

experienced full cooperation and full sharing of information even when

the information was sensitive or confidential.
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Observations at Meetings

The third source of data for this study came from observations at

meetings. A list of the meetings attended appears as Appendix C. The

transition team was the principal source of observational data. We

observed meetings and forums of the transition team. We were welcomed

as an observer at these events. We observed intense and candid

discussions of very sensitive issues. At no time were we excluded nor

did we detect any lack of candor due to our presence. We concluded

that our presence had minimal impact on the content of the discussions

we witnessed.

In addition to the activities of the transition team, we attended

meetings of the faculty, the Dean's Administrative Council, department

meetings, and meetings between individuals. Faculty meetings were

open to graduate students so attendance required no consent from

participants. In every other case, consent of participants was

received for our attendance and notetaking either in advance or at the

beginning of the meeting (Bogdan and Biklen, 1982). Our experience in

these meetings was similar to that in transition team meetings. In

every case, we could find no evidence that our presence affected the

content of the meeting. We concluded that our presence had minimal

impact.
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Procedures for Data Analysis

The analysis of data for this study followed the qualitative

methodology recommended by Bogdan and Biklen (1982) and Dobbert (1982)

and was checked against major issues identified by Spector (1975),

Frey (1977) and Borg and Gall (1982). Although specific

methodological processes are identified in the following sections, a

summary of the major concerns follows.

All data used in this study emphasized context as well as

content, were based on perceptions of individuals, and involved

insight more than measurement. In addition, the selection of data

evolved directly from the theoretical constructs being tested. Data

analysis remains closely linked both to the theoretical constructs

being tested as well as to the type of data generated during the

study:

"As a first principal of scientific research it is
essential to remember that the concepts and assumptions
that invest the formulation of the problem influence
both the procedures of investigation and the findings"
(Kimball and Partridge, 1979:227).

Van de Ven and Ferry (1980:29) defined a Type III error as "the

probability of having solved the wrong problem with the right

methods. Type III error occurs when the initial problem.
. . is

inadequately represented or formulated." Despite a careful

formulation of the problem, the complexity of the theory and

constructs examined, the high interdependence of the constructs, and
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the lack of precedents for this study in higher education

organizations, preclude a readily quantifiable analysis. In this

case a non-numerical approach to data analysis was chosen to decrease

the probability of Type III errors and to be more consistent with

both the theoretical rationale of the study and theoretical

constructs being examined.

Interview data were of primary importance because they were the

most extensive, most complete, and most closely focused on the

hypotheses Data from documents and meetings were used to check

validity and reliability of interview data, to provide additional

insights, to surface unusual problems and to compare the

organization's rationale and actions. Additional information about

analysis of each type of data follows.

Data from Interviews

Structured interviews were completed with 18 individuals. All

interviews were tape recorded and notes were made of responses. A

complete word-for-word transcript of each interview was generated

from the audio tape. The transcript was then checked against both

the original tape recording and notes. Additions and corrections

were made until the transcript accurately depicted the actual

responses. Final transcripts of all interviews totalled 454

typewritten pages.
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Responses on transcripts were then coded (Bogdan and Biklen,

1982) by informant, hypothesis and question. Duplicate copies were

made and the duplicate copies were then cut and grouped by hypothesis

(Bogdan and Biklen, 1982). At this stage, the interview data were

assembled into eleven file folders. There was one file folder for

each of the ten hypotheses and one folder for the respondents'

perceptions of the extent of differentiation between old and new

structures. Each folder contained the responses of all respondents

to all the questions related to that topic (Bogdan and Biklen, 1982).

The next step involved tabulation of responses in a person by

question matrix. For each major heading in the questionnaire, we

created a matrix in which individuals were identified on the vertical

axis and questions were identified on the horizontal axis. Each

entry in the table represented one respondent's response to one

question. When a respondent offered multiple reasons for an event

all reasons (or items) were listed in the table. In some cases,

respondents made a distinction between the current situation and an

anticipated future situation. When this distinction was made, both

responses were included and differentiated in the table.

Two factors were most prominent in our selection of data for

tabulation. The first factor was focus. We selected data for

tabulation which focused most directly on the question asked, which

related directly to the hypothesis being tested, and which were

congruent with the theoretical constructs in the hypothesis.
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The second factor was thoroughness. Although focus limited our

selection of information, we included all information that related to

the focus of each question.

In most cases, we tabulated the words of the respondent. In a

few cases, we needed to interpret the response on the transcript.

When interpretation was necessary, we noted our interpretation on the

transcript. For every entry on the table, we highlighted the portion

of the transcript that was the source of the entry.

The tabulation process reduced the data from 454 typewritten

pages to 17 pages of 11x17 inches each. The tabulated data was used

for final analysis but the transcripts were used for reference to

details and for a check of results during the analysis.

The final analysis steps were less clearly structured. They

involved reiterative review of tabulated data, rechecking of portions

of the transcripts, and a search for apparent patterns and

relationships (Dobbert, 1982).

For each question, we sought a consensus, majority or minority

opinion or some pattern to characterize the responses. Facts were

cross checked either between individuals or between different

responses of the same individual. Perceptions were not cross-

checked. We attempted to attribute unusual perceptions to insight;

to individual differences of personality, experience, access to

information, position; or to changes in any of these factors

(Dobbert, 1982). In most cases, explanations of unusual perceptions
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by one or more of these factors could be validated by cross checking

with other statements of the same individual or by statements of

another individual.

The analytical process was more inductive than deductive (Bogdan

and Biklen, 1982). It focused on the hypotheses being tested and

emphasized validity of the theoretical constructs and reliability as

determined by cross checking of data (Bogdan and Biklen, 1982;

Dobbert, 1982).

This approach differed slightly from that of Spector (1975) in

that we began with preset constructs and categories of information.

However, our approach was fully consistent with Bogdan and Biklen's

(1982) description of data analysis procedures, Dobbert's (1982)

recommendations for maintaining validity and reliability, and Borg

and Gall's (1982) summary of major concerns in ethnographic research.

The overall process was less sequential and numerical but more

reiterative and pattern seeking.

"In the final analysis it may have been the celebrated
methodologist Yogi Berra who best described the value
of qualitative research. He said you can see a lot
just by looking. I would only add a corollary - you
can hear a lot just by listening" (Levine, 1982:79).

Data from Documents

In this study data from documents was used to check not only

data obtained in interviews but also arguments and patterns developed
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during analysis of interview data. A description of our use of

documents during data analysis follows.

After interview data had been tabulated, documents were checked

for content applicable to the hypotheses of this study. The coded

documents were compared to the results of the analysis of data from

interviews. If data from documents supported the results of the

analysis of data from interviews, the data from documents were

incorporated into the results. If data from documents failed to

confirm the results from interviews, these data were added to the

data from interviews and alternative explanations were sought.

In this study we considered the later analysis of data from

documents to be an advantage for three reasons. First, this process

required a second, thorough review of both the interview data and

arguments derived from the interview data. Second, the documents

provided additional data derived from the organization's formal

structure. Thus, congruent data from both sources was interpreted as

confirmation of the formal structure of this organization. Third,

data from documents provided an independent check of information. As

such it contributed to both validity and reliability of data in this

study.
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Data from Observations at Meetings

Data from observations at meetings consisted of notes taken

during meetings. These data were reviewed after the data from

documents were processed. The procedure for processing these data

was identical to the procedure described above for processing data

from documents. Data were compared with the revised arguments

resulting from analysis of data from documents. Revisions were made

as necessary.

No significant changes of interpretation were required at this

stage because data from observations at meetings did not provide

information which was substantively different from that obtained from

interviews or documents. Observational data did provide additional

insights and more complete rationale for arguments developed from

other sources of data. It corroborated information and provided

complementary information that was not available from other

sources. Thus, it contributed to both validity and reliability of

this study.

Sorting of Data

Data were interpreted for the entire sample and for each of the

eleven other clusters as defined below. Five clusters were

considered primary clusters because the membership of those clusters
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was distinct. There was no overlap of members between primary

clusters and no primary cluster was composed of the sum of other

clusters. The five primary clusters were: Administration, OSU

Chairs, WOSC Chairs, Interim Chairs, and Transition Team/Faculty.

Each of the individuals interviewed was a member of only one primary

cluster. Seven clusters were considered secondary clusters either

because they represented the sum of two or more primary clusters or

their membership was taken from two or more of the primary

clusters. The seven secondary clusters were: Transition Team/Non-

faculty, Total Transition Team, Total Chairs, Total Administration,

Total WOSC, Total OSU and Total Sample.

Table 3 lists the major characteristics of each cluster. In

Table 3, the number of individuals in each cluster is shown in

parentheses after the title. The second column lists years of

experience in the Oregon State System of Higher Education (OSSHE).

The third column lists the number of individuals in the cluster who

perceived a significant change of job responsibilities during this

merger. A brief description of each cluster follows.

The Administration cluster consisted of the Dean and the three

Assistant Deans. The OSU Chairs consisted of the department chairs

whose pre-merger positions were on the OSU campus. The WOSC Chairs

consisted of the department chairs whose pre-merger positions were on

the WOSC campus. The Interim Chairs were two individuals who were

initially chairs of departments but, during this study those two
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departments subsequently merged with another department. The

Transition Team clusters distinguish between those transition team

members who retained faculty positions and those who assumed central

administration or department chair positions. The Total Transition

Team represented the fusion of both transition team subgroups. The

Total Chairs represented the combination of OSU Chairs and WOSC

Chairs. The Total Administration cluster represented the combination

of the Administration and Total Chairs. The Total OSU cluster

included the OSU Chairs and the Transition Team/Faculty. The total

sample cluser included all 18 respondents.

combination of the five primary clusters.

Group (Number) Years in OSSHE

It represented the

Position Change

Administration (4) 2-27 4
OSU Chairs (5) 10-15 2
WOSC Chairs (4) 5-15 4
Interim Chairs (2) 11-14 2
Transition Team/Faculty (3) 12-19 0

Transition Team/Non-faculty (3) 5-27 3
Total Transition Team (6) 5-27 3
Total Chairs (9) 5-15 6
Total Administration (13) 2-27 10
Total WOSC (6) 5-15 6
Total OSU (8) 10-19 2
Total Sample (18) 2-27 12

Table 3. Clusters of data.
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PRESENTATION AND INTERPRETATION OF FINDINGS

The purpose of this study was to examine the effects of

organizational change on the structural characteristics of a higher

education organization. The objective of this study was to determine

whether the structural characteristics that facilitated initiation of

change impeded implementation of change in the merging OSU-WOSC

School of Education.

Ten hypotheses were generated from organization theory (Connor,

1980) and theory of organizational change (Zaltman and Duncan,

1977). The first four hypotheses tested changes in dimensions of

organizational structure, i.e., formalization/standardization,

centralization, complexity and specialization. The next three

hypotheses tested the effects of process variables, i.e., ability to

resolve conflict, ability to maintain effective interpersonal

relationships, and ability to institutionalize dual structures. The

final three hypotheses tested the relationship between the extent of

differentiation between pre- and post-merger structure and the

switching rule dimensions of need for change, uncertainty associated

with change, and unique nature of the change. The findings and

interpretations follow.

The text of this chapter presents the findings and our

interpretation of the findings. The concurrent presentation of

findings and interpretation of findings is consistent with Bogdan and
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Biklen's (1982:178) statement that "you can intermix analysis and

example." Dobbert (1982:314) provides additional support for our

approach.

"Some ethnographic reports do not separate
description and explanation or conclusions into
individual chapters or report sections, but report at
a descriptive level and an explanatory level
alternatively within the entire work. Thus, a major
theme may be discussed descriptively and then at the
explanatory-theoretical level, within a given chapter
or a given section of an ethnographic report."

Because the interview data for this study consisted of the words

of the respondents, there was no convenient numerical mechanism to

summarize the sense of those data. Except for a few direct quotes

from the data, the text of this chapter consists of our own words

presented as a summary of the sense of the data. We were concerned,

however, that these results be "well-documented with description

taken from the data to illustrate and substantiate the assertions

made" (Bogdan and Biklen, 1982:177). As illustration of our

findings and interpretations, we have included quotations from our

data in Appendix D. Those quotations are presented by hypothesis.

The sequence of hypotheses in Appendix D parallels the sequence of

hypotheses developed from theory in Chapter 2 and presented in this

chapter.

We have separated our arguments from their documentation by

quotations from the data to maintain cohesion among the arguments.

We think this approach is consistent with our attempt to more clearly
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explicate the findings of this complex study. "As long as data,

description and explanatory conclusions are kept separate, the choice

of an exact form is a matter of personal style" (Dobbert, 1982: 315).

Dimensions of Organizational Structure

The dimensions of organizational structure were

formalization/standardization, centralization, complexity and

specialization (Connor, 1980; Van de Ven and Ferry, 1980; Zaltman and

Duncan, 1977). Zaltman and Duncan (1977) argued that

formalization/standardization and centralization should be low during

initiation of change but high during implementation of change. They

also argued that complexity should be high during

change but low during implementation of change.

initiation of

We developed

arguments from Zaltman and Duncan (1977), Connor (1980) and Drucker

(1980) which identified professionalism as the type of specialization

appropriate to a higher education organization. From the same

sources we developed a hypothesis that high professionalism would

facilitate initiation of change but would impede implementation of

change. This section reports and interprets the findings of our

tests of the four hypotheses based on dimensions of organizational

structure.
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Formalization/Standardization

The first hypothesis of this study was: As the merger

progresses from initiation to implementation, the

formalization/standardization of the organizational structure will

progress from low to high." Changes in formalization/standardization

were measured by changes in rule existence and rule enforcement

(Connor, 1980; Hunter, 1974; Van de Ven and Ferry, 1980). This

hypothesis predicted increases in both rule existence and rule

enforcement as the OSU-WOSC School of Education moved from initiation

to implementation of a single departmental structure.

Zaltman and Duncan (1977) defined the initiation stage of change

by the substages of knowledge-awareness, attitude formation, and

decision making. In the organization under study, the transition

team was the group actively dealing with these substages. Transition

team members were selected from the faculty on both campuses, rather

than from the formal hierarchy on either campus. They were appointed

to an ad hoc, advisory role by the Dean in early November 1982.

The transition team generated information about faculty

assignments, provided two-way information flow between the Dean and

the faculty, and recommended the initial set of departments and

faculty assignments to the Dean.

Zaltman and Duncan (1977) argued that low

formalization/standardization would facilitate the initiation stage
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by permitting relatively free flow of information to the

organization. We observed a free, candid and apparently thorough

exchange of information during transition team meetings. Transition

team members disseminated information to faculty about discussions in

transition team meetings. They also sought out faculty opinions and

brought this information back to transition team meetings.

The transition team served as a focal point for information

transfer between the Dean and the faculty during the initiation stage

of this change. The activities of transition team members

facilitated the increase in knowledge of both Dean and faculty,

contributed to the development of a positive attitude about the

change by the faculty, and led to decisions about departmental

structure.

The transition team lacked direct ties to the formal

organizational hierarchy on either campus; performed in a temporary,

advisory capacity; actively promoted information flow in both

directions; operated outside normal governance procedures; initiated

no rules; and enforced no rules. We considered the activities and

effects of the transition team to be validation of Zaltman and

Duncan's (1977) arguments that low formalization/standardization

would facilitate initiation of change.

Zaltman and Duncan (1977) predicted that once the departmental

structure had been defined, increased formalization/standardization

would facilitate the implementation of that structure. This
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prediction was supported by our interview data for rule existence.

Every group reported current or anticipated increases in written

policies and records as a result of the merger. Increased rule

existence was perceived in criteria for faculty evaluation; criteria

for promotion and tenure; governance procedures; faculty load,

advising and scheduling; interactions with external organizations;

clarification of internal roles; and for internal program reviews.

The most common reasons given for increased rule existence were

related to the organization's needs: to increase uniformity between

the two campuses; to manage internal operations; to clearly delineate

departmental autonomy; and to manage external relationships. The

perception of increased rule existence was both ubiquitous for all

groups and clearly dominant in each group. One respondent stated

that ". . . in all areas, the merger had made it more important than

usual that you do have written procedures, written criteria, written

arguments, and certainly written policy so everybody knows how we are

functioning. . . ."

For all the reasons stated above, we concluded that, during

initiation, rule existence was low and facilitated this stage. We

also concluded that, during implementation, rule existence increased

and facilitated that stage. Our data on rule existence clearly

supported the first hypothesis.

The second indicator of formalization/standardization was rule

enforcement. We found that rule enforcement was low during the
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initiation stage. There were no formal rules and few constraints

applied to the transition team deliberations. Transition team

members were encouraged to communicate freely about their

discussions. We interpreted this lack of constraints to be reduced

rule enforcement.

During initial development of the post-merger departmental

structure, the OSU-WOSC School of Education enjoyed high flexibility

in its interactions with both institutions and with faculty senates

on both campuses. We interpreted this as reduced rule enforcement.

Our interview sample documented perceptions of increased rule

enforcement in most groups after the post-merger departmental

structure had been delineated. The reasons for perceived increase in

rules were in response to perceived needs for increased role clarity

or for standardization due to increased size and complexity of the

post-merger School of Education. The perceived need for increased

role clarity focused primarily on the importance of research,

publication and scholarly activities as criteria for promotion and

tenure evaluations of faculty. A secondary focus was the role

clarity of the department chairs in terms of responsibility, autonomy

of decision making, faculty evaluation, and relationship with the

Dean. In all these areas, there were frequent indications of current

or anticipated increases in rule enforcement.

There were, however, counter indications of increased rule

enforcement in three primary groups - OSU Chairs, Transition
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Team/Faculty, and Interim Chairs. The first two groups comprised the

Total OSU group so that secondary group also reflected the tendency

of its components. In these groups responses were mixed but the

tendency was toward no increase in rule enforcement.

In all groups, the counter indications to increased rule

enforcement were due to one or two perceptions. First, that

university faculty are "independent contractors" and, as such, they

are not subject to rules which can be enforced. Second, that rules

were never enforced in the past and no change was anticipated.

We think our methodology was a partial cause of this result. We

think that OSU Chairs and Transition Team/Faculty perceived no

increase in rule enforcement due to the leadership style of the

Dean. This Dean's leadership style involved substantial information

exchange and high participation before decisions were made. Thus, he

developed ownership and trust for decisions. In this situation there

was less need for rule enforcement because department chairs and

faculty felt that they had a vested interest in the decisions. Our

interview questions did not differentiate between need for

enforcement and enforcement. Therefore our data did not allow us to

compare pre- and post-merger amounts of rule enforcement for the same

need for enforcement. If the need for rule enforcement were to

decline post-merger, our data would reflect that situation as reduced

rule enforcement.

We interpreted the apparent reduction in rule enforcement
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perceived by three primary groups and one secondary group as an

artifact of our methodology. The majority of our groups indicated

increased rule enforcement. The groups that did not indicate

increased rule enforcement were considered to be actively involved in

the decision making process in a manner which led to increased

acceptance of decisions. We concluded that such involvement was, in

fact, decreased deviation from rules. As such, it indicated

increased formalization/standardization during implementation.

We concluded that, in this case, both measures of

formalization/standardization - rule existence and rule enforcement -

declined during initiation and increased during implementation.

Therefore we concluded that our data supported the first hypothesis.

Centralization

The second hypothesis of this study was: "As the merger

progresses from initiation to implementation the centralization of

the organizational structure will progress from low to high."

Changes in centralization were measured by changes in rule

promulgation and loci of decisions (Connor, 1980; Hunter, 1974; Van

de Ven and Ferry, 1980). This hypothesis predicted an increase in

rule promulgation and a decreased influence of lower hierarchical

levels in decision making as the OSU-WOSC School of Education moved

from initiation to implementation of a single department structure.
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Our data showed a consistent perception by all groups except the

Administration of decreased rule promulgation. This perception was

due to the perception of increased autonomy of department chairs when

compared to the previous administrations. On both campuses, the pre-

merger School of Education was perceived as highly authoritarian. On

both campuses, the Dean's predecessor was perceived as relying on

power of position, highly centralized decision making and many rules

and regulations for compliance to decisions. The current

administration was perceived as highly participatory and relying on

participation and communication for compliance to decisions.

The Administration group-perceived an increase in its influence

in decisions. It expected an increase in rule promulgation due to:

external standards imposed on the School of Education by the Teacher

Standards and Practices Commission (TSPC); the committment to

excellence by the central administration; criteria set by the Dean

for faculty evaluation for promotion and tenure; explicit

requirements of the faculty union contract at WOSC; and external

deadlines for scheduling courses and catalog development. This group

perceived an overall increase in rule promulgation as a response to

the need to standardize between campuses, coordinate internal

operations, and interact successfully with the external environment.

We think the other groups consistently failed to differentiate

between providing increased information and promulgating rules.

Other groups were frequently consulted but the format and content of
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their input was consistently defined by the administration.

Our data showed a consistent perception by department chairs

that there were fewer rules post-merger. However, this perception

was due to increased opportunity for chairs to express their

concerns. No chair documented a decrease in rules and many chairs

expressed discomfort with lack of additional rules and procedures.

We concluded that this organization exhibited an increase in rules

and procedures during implementation of change.

In addition, the administration's successful trust building and

sincere intention to increase the autonomy of the department chairs

was consistently interpreted by respondents as decreased rule

promulgation. However, the extent of the chairs' autonomy was

defined by the administration. Thus, this was interpreted as further

evidence of increased rule promulgation as predicted by the second

hypothesis.

The second measure of the second hypothesis was loci of

decisions. This hypothesis predicted that there would be fewer loci

of decisions or that the loci of decisions would move to higher

levels in the hierarchy.

Our data exhibited support for this portion of the second

hypothesis only in the Administration group. All other groups

indicated either no change or increased influence by faculty and

department chairs.
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The Administration group exhibited increased decision making

power by identifying decisions which were needed; by initiating

requests for specific information; by defining the extent of the

autonomy of department chairs; and by consistent de facto deference

of decisions to the Dean. As for promulgation of rules (above), the

procedures the Administration group used for obtaining information

were highly participatory. However, the decision making process was

defined by the central administration and, once information was

obtained, decisions were made by the Administration group. "To make

a decision is to select a solution" (Ackoff, 1978:193). In this

case, the central administration consistently selected the solution

as well as the process for generating the solution. Thus, the

central administration controlled decision making.

A confounding factor was the Dean's intention to "push decisions

down to the department chair level" in the post-merger School of

Education. However, in order to make the post-merger School operate

as one organization, the Dean centralized budget, personnel (position

allocation, promotion and tenure evaluations), and governance

decisions. The latter became more centralized by emphasizing school-

wide committees rather than department-wide committees. In addition,

the Assistant Dean positions were defined as staff -- not line --

positions and the Dean insisted that department chairs report

directly to him, not to the Assistant Deans. All these actions

decreased the loci of decisions and concentrated decisions at the
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Dean's level. Thus, these actions support the prediction of the

second hypothesis.

Faculty and department chairs reported perceptions of increased

influence on decisions but did not distinguish between participation

in information sharing and making of decisions. Faculty and

department chairs consistently reported both active information

sharing and discomfort with the lack of specific decisions by the

administration. We interpreted this as dependence by the faculty and

chairs on decision making by the upper hierarchical levels. Thus it

supported the hypothetical prediction that decisions would be made at

fewer, and higher, loci in the hierarchy. We interpreted this data

as support for the prediction of the second hypothesis.

In summary, our interpretation of the data indicated that

centralization did increase as the organization moved from initiation

to implementation. The data showed that the upper hierarchical level

consistently initiated action, set criteria, actively sought

information and identified concerns for action. The faculty and

department chairs perceived a decrease in centralization because the

procedures used by the administration involved high participation in

information sharing by the faculty and department chairs. In

addition, the intent of the administration to decentralize decision

making could not effectively implement the post-merger single

department structure. Therefore, decentralization was delayed until

the single departmental structure was functional. Thus, increased
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centralization was necessary in this case at the implementation

stage.

Complexity

The third hypothesis of this study was: "As the merger

progresses from initiation to implementation the complexity of the

organizational structure will progress from high to low." Changes in

complexity were measured by changes in vertical differentiation, span

of control and horizontal differentiation (Connor, 1980; Hunter,

1972; Van de Ven and Ferry, 1980). This hypothesis predicted a

decrease in complexity -- characterized by decreased vertical

differentiation, increased span of control and increased horizontal

differentiation -- as the OSU-WOSC School of Education moved from

initiation to implementation of a single departmental structure. Our

findings and interpretations follow for each dimension of complexity.

Our data indicated little perceived change in vertical

differentiation as measured by perceived changes in influence on

decisions by different levels in the hierarchy or by changes in

authority relationships involving faculty. However, there was a

consistent perception of changed authority relationships between

chairs of different departments and between department chairs and the

Dean.

Changes in authority relationships between chairs of differerit
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departments were reported to be in terms of ability to compete for

resources and of increased communication. The more experienced

chairs were perceived to have better success at acquiring resources

within the post-merger School.

In addition, many chairs sensed an "increased sense of

community" and "increased interaction" among the chairs. The sense

of community appeared to develop from the formal recognition of the

role of department chair by the Dean. Each chair was then perceived

as legitimate and relatively equal by other chairs. The chairs met

regularly with the Dean and Assistant Deans. The regular meetings

enhanced this sense of community, provided both a forum for

interaction and an opportunity for chairs to work together.

The changed authority relationship between the department chairs

and the Dean was consistently perceived as a direct line of

responsibility. The chairs reported directly to the Dean. This

relationship was clearly articulated by every group. It was

perceived as a direct chain of command from the chair to the decision

maker by chairs from both campuses. This relationship was perceived

as exhibiting increased accessibility, a reduction of adversarial

relationships, and open, reciprocal sharing of information.

Our interpretation of these findings was that during

implementation, vertical differentiation did decrease. Vertical

differentiation was usually measured by the number of vertical

divisions in the organization's hierarchy (Blau, 1973; Blau and
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Schoenherr, 1971). In this case the pre-merger structure in the OSU

School of Education included an Associate Dean who functioned as an

intermediary between the Dean and the department chairs. At WOSC,

pre-merger decisions were made above the Dean's level by the central

campus administration. Within the WOSC Division of Education, there

were multidisciplinary program leaders and coordinators. However,

decisions were generally made at the upper institutional level.

Therefore, program leaders had to go through the Dean to the central

administration for decisions. The post-merger situation on both

campuses was perceived as a direct line from the department chair to

the Dean who made decisions. This change reduced the number of

vertical levels in the hierarchy. Thus, it represented decreased

vertical differentiation.

The change of authority relationships between department chairs

involved two factors: increased communication and differences in

ability to acquire resources within the School. The latter factor

was perceived to be dependent on the individual chair's

administrative experience. Although differences were identified

between individuals, there was no perception of an increased range of

abilities among the post-merger department chairs. There were more

chairs post-merger but the difference between the best and worst

competitors was perceived as unchanged. In any group of individuals

at one hierarchical level, one would expect some range of

abilities. Identification of different abilities in this case refers
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to individual traits, not characteristics of the organization.

Therefore, it was not interpreted as invalidation of the decreased

vertical differentiation described above.

The increased communication and interaction among chairs was

interpreted as indirect evidence for lack of significant

stratification in this group. Therefore, the perceived increase in

communication and interaction was interpreted as additional evidence

of decreased vertical differentiation because it had the effect of

homogenizing this level of the hierarchy.

We concluded that the data supported the hypothesized decrease

in vertical differentiation.

Two additional factors need to be examined regarding vertical

differentiation. First, the perceptions of increased influence on

decisions by all groups have already been discussed under

Centralization above. In summary, decisions were made, actions were

initiated, decision criteria and decision procedures were set, and

priorities were determined by the Administration group. The

procedures involved high participation and high information exchange

at all levels. Therefore, each level participated. However,

criteria were set and decisions were made at the top of the

hierarchy. Therefore, reports of increased influence referred only

to increased participation in information sharing, not increased

impact on decisions.

Second, the data exhibited no change in authority relationships
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of faculty with other faculty or with department chairs. We

interpreted this to mean that there has been little change in the

interaction between faculty and other levels of the hierarchy or

among faculty. We therefore concluded that the faculty to department

chair relationship remains relatively unchanged. There was no

decrease of vertical differentiation at this level.

We concluded that there was a decrease in vertical

differentiation that eliminated one or more hierarchical levels

between the department chair and decision makers on both campuses.

The post-merger line relationship between the Dean and depart ent

chairs reflected a direct link between the department chair and the

source of decisions. In addition, perceptions by chairs and faculty

of increased influence in decision making reflected high

participation in an information exchange process but did not

accurately represent participation in the making of decisions.

The second dimension of complexity was span of control. This

dimension "relates to the number of subordinates a manager can

effectively supervise" (Connor, 1980:350). The hypothesized decrease

of complexity during implementation predicted an increase in span of

control.

This study measured changes in span of control by changes in

extent and frequency of discussion of work performance between

individuals at different levels of the hierarchy. For the interview

data the dominant response in all groups was that there was no
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change. Frequently this response was coupled with the statement that

this type of discussion was normally not held or that the

responsibility belonged to the faculty. The few responses referring

to an increase of extent or frequency of discussions referred to a

need to clarify or define roles. A few comments identified a

decrease due to increased numbers of individuals or due to the

department chair's need to work on two campuses. Although the data

were mixed, the clearly dominant response was that there was no

change in extent or frequency of discussions of work performance

between individuals at different levels in the hierarchy.

We interpreted these data to reflect the nature of the

supervisor-subordinate relationship in this organization. This

relationship was loosely coupled (Weick, 1976). There was general

recognition that department chairs possessed no power to sanction

faculty and that faculty were essentially "independent

contractors". The interview data, because it focused on the nature

of the relationship, did not provide specific information on changes

in the number of individuals a manager could supervise. Data from

documents, however, did illuminate this point.

There is some evidence of increased span of control at the

department chair and central administration levels in the post-merger

School of Education. Of the nine post-merger departments, four

experienced an increase either in numbers of individuals or in

faculty FTE. Three departments experienced no change in faculty
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FTE. One department experienced a decrease and data for one

department were not available.

At the administrative level, there was a substantial decrease in

administrative FTE. Prior to the merger, administrative and

department chair FTE in education was 4.00 and 5.25 for OSU and WOSC

respectively. Administrative FTE in the post-merger School totalled

only 6.25 FTE. These data demonstrated a reduction of 3.00 FTE for

administration and department chairs. However, there was no

commensurate reduction in faculty FTE.

Span of control is usually measured by the number of individuals

reporting to one supervisor at a specific level in the hierarchy

(Blau, 1973; Van de Ven and Ferry, 1980; Blau and Schoenherr,

1971). In this case, four of the academic departments experienced an

increase in numbers of individuals or faculty FTE but only one

academic department experienced a decrease. At the administrative

level, there was a reduction from 9.25 FTE to 6.25 FTE without a

reduction in faculty FTE.

We interpreted these data as increased span of control.

Vertical differentiation decreased (above) and total FTE for

department chairs and central administration decreased while there

was no significant change in faculty FTE. In four departments the

number of individuals and/or faculty FTE did increase. In only one

department did faculty decrease. Therefore, we interpret these data

as indicative of increased span of control.
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The third dimension of complexity is horizontal differentiation

which referred to the differentiation of tasks in the organization.

Connor (1980:377) identified two approaches to horizontal

differentiation either "through an intense division of labor or

through the performance of tasks by specialists." The hypothesized

decrease in complexity predicted an increase in the horizontal

differentiation as the OSU-WOSC School of Education moved from

initiation to implementation of the single departmental structure.

The interview questions on horizontal differentiation asked for

merger-induced changes in normal tasks and work hours or for changes

in the flow pattern of work between faculty members or between

different levels in the hierarchy.

For the interview data, with the exception of the Transition

Team/Faculty, all groups indicated an increase in job scope due to a

need to interact with the second campus. This increase was perceived

as an increase in number of tasks, an increase in the diversity of

tasks and an increase of time commitment due to an increase in

department size. The Transition Team/Faculty perceived no change in

number or types of tasks or necessary time commitment due to the

merger.

The flow pattern of work between faculty members was generally

perceived to have changed except by the Transition Team/Faculty and

the OSU chairs. The changed flow pattern was perceived to involve

increased communication due to either increased information needs or
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increased work load of the department chair or Dean. Changes in flow

pattern of faculty work were usually perceived as increased

communications or increased committee work. The OSU Chairs and

Transition Team/Faculty perceived no major change in flow pattern of

faculty work.

All groups, except Transition Team/Faculty, perceived a change

in work flow pattern between faculty and department chairs. In all

cases, the perceived change involved increased communication due

either to interaction with the second campus or the information needs

of the department chair or Dean.

All groups perceived an increased interaction between the

department chair and the Dean. All perceptions were of increased

communication due to information needs of the Dean, to direct access

to the Dean by the chair, or to increased delineation of the

department chair role by the Dean.

We interpreted the interview responses to represent increased

job scope and job depth at the department chair level but with little

change of job scope or job depth at the faculty level. The increased

number and diversity of tasks, increased time commitment, and

increased communication reported for department chairs are all

consistent with increased job scope and job depth appropriate for

specialists. We concluded that, for department chairs, horizontal

differentiation increased as a result of increases in both job scope

and job depth.
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The Transition Team/Faculty, despite comprising individuals with

significant knowledge of the merger, consistently reported minimal

change in their job scope and job depth. We interpreted this

perception as indicative of minimal effects of the merger on the

tasks of faculty during this study.

Other reports of change in faculty responsibilities dealt with

information needs of higher hierarchical levels and some committee

assignment changes. Responding to the information needs of higher

hierarchical levels was not perceived as a significant change for

faculty because, despite increased communication, there was no

significant role change. Committee assignment changes were not

perceived as significant because committee assignments are a normal

part of faculty duties. Thus, a change in the type of committee was

not perceived as a substantial change. We concluded that there were

no substantial changes in horizontal differentiation at the faculty

level.

The third hypothesis
predicted that complexity would decrease as

the organization moved from initiation to implementation. A

reduction in complexity involved a decrease in vertical

differentiation, an increase in span of control, and an increase in

vertical differentiation. The interview data supported the

hypothesis by documenting a decrease in vertical differentiation and

an increase in horizontal differentiation. These data were

interpreted as support for the hypothesis.
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The interview data on span of control indicated no change.

However, data from documents indicated an increase in FTE of

departments and a reduction of administrative FTE. We interpreted

the interview data to be descriptive of the process of department

chair-faculty interaction. We interpreted the data from documents to

support the predicted increase in span of control. We concluded

that, overall, the data supported the third hypothesis by

demonstrating decreased vertical differentiation, increased span of

control, and increased horizontal differentiation.

Specialization

The fourth hypothesis of this study was: "During the merger,

the high professionalism of faculty will facilitate initiation and

impede implementation". The dimensions of specialization are task

and personal specialization, and role variety. This hypothesis

predicted that high task and personal specialization as well as high

role variety would enhance the knowledge, attitude formation and

decision substages of initiation but would inhibit the long-term

incorporation substage of implementation.

All 18 respondents possessed earned doctoral degrees in a

disciplinary specialty. Years of experience of respondents in the

Oregon State System of Higher Education (OSSHE) ranged from two to 27

years. Sixteen of the 18 respondents possessed more than 10 years of
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such experience. Sixteen of the 18 respondents possessed some

administrative experience in higher education prior to the merger.

All respondents either held administrative positions in the post-

merger School of Education or participated in the delineation of the

administrative hierarchy of the post-merger School of Education. For

these reasons we concluded that the personal specialization of the

respondents was high.

Information about task specialization was obtained from

responses to interview questions regarding position change,

professional activities, occurrence of unusual situations and

continuing job training. Twelve of tie respondents experienced

significant changes of job responsibilities during the merger. One

additional respondent acquired additional formal but "very limited"

responsibilities during the merger. All position changes involved

increased administrative responsibilities in the formal hierarchy of

the post-merger School of Education. All were interpreted as

increased job scope in the post-merger School of Education.

Each respondent indicated increased professional activities

within the post-merger School of Education. These activities were

characterized as increased meetings, discussions, management or

administrative tasks, internal planning, or increased interaction

with the external environment. These data were interpreted as

increased job scope at and above the department chair level in the

post-merger School of Education.
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Professional activities outside the post-merger School of

Education exhibited either no change or a decline for all groups

except the Administration group where it increased. We interpret

these data to support increased job scope within the post-merger

School of Education.

All groups reported an increased variety of tasks and an

increase in the occurrence of situations without precedent except the

Transition Team/Faculty group which reported no change. The

Transition Team/Faculty perceived their activities as within the

normal role of faculty. These data were interpreted as an increase

in job scope at the department chair and central administration

levels.

Reading or training to keep current in job skills decreased for

most groups. The Transition Team/Faculty reported no change. The

Administration group reported a narrower focus on areas of immediate

concern. No respondent reported an increase in "reading or training

to keep current in the skills needed to do his job" (Appendix A; H4:

Question A9). Two individuals reported a change to topics directly

related to their increased administrative responsibilities. All

other respondents reported either a decrease (some "to zero"), no

change, or a narrowed focus to concerns of immediate interest. At

first glance, these data would seem to contradict the data on

increased administrative responsibilities and increased job scope.

However, the data indicated that professional reading declined as a
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direct result of increased administrative responsibilities. Despite

increased job scope due to increased administrative responsibilities,

16 of the 18 respondents reported no change of professional reading

congruent with their new administrative responsibilities. This

finding is consistent with the observation by Cyert (1981) and Keller

(1983) that many individuals in university administration have little

training in management.

In this case, we interpret all the above data to indicate

increased job scope at the department chair level and central

administration level in the post-merger School of Education. These

data did not provide evidence of a substantial change in job scope at

the faculty level. The change was uniformly towards increased job

scope at the department chair and central administration level.

The second dimension of specialization is role variety which

refers to the number of noninterchangeable roles in the

organization. Interview data on role variety were obtained in

response to questions about the number of interchangeable

specialities within departments.

Data on role variety of faculty were mixed in every group. Some

members of the Administration
group perceived decreased role variety

due to increased numbers of faculty. However, the perception of

increased role variety due to more stringent criteria for identifying

specialties was also expressed.

All other groups reported either no change or increased role
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variety due to increased numbers of individuals in the post-merger

departments. However, there were three exceptions. First, one

department reported decreased role variety and an existing increase

in rotating assignments among faculty. Another department reported

an increase in depth in content areas but no net increase in the

number of content areas. A third department anticipated increased

role variety due to an increased diversity of post-merger faculty

specialities.

We interpreted these data to represent no net change in role

variety. One department perceived an increase while one other

department perceived a decrease. All others indicated no change.

The data from the Administration group was interpreted as no net

change. The anticipation of decreased role variety appeared to be

countered by the narrower delineation of roles in this group.

Although these data were mixed the dominant response indicated no

change in faculty role variety due to the merger.

We interpreted these data as an indication that the merger had

no effect on role variety in the OSU-WOSC School of Education. The

data cited above, however, document a consistent change of increased

specialization due to increased job scope at the department chair and

central administration levels. In the following paragraphs we

interpret the effects of these changes on the initiation and

implementation stages of this merger.

Zaltman and Duncan (1977) define the initiation stage in terms
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of the substages of knowledge-awareness, attitude formation, and

decision making. In this case our data showed that 16 of the 18

respondents had ten or more years of experience in the OSSHE. In

addition all respondents indicated an increase in meetings and

involvement in either planning of the change or in the initial

functioning of the change. Our data also demonstrated increased job

scope at the department chair and central administration levels

during the change.

The substantial experience in the OSSHE provided respondents

with the historical background to understand the reasons for

change. Participation in meetings during the early stages of change

indicated additional knowledge about the change. The increased job

scope provided still more knowledge about the change. We interpreted

these data as supportive of the high knowledge predicted by the

fourth hypothesis.

The attitude formation stage includes the development of an

orientation toward the change. Our data indicated increased

involvement of all respondents in the change process. We encountered

only positive orientations toward the change among the chairs and

central administration groups. We interpreted these data as

complementary to the data on increased job scope. That is, the

increased job scope was directly related to the merger. The

individuals who experienced increased job scope all expressed

positive thoughts and feelings toward the increased job scope. We
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interpreted these positive thoughts and feelings as support for the

prediction that high specialization would support this substage of

change initiation.

The third substage of initiation was decision making. Zaltman

and Duncan (1977:259) identify the focus of this substage as "the

choice to implement or not to implement the change." Our data on

increased job scope, expression of positive attitudes about the

change and the observation of continued participation in the change

by department chairs and central administrators, were all interpreted

as evidence that respondents actively supported the change. We

reasoned that active support was indicative of a decision to choose

to implement the change. The strong perception that the change was

legitimate (see hypothesis seven below) provided additional evidence

for this interpretation.

Because our data supported the predicted facilitation of each

substage of the initiation stage, we concluded that the data

supported the predicted enhancement of initiation by the high

specialization of the department chairs and central administrative

levels.

Zaltman and Duncan (1977) define the implementation stage in

terms of the substages of trial followed by long-term integration of

the change into the ongoing activities of the organization. In this

case, there was no short-term, small-scale trial substage. We

considered the long-term integration substage to begin in the spring
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of 1983 when the department chairs were appointed. Additional

explanation follows.

The original organizational structure comprising eleven academic

departments was presented during the spring of 1983 as a "first

round" structure with the clear understanding that "some tinkering"

might be necessary. That description of an interim structure

appeared to be consistent with Zaltman and Duncan's (1977)

characterization of the trial stage. In this case, however, it was

interpreted as a strategy for long-term acceptance rather than a

short-term trial.

For eight of the original academic departments, there was no

trial substage distinct from a long-term integration substage. The

Administrative and Transition Team/Faculty groups also did not

experience a distinct trial substage. Data from the three

departments that subsequently merged into one department in October

of 1983 lack any expression of a perceived trial substage. We

concluded that a de facto trial substage did not occur in this

merger. Thus, the following arguments concerning the effects of

professionalism on implementation focus holistically on the

implementation stage rather than on each implementation substage.

The fourth hypothesis predicted that the high professionalism of

faculty would impede the implementation of change. Zaltman and

Duncan (1977), Blau (1973) and Drucker (1980) all argued that the

extra-organizational communication patterns of professionals should
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facilitate initiation of change by bringing additional information to

the organization. Drucker (1980) and Blau (1973) argued that loyalty

to a discipline was more important to professionals than loyalty to

an institution. They argued that disciplinary loyalty would impede

implementation of change by inhibiting acceptance of change.

Our data on communication patterns indicated a perception of

minimal or no information relevant to the merger in the normal,

extra-organizational, professional communications of any group. The

Administration group reported information as being available but the

information was dated, "tangential", or not applicable to this

case. One respondent reported information which was useful in

"conceptualizing" the effects of decisions. Two other individuals

reported that information was available. One explained that the

information was not used in this organization because it would not

have been accepted. The other individual reported that a small

amount of very specific information had been given to the Dean. The

effects of that information, if any, were unknown. Most respondents

reported inquiries about the merger from colleagues external to the

OSU-WOSC School of Education. However, no respondent reported

finding any substantial and useful information about the merger from

a source external to the OSU-WOSC School of Education.

We concluded that, in this case, the extra-organizational

communication patterns of professionals did not acquire information

or benefit to the organization. Two distinct interpretations are
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possible. First, the general observation that most individuals

reported either a decrease or no change in their professional reading

habits may indicate that information of value during the merger was

not available in their normal disciplinary areas.

An alternative interpretation is also possible. There may be so

little substantive information available on mergers in higher

education, specifically either mergers of relatively equal partners

or mergers of teacher education programs, that the extra-

organizational communication patterns of the professionals in this

organization would not find the information. If this were so, it

would corroborate our experience of finding no substantive

organizational studies of mergers in higher education either in the

accessible educational literature or through informal contracts with

the American Association of Colleges of Teacher Education (Gollnick,

1983), the American Council for Education (Atwell, 1983), the

University of Alaska (Parrett, 1983), the University of Queensland

(R. Scott, 1984), the University of Maine (Butzow, 1984) and the

University of Melbourne (Harman, 1984). Some studies of

amalgamations in higher education were currently underway in

Australia (R. Scott, 1984; E. Scott, 1984; Harman, 1984). Reports of

those studies either lacked a theoretical foundation (Harman 1983a,

1983b) or were in preparation (R. Scott, 1984; Harman, 1984).

The data did not allow us to distinguish if one of the above

interpretations was more likely than the other. In either case, the
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extra-organizational communication patterns of the professionals

actively involved with this change failed to generate any information

of substantive value to this organization during this merger.

Therefore, the prediction that this element of professional

specialization would facilitate initiation of change was not

supported by the data.

The prediction that high professionalism would impede

implementation of change is difficult to evaluate directly. The data

do not eliminate the possibility that no external information was

available. Thus, the data may indicate that there was no effect of

high professionalism on implementation of this change.

However, there was indirect evidence that high disciplinary

loyalty did impede implementation of change. Only two respondents

reported a changed focus in their reading related to their job

responsibilities. All other respondents reported no change of focus

and most respondents indicated a decrease in job related reading. If

this data were interpreted as validation of the disciplinary loyalty

of professionals at the expense of institutional loyalty, it could

indirectly support the predicted inhibition of implementation. The

data are not clear on this item so we present this option only as one

possible interpretation.

The data did support the prediction that the high

professionalism of faculty did facilitate the change initiation

substages of knowledge, attitude formation and decision making. The
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data however, were inconclusive regarding the prediction that the

high professionalism of faculty did impede implementation of stage.

The data did not support Zaltman and Duncan's (1977) argument that

the extra-organizational communication patterns of professionals

generate increased information available to the organization during

initiation of change. However, our data were inconclusive because we

were unable to determine whether or not information was, in fact,

available but not found or whether information was simply not

available.

We concluded that our data supported the change initiation

portion of the fourth hypothesis. We also concluded that our data

could neither support nor reject the change implementation portion of

the fourth hypothesis.

Process Variables

Zaltman and Duncan (1977:272) identified three process variables

which were "the factors facilitating the differentiation of

organizational structure between the initiation and implementation

stage of change-innovation." Zaltman and Duncan (1977:279) argued

that:

"to facilitate the shifting of its structure from the
initiation to implementation stages, three conditions
must exist in the organization: (1) the ability to
deal with conflict, (2) effective interpersonal
relations, (3) the institutionalization of dual
structures."
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Each of these process variables contributed a hypothesis to this

study. The presentation and discussion of findings follow for each

hypothesis.

Conflict Resolution

The fifth hypothesis for this study was "The ability to resolve

conflict will facilitate the transition from initiation to

implementation of the new departmental structure." This hypothesis

predicted that the ability of the OSU-WOSC School of Education to

implement the new department structure would be enhanced if the

administration and faculty possessed the ability to resolve

conflicts.

Interview data to test this hypothesis were generated by

questions concerning the existence of disagreements, disputes or

differences of opinion; questions about conflict resolution

strategies in the organization; and a question about the effect of

conflict resolution strategies on departmental performance.

The data identified some conflict at every level and within

every group, There was frequent agreement that existing conflicts

were "minor" and not "unhealthy." We interpreted these findings as

evidence that some conflict did exist in this organization.

The dominant strategy for resolving conflict as reported by all

groups except Interim Chairs was "bringing the issues out in the open
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and working them out among the parties involved" (Appendix A; H5:

Question 9). All groups except Interim Chairs perceived that the

conflict resolution strategy they identified as dominant had helped

their department's performance.

The Interim Chairs reported both smoothing and resorting to

higher level authority as dominant strategies. One perceived that

the strategy of smoothing was helpful and assumed that conflicts

would eventually be resolved. One perceived that the strategy of

resorting to authority was not helpful. Both perceived that

conflicts were not being resolved.

This fifth hypothesis predicted that the ability to resolve

conflict would facilitate the transition from initiation to

implementation. The two initial departments in which conflict was

not perceived as resolved were not part of the final departmental

structure which was implemented. Those two departments were

subsequently merged with another department. Initial departments in

which conflicts were perceived as resolved did survive

implementation.

We interpreted these data as support for the fifth hypothesis.

Conflict existed, although it was usually perceived as normal or

healthy. The dominant strategy for resolving conflict was perceived

as a positive contribution to
departmental performance in all groups

except Interim Chairs. All departments except those of the Interim

Chairs did implement the new structure.
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Interpersonal Relationships

The sixth hypothesis of this study was: "The ability to

maintain effective interpersonal relationships will facilitate the

transition from initiation to implementation of the new departmental

structure." This hypothesis predicted that positive and cooperative

interpersonal relationships would contribute to task accomplishment

in departments and would assist in the process of resolving

conflicts.

Interview data on interpersonal relationships were obtained as

answers, to questions characterizing
interpersonal relationships and

interactions among individuals. The final two questions for this

hypothesis dealt directly with the effects of interpersonal

relationships on task accomplishment and conflict resolution.

With two exceptions, every group perceived interpersonal

relationships to be positive and cooperative in response to every

question about both relationships and interactions. We interpreted

this data as a widespread perception that positive, supportive and

cooperative interpersonal relationships were maintained throughout

the OSU-WOSC School of Education.

The first exception involved a majority report of the

Administrative group that "a normal amount" of competition was "not

uncommon." This report was in response to only one question. We did

not consider this response to be a contradiction of the above
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interpretation of widespread positive, interpersonal relationships.

The second exception involved the Interim Chairs. This group

agreed that strong sentiments did characterize interpersonal

relationships. They perceived that the interpersonal relationships

did contribute to task accomplishment. However, data from the

Interim Chairs on the effects of interpersonal relationships on

conflict resolution were mixed.

One respondent consistently perceived less supportive and less

cooperative interpersonal relationships. This respondent also

indicated that interpersonal relationships did facilitate task

accomplishment. This same respondent reported that interpersonal

relationships hindered conflict resolution. Conflicts were ignored

because interpersonal relationships, by precluding open discussions,

did not permit conflict resolution. This department was subsequently

merged with two other departments. Our data indicated that the

failure to resolve conflicts within this department contributed, at

least partially, to its subsequent loss of distinct identity.

All other groups perceived a strong positive relationship

between the supportive, cooperative interpersonal relationships and

both task accomplishment and conflict resolution. We interpret the

above data as support of the sixth hypothesis. Only one respondent

perceived that interpersonal relationships were not positive and that

they impeded conflict resolution. That respondent's department did

not maintain distinct identity throughout the change implementation
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under study. All other respondents characterized interpersonal

relationships as positive, supportive and cooperative. Sixteen of

the eighteen respondents characterized existing interpersonal

relationships as a significant asset during conflict resolution.

We interpreted the above perceptions as support for the

prediction that interpersonal relationships would facilitate the

transition from initiation to implementation because the

interpersonal relationships were clearly perceived as making a

positive contribution to both task completion and conflict

resolution.

Institutionalizing Dual Structures

The seventh hypothesis of this study was: "The ability to

institutionalize dual structures will facilitate the transition from

initiation to implementation of the new departmental structure."

This hypothesis predicted that the new departmental structure would

facilitate implementation if the members of the organization

supported the new structure and perceived it to be functional and

legitimate. Interview data regarding this hypothesis were obtained

as responses to questions about the support for, legitimacy of and

appropriate nature of the new structure.

The data indicated widespread perceptions of support for the new

structure. Each group reported firm support for the new structure as
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well as a perception of support by other groups. Thirteen of the

eighteen respondents indicated that members of the Administration

group were more supportive than the department chairs. Two

respondents ranked support as highest at the department chair

level. We interpreted this data as widespread support for the new

departmental structure, especially at the department chair and

central administration level.

All respondents perceived the new departmental structure as

legitimate. With one exception, all respondents perceived the new

departmental structure as realistic. Typical responses were highly

positive. We interpreted this data as indicative of widespread

acceptance of the new departmental structure as realistic and

legitimate.

All respondents except two thought the new department structure

would substantially contribute to the continuation of the normal

activities of the OSU-WOSC School of Education. One respondent

perceived a small contribution. One respondent perceived the

potential for contribution but could document no significant effect

at the time of the interview. Typical responses were highly

positive.

We interpreted these data as a substantive and widespread belief

that the new departmental structure was "the best way to deal with

change" (Litman and Duncan, 1977:272).

Because all interview data indicated widespread support for and
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belief in the new departmental structure, we interpreted this data as

support for the prediction that the new departmental structure would

facilitate the transition from initiation to implementation of the

new departmental structure.

Switching Rule Dimensions

Zaltman and Duncan (1977:170) proposed switching rules which

indicated "when the organization should differentiate its structure

between the two stages of the innovation process." Zaltman and

Duncan (1977) proposed that the extent of differentiation of

structure was related to the extent of need for change, the extent of

uncertainty associated with the change, and the extent to which the

change was radical. Each switching rule contributed a hypothesis to

this study. Each hypothesis predicted a positive relationship

between the extent of differentiation of structure and one switching

rule dimension.

Because each switching rule dimension was related to the extent

of differentiation between old and new structures, we asked

respondents for their perception of the extent of differentiation

between old and new structures. The results and discussion that

follow are divided into four sections. The first section reports the

perceived extent of differentiation between old and new structures.

The three following sections report the results for each hypothesis

generated from Zaltman and Duncan's (1977) switching rules.
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Extent of Differentiation of Structure

This study contained no hypothesis which directly predicted the

extent of differentiation between old and new structures. However,

each hypothesis concerned with the switching rule dimensions of need

for change, uncertainty associated with change, and radical nature of

change predicted a positive relationship between the extent of

differentiation of structure and the switching rule dimension. To

determine these relationships it was necessary to determine the

perceived extent of differentiation between old and new structures.

Interviews generated information on the perceived extent of

differentiation as responses to questions about the major

differences, significant functional differences, and causal factors

for functional differences between pre- and post-merger departmental

structures. All groups reported major differences and significant

functional differences.

The major and most significant differences included increases in

size, diversity and complexity of academic departments; increased

diversity of job responsibilities of department chairs; the

establishment of a direct line relationship between department chairs

and the Dean; and the post-merger need for the organization to

operate within two different institutions. With one exception, every

respondent provided one or more examples of substantial differences

between pre- and post-merger department structures.
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We interpreted these reponses as indicative of a widespread

perception of significant and substantive differences between pre-

and post-merger department structures. We concluded that the

respondents perceived a high extent of differentiation between the

pre- and post-merger department structures.

Need for Change

The eighth hypothesis of this study was: "The extent of

differentiation between old and new department structures will be

positively related to the extent of need for change." Because the

extent of differentiation was perceived as high (see above), this

hypothesis predicted that the extent of need for change would also be

perceived as high.

Interview data for this hypothesis were generated by questions

concerning the necessity of the merger and the single departmental

structure, the requirement to meet the need for a single departmental

structure, and the timing and speed of decisions about the single

departmental structure.

There was unanimous agreement that the need for the merger was

due to political pressure from the state legislature. The principal

reasons for this political pressure were identified as economic,

e.g., reduction in funding; the need for the new Chancellor to

document his leadership by inducing a dramatic change; the need to
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reduce redundancy in teacher education programs; the opportunity to

unite programs with complementary strengths; and the historical

pattern of OSSHE responses to the state legislature. More specific

and localized needs were identified as widespread fear of closure on

the WOSC campus and a perceived threat by TSPC to the OSU campus. We

interpreted these perceptions as high need for change.

Respondents all indicated there was a need for a single

departmental structure. Reasons for developing a single departmental

structure included the need to demonstrate to the state legislature

that, in fact, a merger had occurred; the need to create cost savings

by reducing administrative costs and by creating economies of scale;

the need to have one structure to coordinate the total program; and

the intent of the merger "to forge one School of Education in all

dimensions." These perceptions were common in the interview data.

We interpreted these data as indicative of high need for change.

There was unanimous agreement that the needs identified above

had to be met. Every respondent indicated that the single

departmental structure was the only realistic response once the

decision to merge had been made. This widespread perception

corroborates our earlier finding of unanimous support for the

legitimacy of the single department structure. It is also consistent

with our interpretation of a widespread perception of high need for

change.

There was a unanimous perception that it was necessary to create
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the single department structure early in the merger process. Reasons

for this perception included the need to demonstrate a real merger to

the state legislature; the need to develop a set of procedures and to

identify the hierarchy which would operate the post-merger School of

Education; the observation that such a major change would be more

likely to be accepted if it were done while the members of the

organization were anticipating changes; and the observation that

resistance to change would be reduced if the new structure were

developed early in the merger process. We interpreted these

responses as widespread support for the change and as widespread

indications of a high perception of need for change.

Responses were mixed regarding the rapidity with which

structural decisions were made. There was no disagreement about when

decisions were made. However, some respondents reported that

decisions were made rapidly while others perceived those same

decisions to have been made rather slowly. In all cases, respondents

related the speed of decision making to the factors they identified

as needs for change or needs for a single department structure. We

interpreted these data as consistent with a widespread perception of

a high need for change.

All respondents indicated a high need for the merger; for a

single department structure in the post-merger School of Education;

for responding to the forces driving the merger; and for establishing

a single department structure early in the merger process. Fifteen
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of the eighteen respondents indicated a perception of rapid decision

making regarding the single department structure. We interpreted

these data as indicative of a high need for change as predicted by

the eighth hypothesis. We concluded that the data supported that

hypothesis.

Uncertainty Associated with Change

The ninth hypothesis of this study was: "The extent of

differentiation between old and new departmental structures will be

positively related to the extent of uncertainty associated with the

change." Because our data indicated a perception of high

differentiation of structure (see above), this hypothesis predicted a

perception of high uncertainty associated with the change.

In addition to predicting a relationship between uncertainty and

extent of differentiation of structure, Zaltman and Duncan (1977)

also predicted that increases in formalization/standardization and

centralization as well as a decrease in complexity would facilitate

change by reducing uncertainty during the implementation change. Our

findings regarding formalization/standardization, centralization and

complexity appeared to support Zaltman and Duncan's (1977)

predictions. Thus, our early findings were consistent with a

decrease of uncertainty during implementation of the single

departmental structure.
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Interview data on uncertainty were obtained as responses to

questions regarding uncertainty, and changes in frequency of

communications about departmental structure during the merger

process.

For all respondents there was a unanimous perception of high

uncertainty about departmental structure when the merger was first

announced. "A great deal" of uncertainty, "high uncertainty", and

"100% uncertainty" were typical responses. At this stage uncertainty

seemed to be focused on the effects of the merger on the number,

composition, disciplinary focus and leadership of academic

departments. Uncertainty was characterized as high both within each

campus and between campuses. We interpreted these data as clearly

indicative of high uncertainty during the initiation stage of the

change.

Responses to the question about change in frequency of

communication indicated an increase in communication during the

initiation stage. Respondents characterized that time period as

"high" in communication, as an "active discussion time" and as

"communications-laden." Individuals appeared to be so concerned

about uncertainty regarding post-merger departmental affiliations and

functions that they not only increased the frequency of

communications within their pre-merger patterns but they also

developed communications with new individuals on both campuses. We

interpret these data as additional evidence of high uncertainty
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during initiation.

Communications regarding the number, composition, disciplinary

focus and leadership of academic departments declined during

implementation. However, the data for one campus (WOSC) indicated a

continued high level of communication concerning both the functioning

of the departments and the response of departments to new, external

threats of budget cuts. The other campus (OSU) reported a decrease

in communication during implementation. These data were difficult to

interpret. The decrease of communication reported for one campus

probably reflected a decrease of uncertainty during implementation.

However, on this campus (OSU) there were no new department chairs and

only two major role changes for the five department chairs as a

result of the merger. Respondents on the OSU campus were apparently

familiar with post-merger roles and accepted them readily.

On the WOSC campus, there were consistent perceptions of a

continued high frequency of communications about departmental

functions during implementation. Although these data were confounded

with the requirements for high involvement of the WOSC department

chairs in additional budget cuts, the respondents consistently

reported department functions as the subject of the increased

communication. All WOSC department chairs were also new to the role

of department chair. We interpreted these data as indicative of a

slower progression to implementation on the WOSC campus. We also

interpreted the data on role changes of WOSC-based department chairs
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as support of slower implementation on this campus.

On both campuses the above data support the hypothesis of a

positive relationship between extent of differentiation of structure

and uncertainty associated with change. On the OSU campus, there

were only two perceptions of major role changes among the five

department chairs. On the OSU campus uncertainty and communication

increased during initiation and decreased during implementation.

On the WOSC campus there was a unanimous perception of role

change at the department chair level. On this campus, there was

increased uncertainty and communication during initiation. There was

less decrease of uncertainty and communication during

implementation. Although a possible confounding factor exists, the

data appeared to indicate a continued high level of uncertainty and

communication during implementation on this campus. There was,

however, a change of focus from department structure to department

operations during implementation. We interpret all these data as

support for the predicted positive relationship between extent of

differentiation of structure and uncertainty associated with change.

Unique Nature of Change

The tenth hypothesis of this study was: The extent of

differentiation between old and new department structures will be

positively related to the extent of the unique nature of the
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change." Because the extent of differentiation was perceived to be

high (see above), this hypothesis predicted that the change would be

perceived as highly unique.

Interview data regarding the nature of the change were obtained

by questions about the merger, the post-merger School of Education,

and the post-merger departmental structure.

Twelve of the eighteen respondents perceived this merger as

novel or unique. Six respondents were either not sure this merger

was unique, or saw no unique effects in their departments. The

reasons for perceiving the merger as novel or unique were based on

the belief that no other school of education consisted of a single

set of departments for faculty from two different institutions. Most

responses that the merger was not unique were based on the belief

that mergers had occurred in other organizations (e.g., private

industry, K-12 schools and school districts) and this merger probably

did not differ substantially from other mergers. Two respondents did

not perceive the merger to be unique because they perceived no

changes within their single campus departments. However, none of the

respondents was familiar with any other merger. None could draw

parallels between this case and any other case.

We interpreted the difference in responses to reflect different

frames of reference. Respondents who considered the specific

characteristics of this case, did consider it unique. Respondents

who focused on the term "merger" did not consider it unique. Two
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respondents whose frame of reference was restricted to a department

present only on one campus, did not consider this merger unique. We

interpreted the total data set as support, although limited, for the

predicted positive relationship between extent of differentiation and

the radical nature of change.

Data on perceptions of the unique nature of the post-merger

School of Education were also mixed. Twelve respondents perceived

the post-merger School to be unique due to the reasons stated

above. Six respondents perceived that the post-merger School was not

unique. The reasons for this latter perception included the

beliefs: that the merger represented an interim step in the OSU

takeover of WOSC; that little real change had occurred so there was

essentially no change from the pre-merger condition; and that the

merger was created to meet political needs for novelty but had

resulted in no functional difference within a department. We

interpreted these data as limited support for the hypothesis.

Respondents did not consider the single department structure

unique except that faculty from two institutions were included in

some departments. This was a widespread perception. In one case,

the complete range of programs offered by one department was

considered unique. No other characteristics were considered

unique. In fact, many respondents perceived that the department

structure was not unique. We interpret these data as inconclusive.

For all the above reasons we interpret our data as indicative of
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a weak positive relationship between extent of differentiation of

structure and the radical nature of change.

Summary of Findings

This chapter presented the findings and interpretation of

findings by hypothesis. The order of presentation followed the order

of the hypotheses listed in Chapter II.

In order to maintain cohesive arguments in this chapter,

documentation was separated from the arguments. Documentation from

interview data appears in Appendix D as direct quotations from

respondents. The quotations were chosen because they were typical of

the positions espoused.

Our data indicated full support for all hypotheses except the

second, fourth and tenth hypotheses. In the case of the second

hypothesis, responses to interview questions indicated a widespread

and consistent perception of decreased centralization of decision

making in the post-merger School of Education. We argued however

that decision making had, in fact, become increasingly centralized.

We argued that the perception of decreased centralization was due to

increased participation in information sharing which respondents did

not differentiate from decreased participation in setting priorities,

identifying areas for decision making, initiating decision processes

and setting criteria. We concluded that centralization increased as
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predicted by the second hypothesis.

Our data supported the prediction of the fourth hypothesis that

high professionalism facilitated initiation of change in this case.

There was indirect support for the prediction that high

professionalism impeded implementation of change. However, our data

on the effects of high professionalism on implementation of change

were inconclusive.

Our data were mixed regarding respondent's perceptions of this

change as unique (the tenth hypothesis). Our data indicated two

perceptions. The first perception was that this merger was unique

because there were no other known cases of a merger with all the

specific characteristics of this merger. The second perception was

that mergers of organizations are not uncommon, thus, this merger was

not unique. We interpreted the entire data set as indicative of weak

support for the tenth hypothesis.
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CONCLUSIONS, SUMMARY, RECOMMENDATIONS

In this chapter we present our conclusions and our evaluation of

the arguments developed primarily by Zaltman and Duncan (1977) for

changes in dimensions of organizational structure. First we will

present our conclusions as they relate to Zaltman and Duncan's (1977)

stages of change. Secondly, we will present our evaluation of the

arguments on which our hypotheses were founded.

The summary section contains an overview of the entire study.

The recommendations for further study are based on our findings as

well as our experience with this study.

Conclusions

In this section, we present our conclusions as they relate to

organizational structure and the stages of change described by

Zaltman and Duncan (1977). Unless otherwise noted, arguments and

quotations are from Zaltman and Duncan (1977). We will start with a

description of our findings and interpretation of findings as they

relate to the stages of change.

Stages of Change

Change consisted of two stages, initiation and implementation.

Both stages were comprised of substages. Substages of initiation
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were knowledge-awareness, attitude formation and decision making.

Substages of implementation were trial and continued-sustained

implementation. A brief description of the substages follows.

There were two alternatives for generation of the knowledge-

awareness substage. In this case, "knowledge of a better alternative

leads to dissatisfaction with existing practice which then creates a

need for change" (p. 258). The organization under study was the

subject of a power-coercive change strategy (Zaltman and Duncan,

1977; Lake et al, 1983) whereby external power was exerted on the

organization to force change. Due to the external forces, the

organization could no longer sustain the status quo so it decided to

change.

The attitude formation substage dealt with the application of

values to a particular event (Connor, 1980). Attitudes "which

constitute the climate for change, play an important role in whether

the organization decides to implement or reject the change" (p. 258).

Attitude formation depends on the following five dimensions of

climate (Zaltman and Duncan, 1977). In this case, the first

dimension of climate, need for change, was perceived as high. The

second dimension of climate, openness, which implies readiness for

change, was perceived as high. There was a widespread perception by

respondents that the change was both necessary and appropriate in

this case.

The third dimension of climate, potential for change, refers to
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the capacity to accept and implement the change. In this case, a

spirit of rising to meet the challenge combined with confidence to

develop a belief that the change was both possible and beneficial.

The fourth dimension of climate, perceived control, was high due

to the perception of high participation in decision making by members

of the organization.

The last dimension of climate, perceived commitment to change,

was high due to a belief that the change problem could be dealt with

successfully. This was, in part, due to the perceptions of high need

for change and increased participation in decision making by members

of the organization.

A positive attitude toward change was also fostered by the

strong upper level support for the change by the Chancellor of OSSHE,

the Presidents of both campuses, the Dean of the School of Education,

and most department chairs. The above factors all contributed to

formation of an attitude supportive of the change by most members of

the organization.

The decision substage of initiation involved a choice to

implement or to reject the change. Zaltman and Duncan (1977)

predicted a high need for information gathering and information

processing by the organization at this stage. Although this case

lacked the option to decide to reject the merger, alternatives to the

single department structure were considered and rejected. The

decision to implement the single department structure and the
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delineation of that structure involved substantial information

gathering and information processing by the Dean and the transition

team over a two month period.

Because our findings documented the progression described above,

we concluded that the organization under study did follow the

substages of initiation as defined by Zaltman and Duncan (1977).

The two implementation substages identified by Zaltman and

Duncan (1977) were trial followed by continued-sustained

implementation. Our findings and interpretation that a trial

substage was lacking in this case were presented in Chapter 4. (See

Hypothesis 4.)

Martorana and Kuhn (1975: 179) define a trial stage as a

"pilot operation limited in time and scope but otherwise
involving all institutional elements which would be included
were the practice permanent. There is no institutional
commitment to continue the innovation. The stage extendsfrom the initial commitment to try the innovation to a
review or evaluation of first results."

In this case, we found that there was a clear intent to

implement the structure, as first delineated, on a long-term, full

scale basis. The widespread perceptions that external forces could

not be ignored, that the single department structure was realistic

and legitimate, as well as the lack of any planned review or

evaluation process for the initial structure all support our

conclusion that a trial substage was absent. The organization's

rejection of a proposal to develop a data base for documentation and
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possible future evaluation of merger-related events provided

additional evidence for our conclusion that the trial substage was

absent.

The lack of a trial substage resulted in an emphasis on making

the single department structure work rather than an evaluation of

whether or not it would work. Efforts of the organization were

concentrated on pragmatic application rather than analysis of results

or evaluation of the developmental process.

We concluded that, although the trial substage was absent in

this case, implementation did occur by moving immediately to the

continued-sustained substage. Major results of lack of trial were

lack of evaluation and lack of opportunity for refinement prior to

large scale implementation (Martorana and Kuhn, 1975).

Despite the lack of a trial substage, we concluded that this

case was sufficiently similar to Zaltman and Duncan's (1977) change

model that we could use it to evaluate their predictions and

arguments about changes in structural dimensions, the effects of

process variables, and the utility of switching rules during

organizational change. Our conclusions about Zaltman and Duncan's

(1977) predictions about dimensions of organizational structure,

process variables and switching rules follow.
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Dimensions of Organizational Structure

Zaltman and Duncan (1977) argued that an organization performs

different tasks during initiation and during implementation of

change. Because the tasks differ between stages, the structural

dimensions should also differ between stages to maintain effective

organizational design. Zaltman and Duncan (1977) developed arguments

based on the information needs of the organization for each stage.

Those arguments led to predictions of the characteristics of the

dimensions of organizational structure which were presumed to fit the

tasks and information needs at each stage. The following paragraphs

report our conclusions for each dimension of organization structure,

each process variable and each switching rule dimension.

The dimensions of organization structure were:

formalization/standardization, centralization, complexity and

specialization. For each dimension, we report our conclusions by

stage of change, i.e., initiation first, then implementation. Unless

otherwise noted, quotations are from Zaltman and Duncan (1977).

Zaltman and Duncan (1977:263) argued that:

"During the initiation stage, the organization must be
as flexible as possible to new sources of information
and alternative courses of action in considering
change. Many rules and procedures might become
constraints under which the organization might have to
operate."

They argued that
formalization/standardization should be low during

initiation to facilitate the gathering and processing of information
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by the organization.

In this case, our findings support this argument. During

initiation, the transition team operated outside the usual procedures

of the School of Education bylaws, the faculty senates on both

campuses and the WOSC faculty union contract. The deliberations and

concerns of the transition team were made known to anyone who

asked. The exchange of information was high, frequency of

communication was high and information sharing was not constrained by

formal channels of communication. We concluded that our findings

supported Zaltman and Duncan's (1977) arguments for low

formalization/standardization during initiation.

Formalization/standardization was predicted to increase during

implementation as a means to reduce role ambiguity and role

conflict. We found increased
formalization/standardization during

implementation due to the organization's need to accomplish tasks and

to respond to environmental demands to document change. Thus, our

findings support Zaltman and Duncan's (1977) predictions for

increased formalization during implementation. However, our findings

did not support their arguments. Substantial role ambiguity and some

role conflict continued to exist at the department chair level during

implementation. Our data indicated greater anticipated increases in

formalization/standardization. Therefore, we concluded that

respondents perceived that a future increase in

formalization/standardization would decrease role ambiguity and role
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conflict. Our conclusions regarding complexity (below) did not

support this expectation.

Zaltman and Duncan (1977) argued that decreased centralization

would facilitate initiation by facilitating increased communication

during a time of high uncertainty and by increasing the amount and

variety of information available to the organization. In this case,

our findings of increased communication, transition team processes,

extent of uncertainty, and perceptions of participation in decision

making all support Zaltman and Duncan's (1977) predictions and

arguments for decreased centralization during initiation.

Zaltman and Duncan (1977:266) also argued that increased

centralization would facilitate implementation by providing a "more

specific line of authority" which would "reduce the role conflict or

ambiguity. . . ." They also predicted that reducing the number of

individuals involved in decision making would increase the likelihood

of implementation. In this case, our interpretation of increased

decision making by the upper administration indicated increased

centralization during implementation.

Our finding that the administration felt forced to centralize

budgets, despite an intent to decentralize them, in order to

implement the new department structure provides additional support

for Zaltman and Duncan's (1977) predictions and arguments as well as

for Clark and Guba's (1980:84) observation that: "During periods of

marked change..., the dean or chairperson is often viewed by the
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faculty as the singular change agent upon whom the success of the

innovation depends." This finding was also consistent with Dewar and

Duncan's (1977:203) recommendation for a temporary "mechanistic

shift" toward increased centralization to increase the likelihood of

implementation of an innovation.

Our findings of a decrease in complexity as the organization

moved from initiation to implementation appeared to support Zaltman

and Duncan's (1977) arguments that reduced complexity would

facilitate implementation of change. In this case, the pre-merger

experience of both organizations with perceived authoritarian

administrations interacted with the perceived leadership style of the

new Dean to produce a highly participatory information sharing

process and decreased vertical differentiation. However, the

reduction in vertical differentiation and increases in horizontal

differentiation and span of control interacted with a large number of

role changes at the department chair and assistant dean level to

reduce role clarity and increase role ambiguity during

implementation.

The change to a larger, wider and flatter organization with

increased centralization created substantial demands for decisions

from the upper level of the hierarchy. The increased number of

decisions, the increased complexity of the organization's post-merger

environment, the reduction of administrative FTE, and the highly

participatory information sharing process preceding decisions
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resulted in perceptions of lack of guidance, lack of clarity of role

definitions and the perception of "decision prolongation" (Boren,

1972:148) from the top of the hierarchy. In this case, decreased

complexity acted to reduce the rate of implementation due to the

interaction with increased centralization.

The reduction of administrative FTE from 9.25 to 6.25 combined

with increased horizontal differentiation and decreased vertical

differentiation to create high demands for administrators' time.

Kitching (1967:95) stated that: "A common mistake is to

underestimate the demands a merger will make on management

time...." These high demands for time did not allow adequate time

for careful planning or evaluation. Emphasis was placed on a

pragmatic approach to daily operations. The resulting focus on

pragmatic concerns within the post-merger School of Education

overwhelmed any concerns for evaluation and eliminated the trial

substage.

The interaction of decreased complexity, increased

centralization and lack of a trial substage resulted in a situation

described by Gross (1968:70):

"With no assistants to perform the spade work and
preliminary analysis required to define and clarify
important academic issues for them, and overburdened with
their other administrative chores, deans not surprisingly
devote little attention to problems of coordination, control
and appraisal."
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Another major factor which interacted with complexity was the

highly participatory information sharing process which preceded

decisions. Although this process did contribute to slowing

implementation, it also contributed to the success of implementation

by developing ownership in and commitment to decisions that were

made. Our finding that all groups perceived increased influence in

decision making due to participation in information sharing documents

increased ownership in decisions. Our finding of widespread support

for the single department structure documents commitment to

decisions. Martorana and Kuhn (1975:165) reported that: "the

evidence also seems to indicate that the more the participant

involvement, the more successful the adoption of the

implementation." This process is similar to the recommendations by

Schmuck et al (1977) for organizational development in schools and by

Blumberg and Wiener (1971) for facilitating a merger. In this case,

the interaction of centralization of decision making with a highly

participatory information sharing process represented an effective,

but short-term, compromise between the demands of the environment for

evidence of rapid change and the internal preference for

participation by the highly specialized members of the organization

(Shirley, 1977).

Zaltman and Duncan (1977:262) predicted that the "external

professional linkages of professionals" would stimulate change by

bringing information from external sources to the organization. In
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this case, we found that there was no substantive merger-related

information brought to the organization from external sources. Most

individuals in management positions in the post-merger School of

Education reported reduced professional reading and a narrowed focus

of that reading in their academic disciplines excluding management.

Our findings, therefore, implied that respondents did not consider

themselves to be professionals in management.

"Management is a word more commonly associated with
business enterprises and government enterprises than
with higher education enterprises. Some faculty
members resent any implication that the learning
process can be 'managed', or that faculty members are
to be managed. Management connotes a structure and
process that is alien to the faculty mind" (Millett,
1980:87).

This interpretation did not affect our conclusions regarding the

reduction of complexity during the transition from initiation to

implementation.

In fact, this interpretation was well documented in the

literature. Williams (1970:3-46 and 3-47) stated that:

"The administration of higher education typically has been
placed in the hands of those who make their home in the
academic disciplines and, therefore, have little inclination
toward the study of administration. This group, whilelikely to be very theoretical in its approach to its
particular discipline, tends to view administration as
essentially a practical art, devoid of a theoretical basis.Il

"Sophistication in the administration of any organization
cannot be acquired solely through experience. Constant and
intense involvement in the everyday affairs of
organizational life can, and often does, blind the
practitioner to the dynamics of the very organization he
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administers. This is not to say that one cannot enjoy
success as an administrator by giving full attention to
practical matters. It is to say, instead, that
introspection and growth in sophistication as an
administrative strategist are reduced."

Simon (1967:69) was more outspoken:

"Comparing colleges with other organizations in our society,
one sees that their most striking peculiarity is not their
product, but the extent to which they are operated by
amateurs. They are institutions run by amateurs to train
professionals."

Keller (1983:38) commented about college presidents: "Their

acquaintance with planning, management, financial forecasting and

controls, and organizational behavior is often minimal."

We concur with Dewey (1929:16-17) that:

"There is no science without abstraction, and abstraction
means fundamentally that certain occurrences are removed
from the dimension of familiar practical experience into
that of reflective or theoretical inquiry.

To be able to get away for the time being from entanglement
in the urgencies and needs of immediate practical concerns
is a condition of the origin of scientific treatment in any
field. Preoccupation with attaining some direct end or
practical utility, always limits scientific inquiry. For it
restricts the field of attention and thought, since we note
only those things that are immediately connected with what
we want to do or get at the moment. Science signifies that
we carry our observations and thinking further afield and
become interested in what happens on its own account.
Theory is in the end, as has been well said, the most
practical of all things, because this widening of the range
of attention beyond nearby purpose and desire eventually
results in the creation of wider and farther-reaching
purposes and enables us to use a much wider and deeper range
of conditions and means than were expressed in the
observation of primitive practical purposes."
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In this case, the decreased
vertical differentiation, increased

horizontal different ation, increased span of control, and increased

centralization created high demand for the time of the department

chairs and central administrators. The absence of a trial substage

also contributed to a lack of attention to analysis and evaluation,

except in pragmatic terms, by the department chairs and central

administration. These individuals responded to the increased demands

for their time by reducing the scope of their information gathering

within their academic disciplines and by focusing their attention on

the most pressing activities of implementation. Culbertson (1980:10)

summarized our conclusions:

"...in higher education, including higher education
management and leadership, there is very limited use of
laws, models and scientific values. There is also
evidence that the perceived values of these elements of
a disciplinary matrix are not widely accepted within
the higher education professoriate."

In this case, we found that task and personal specialization was

high and that this high specialization did facilitate initiation of

change. Our findings on the direct effects of high specialization on

implementation of structural change were inconclusive. These latter

findings may be due to the lack of information brought to the

organization from external sources combined with a highly centralized

decision process. With no external information the centralized

decision process resulted in limited information -- and that from the

top of the hierarchy -- being available for decisions. Thus, there
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were very limited opportunities for heterogeneous data, multiple

positions, and/or multiple sources during information sharing. The

long employment history of the respondents in the OSSHE presumably

contributed to high socialization and increased homogeneity of

information. Given these factors, we suspect that implementation of

structural change was more efficient due to decreased diversity of

information and a concommitant reduction in the likelihood of

resistance due to divergent perspectives. Although we have little

direct data on this dimension, we think it likely that the high

specialization documented above did facilitate implementation of the

new department structure due to lack of diversity of opinions.

Our conclusions on the effects of the four dimensions of

organization structure support Zaltman and Duncan's (1977)

predictions. Our conclusions for formalization/standardization also

support Zaltman and Duncan's (1977) arguments regarding that

dimension. Our conclusions on centralization, complexity and

specialization only indirectly support Zaltman and Duncan's (1977)

arguments relating to those dimensions. Our findings supported

Dill's (1980:199) expectation that "a school of education

characterized by centralized authority would also be high on

formalization and low on complexity." However, we did suspect that

more complex arguments were necessary to delineate the effects of

interaction among increased centralization, decreased complexity and

high specialization during implementation of change. Although
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relevant and, perhaps, useful, Zaltman and Duncan's (1977) arguments

based on the information needs of the organization were not

sufficient to fully explicate the interaction effects of the changes

in organizational structural dimensions that they predicted. Zaltman

and Duncan's (1977) predictions were corroborated in our study.

However, their rationale is insufficient to explain our results.

In this case, increased centralization, increased horizontal

differentiation, increased span of control, increased job scope,

decreased vertical differentiation, high personal specialization and

high role variety contributed to an incompatible composite of

organizational characteristics. By definition, this is poor

organizational design.

This design mismatch consists of the interactions between three

structural dimensions compounded with the absence of a trial

substage. First, the interaction between centralization and

complexity has been identified above. Second, the interaction of

high disciplinary specialization, high socialization, increased job

scope without information or training directly related to the new

tasks, and the absence of a trial substage led to an increased focus

on immediate, pragmatic efforts to implement the change on a

continued-sustained basis.

The environmental pressures to document dramatic and rapid

change led to decisions to reduce administrative FTE and to minimize

the impact of the change on faculty. The latter decision led to
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increased horizontal differentiation. Environmental pressures for

rapid change also led to decisions to centralize budgets and

personnel so change could be both accomplished and demonstrated

quickly. Centralization of budgets and the need to respond to

environmental pressures resulted in centralization of decision

criteria. The combination of centralized decision criteria and high

participation of organization members in the decision process

resulted in differentiation between information sharing and decision

making. Because organization members had no access to external

sources of information, they became dependent on the central

administration for identifying areas for decisions, initiating

action, setting decision criteria and identifying information needs

and sources. Thus, centralization was reinforced. However, because

members of the organization experienced increased participation in

information sharing (although they lacked independent, external

sources of information as well as significant impact on decision

criteria) they perceived increased influence in decision making. Due

to environmental mandates for rapid change, increased span of

control, increased job scope, and reduced administrative FTE, there

was an emphasis on pragmatic, short-term task accomplishment.

Increased formalization/standardization was anticipated as a solution

to the problems of role ambiguity and the high demands for limited

administrative FTE during implementation.
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Process Variables

Zaltman and Duncan (1977) predicted that the process variables

of ability to maintain effective interpersonal relations; ability to

resolve conflict and ability to institutionalize dual structures

would facilitate the transition from initiation to implementation.

Our findings document the ability to maintain effective interpersonal

relationships as a significant contributor to both the ability to

resolve conflict and to the institutionalization of dual

structures. Our findings regarding the process variables support

both the predictions and arguments made by Zaltman and Duncan (1977)

concerning these variables.

There is another factor relevant to the interaction between the

ability to maintain effective interpersonal relationships and the

ability to resolve conflicts. Zaltman and Duncan (1977) postulated

increased centralization as a source of conflict. In this case, the

increased centralization of decision making was not recognized by the

highly specialized members of the organization. We think there were

two reasons. First, the highly participatory information sharing

prior to decisions was not perceived as different or distinct from

setting priorities and decision criteria, initiating action, and

delineating decision processes. Because the areas of perceived

specialization of the members of the organization did not include

management, they were unlikely to consider their participation as
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separate from their influence. Second, because the information

sharing process was perceived as more participative than that of the

preceding administration on each campus, the members of the

organization perceived it as a decrease in centralization.

Our findings regarding the process variables of ability to

maintain effective interpersonal relationships; ability to resolve

conflict; and institutionalizing dual structures were as predicted by

Zaltman and Duncan (1977). The arguments in support of our findings

generally coincide with the arguments of Zaltman and Duncan (1977).

In the case of the interaction between increased centralization and

the ability to resolve conflicts, Zaltman and Duncan's (1977)

arguments are insufficient to explain our results. Although we

remain hesitant to generalize from this singular case, we think that

arguments more complex than those presented by Zaltman and Duncan

(1977) are necessary to fully develop the interactions between

process variables and structural dimensions during organizational

change.

Switching Rule Dimensions

Zaltman and Duncan (1977) identified the three switching rule

dimensions of need for change, uncertainty associated with change,

and radical nature of change as correlates of the need for

differentiation of structure between the initiation and

implementation stages of change.
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In this case, our data documented a consistent perception of

high differentiation of structure between pre- and post-merger

situations. Our data also documented widespread perceptions of high

need for change and high uncertainty associated with change. Our

data on the radical nature of change documented two perceptions. One

perception was that the change was unique. The second perception was

that the change was not unique.

Zaltman and Duncan's (1977) arguments for the importance of

these switching rules are based on assumed needs of the organization

for acquisition and processing of information from the environment.

In this case no substantive information was acquired from the

environment. Our findings are those predicted by Zaltman and Duncan

(1977) but our rationale differs.

In this case, the perception of high need for change was due to

pressures exerted on the organization by external forces. The

organization under study was the subject of a power-coercive strategy

of change. The perceived options for the organization were to change

or to cease to exist. In response to these forces, the organization

chose a response that appeared to be both radical and unique. The

organization perceived a radical and unique response to be necessary

because the external forces were perceived as very powerful and

response time was limited. Thus, a "dramatic" response appeared to

be warranted.

Internally, the organization focused on techniques to reduce the
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high uncertainty. By increasing horizontal differentiation to

maintain existing coalitions through minimal disruptions of

discipline-specific work groups the organization reduced the effects

of high uncertainty on the highly specialized technical core. In

this case, increased horizontal differentiation during implementation

reduced uncertainty because it reduced the effects of the change on

the faculty who were the technical core of the organization. Zaltman

and Duncan (1977) imply that reduction of uncertainty during

implementation occurs due to increased centralization. We found that

reduction of uncertainty at the faculty level was due to increased

horizontal differentiation.

In this case, perception of the extent to which the change was

radical or unique was mixed. The externally mandated need for change

was satisfied by the perception that dramatic action had been

taken. Therefore, there was value in presenting the merger as

unique. Concurrently, internal implementation of the merger was

facilitated by the perception that the impact of the change was

minimal.

In this case, centralization of decision making with concurrent

use of a highly participatory information sharing process

accomplished both tasks. Centralized decision making concentrated

power and information at the top of the hierarchy. Thus, the

administration could meet environmental demands for information

documenting substantial changes. By increasing internal
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participation in information sharing prior to decision making, the

upper administration contributed to enhanced development of a common

perception of uniqueness and also reinforced its position as the

source of decisions. Thus, increased centralization during the

initial implementation contributed to the perception of uniqueness

while concurrently meeting the external need to document substantial

change. However, this strategy did not adequately distinguish

between short-term acceptance and long-term implementation of change

(Shirley, 1977).

In this case, need for change was high due to powerful external

forces. For this switching rule dimension, our data corroborate

Zaltman and Duncan's (1977) argument regarding information needs.

During initiation members of the organization obtained information

regarding need for change from the environment. During

implementation members of the organization relied on internal sources

for information for implementing the change. The increased

centralization during implementation reduced ambiguity and

uncertainty about the change.

Our findings for extent of differentiation of structure, need

for change, uncertainty associated with change, and unique nature of

change are congruent with the above discussion. The perceived need

for change was very high as documented by the frequent observation

that the only options available to WOSC were to merge or to close.

This was followed by the observation from both campuses that after
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the merger option was chosen, the single department structure was the

only realistic response to satisfy environmental forces that change

was occurring. Therefore, the extent of differentiation was due to

the need for change.

Given a decision for a single department structure, multiple

options for the number, composition, leadership and titles of the

departments led to very high uncertainty. This finding corroborated

Zaltman and Duncan's (1977) predictions about the effects of multiple

information sources during initiation because each individual was a

source of speculation about the final structure.

Recognition of high need for change as well as the high

uncertainty associated with the change led to acceptance of the

single department structure because that structure was designed (by

increased horizontal differentiation) for minimal impact on

faculty. Thus, the new structure resulted in increased security

because it minimized changes at the faculty level.

The two positions regarding perceptions of the unique nature of

the change derive, respectively, from: (1) the combination high need

for change, high uncertainty, and lack of external information to

result in a perception of uniqueness; and (2) the minimal impact and

apparent security of the faculty which led to the perception of no

substantial change. Both perceptions were reinforced by the lack of

contradictory information from external sources. The first

perception was also reinforced by the increased centralization which
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provided the central administration with a forum for its presentation

of the merger as unique and the response by the environment that the

merger was adequately novel to satisfy the demand for dramatic

change.

Our findings supported Zaltman and Duncan's (1977) predicted

changes in structural dimensions, process variables and switching

rule dimensions. Because structural dimensions did change in the

directions predicted by Zaltman and Duncan (1977), our findings

supported their fundamental argument that the different tasks of

initiation and implementation could be facilitated by differentiation

of structural dimensions to best fit requirements of the tasks during

the change. However, our arguments differed from those presented by

Zaltman and Duncan (1977). In this case, the organization did not

acquire any significant information from its environment. All

change-related information was generated internally. Thus, Zaltman

and Duncan's (1977) arguments for differentiation of structure for

initiation and implementation to meet the information needs of the

organization were not supported by our data.

Our data supported Zaltman and Duncan's (1977) choice of the

process variables of interpersonal relationships, conflict

resolution, and institutionalization of dual structures. Our data

supported the general arguments that: effective interpersonal

relationships were necessary for conflict resolution; that open

discussion and resolution of issues facilitated conflict resolution;
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and that institutionalizing dual structures was founded on effective

interpersonal relationships and the ability to resolve conflict. Our

data also supported Zaltman and Duncan's (1977) observation that

institutionalization of dual structures contributed to successful

implementation of change.

In most cases our findings were those predicted by Zaltman and

Duncan (1977). However, we frequently differed with Zaltman and

Duncan (1977) in our arguments supporting our findings. Although we

cannot generalize from this singular case, we do suspect that

additional and more complex arguments are necessary to fully

explicate our mutual results.

Summary

This study involved the application of constructs developed in

organization theory (Connor, 1980) and theory of organizational

change (Zaltman and Duncan, 1977) to a merger of two higher education

institutions. The purpose of the study was to examine the effects of

organizational change on the structural characteristics of a higher

education organization. The objective of the study was to test

Zaltman and Duncan's (1977) predictions that the structural

characteristics which facilitate initiation of change impede

implementation of change.

In our review of the literature we summarized a theoretical

paradigm for the study of organizations (Connor, 1980) and defined
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the dimensions of organization structure (Connor, 1980; Zaltman and

Duncan, 1977; Hunter, 1974; Van de Ven and Ferry, 1980). The

literature on organizational change was also summarized but with

attention to Zaltman and Duncan's (1977) arguments and predictions

about the effects of change on organizational structure.

The events leading to and during the merger of the OSU School of

Education and the WOSC Division of Education delineated the

organization under study.

Additional literature on mergers of educational institutions,

the application of organizational theory to educational change, and

the application of organization theory to higher education rarely

applied current thought in organization theory to either educational

change or to higher education.

Ten directional hypotheses were developed from the dimensions of

organization structure (Connor, 1980) as well as from the arguments

and predictions of Zaltman and Duncan (1977). Hypotheses were tested

by a qualitative methodology founded in research design (Bogdan and

Biklen, 1982; Borg and Gall, 1979 and 1982; Dobbert; 1982)

assessments of organizations (Van de Ven and Ferry, 1980; Spector,

1975), a study of higher educational change (Hunter, 1974). The

methodology involved participant observation, structured interviews,

and study of documents. The interview respondents were chosen

because they were presumed to have information of value to the study.

The findings of the study were those predicted by Zaltman and
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Duncan (1977). However, the rationale used by Zaltman and Duncan

(1977) was inadequate to fully explain our findings.

Our conclusions present our findings, explicate interactions

among our findings, and develop a rationale for our results. Our

recommendations for further study are of three types. First, a

general recommendation for the intergration of modern concepts from

organization theory into the study of higher education

organizations. Second, a similar recommendation applied to the

development of a coherent theory of change in educational

organizations. The final recommendations apply to further study of

this case.

Recommendations for Further Study

Three types of recommendations for further study derive from our

experience with this particular study. First, we recommend a series

of studies of higher educational organizations based on a theoretical

rationale developed from modern organization theory. It was our

experience that the literature we found on higher education

institutions as organizations was frequently based on simplistic

(Kerr, 1973; Besse, 1973) imprecise (Duryea, 1973; Perkins, 1973) or

inaccurate (Corson, 1973) use of organizational constructs. "It is

understandable then, that the field of higher education leadership

and management, like educational leadership and management more

generally is in a pre-paradigm state" (Culbertson, 1980:8). We
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recommend studies that either explore the application of

organizational constructs to higher education institutions or explore

the interactions among organizational constructs in higher education

institutions (Lotto, 1981). Each type of study could contribute to

both the development of organization theory and the improvement of

what is commonly entitled "educational administration."

"The shift in organizational system development, then,
is not away from the clarity, order, and control
associated with traditional views of organizational
structure toward an ill-defined, disorderly, laissez-
faire administration. What is sought,
administratively, is a new and more functional basis
for task analysis, structural managements, selection
and use of technology, and selection and professional
development of individual people and groups of people
on the staff.

The rationality of this view - which is a

sociotechnical orientation - becomes increasingly
apparent when we acknowledge that technological change
and innovation are likely to play an increasingly
important role in organizational change in schools in
the future. The function of the administrator, then,
is to develop organizational structures that - while
providing clearly for such imperatives as coordination
of efforts toward goal attainment - assure the
development of more adaptive ways of integrating
people, technology, task, and structure in a dynamic,
problem-solving fashion" (Owens, 1981:259).

We recommend that Johnson's (1984) study of self-reported

organizational goals be followed by a study of the distribution of

resources in the OSU-WOSC School of Education to determine the extent

of congruence between self-reported goals and organizational

allocation of resources in pursuit of goals.

We also recommend a replication of Maxwell's (1984) study of
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community colleges. We recommend a similar study, modifed to reflect

Maxwell's (1984) findings but applied to universities or colleges to

identify the major coalitions and the effects of those coalitions on

institutional goals.

We recommend a replication of Maxwell's (1984) study for a

school or college of a university.

We recommend a study which compares the distribution of

organizational resources with the goals reported by organizational

coalitions.

The second type of study we recommend involves the development

of a coherent theory for educational change. We recommend continued

compilations of factors important during change (Zaltman, et al,

1977; Harman, 1983a) as well as attempts to differentiate factors on

the basis of importance (Sarason, 1971 and 1982), efforts to develop

a diagnostic key to effective change strategies (Lake, et al, 1983),

and model development linked to both earlier models and specific

applications (Schmuck, et al, 1977; Neale, et al, 1981). These

studies can contribute to both development of a theory of change and

realistic recommendations for change implementation.

We recommend studies of the response of higher education

organizations to pressures for change which originate the

environment. Keller (1983) predicted that the 1980's would provide

many opportunities for such studies as higher education institutions

respond to major shifts of economic and demographic factors.
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The third type of study we recommend is focused on the OSU-WOSC

School of Education. A series of studies of this organization could

contribute to the development of theory applicable to higher

education organizations and to educational change. Such studies

could also assist this organization in developing a center of

expertise which

development while

similar change.

We recommend that a

could be beneficial for furthering its own

consulting for other organizations experiencing

series of thorough, historical/descriptive

studies of this case be started immediately. The purpose of this

recommendation is to develop a base of accurate data regarding this

merger. That data base could be used for future studies. Without

these studies, future analysis of this merger will suffer from

imprecise recollections of past events.

We recommend that our study be replicated in approximately two

years to determine the reasons for and effects of additional

structural changes.

We recommend that studies of work design, organizational control

and decision processes begin immediately. Such studies could

document changes in organizational design variables, explore the

interaction among these variables or explore the interaction with

organizational structure.

We recommend studies which explore the relationships of the OSU-

WOSC School of Education with other coalitions at OSU, with other
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coalitions at WOSC, and with the external environment.

We recommend a study exploring the relationship between the

management training and experience of higher education administrators

with either their effectiveness in implementing change or their

effectiveness in moving the organization toward goal achievement.
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APPENDIX A

Part I: Interview Questions

The following list identifies the questions asked during

interviews. Questions were developed and asked in groups by

hypothesis. The sequence of the questions listed is the sequence we

followed during interviews. The rationale for this sequence is

elucidated in Chapter III. This sequence is fully congruent with the

frames of reference which appear as Part II of this Appendix.

H8: Need for Change

1. To what extent was it necessary for these two
education organizations to merge?

2. What factor(s) generated a need for a single
department structure in the merged School of
Education?

3. To what extent did this need have to be met?

4. To what extent was it necessary to create a single
department structure early in the merger process?

5. To what extent did decisions about a single
department structure have to be made rapidly?

H10: Radical Nature of Change

1. Is this merger novel or unique? If so, how?

2. To what extent is the merged School of Education
novel or unique? If so, how?

3. To what extent is this single department structure
novel or unique? If so, how?
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Extent of Differentiation Between Old and New Structures

1. What do you think are the major differences
between the pre- and post-merger department
structures?

2. What are the most significant functional
differences between the pre- and post-merger
department structures?

3. What do you think are the most important causal
factors for each of the functional differences you
identified?

Hg: Uncertainty

1. When the merger was first announced, to what
extent was there uncertainty about the department
structure in the merged School?

2. During October, November and December of 1982, to
what extent were there increased communications
(i.e., discussions, telephone calls, memos, etc.)
about the merger's impact on department structure?

3. At the present time, to what extent is there
substantial communication about the merger's
impact on department structure?

H7: Institutionalize Dual Structures

To what extent do you think each of the following supports
the new department structure:

1. The Dean and the Assistant Deans?

2. The department chairs?

3. The faculty?

To what extent do you think that the new department
structure:

4. Is a legitimate and realistic approach to
implement this merger?

5. Will facilitate the ongoing activities of the
School of Education?
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6. When do you think that the transition to the new
department structure will be functionally
complete?

Professionalism

A. Task and Personal Specialization

I. How long have you been on the faculty here?

2. What is your highest academic degree?

3. What is your current position title?

4. Has your position title changed as a result of the
merger?

To what extent has the merger changed:

5. Your professional
department?

6. Your professional
department?

How has the merger changed:

activities within your

activities outside your

7. The extent to which the day to day situations,
problems, or issues you encounter in your work are
the same?

8. The extent to which difficult problems arise in
your work for which there are no immediate or
apparent solutions?

9. The number of hours per week you spend in some
kind of reading or training to keep current in the
skills needed to do your job?

B. Role Variety

In your department, how has the merger changed:

I. The extent to which faculty are qualified to do
one another's tasks?

2. How easy it would be to rotate the assignments of
faculty so each could do a good job performing the
others' tasks?
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3. The frequency with which faculty rotate
assignments by performing one another's tasks?

C. Information

1. During the past year, have you found any
information relevant to the merger in your normal
professional communications (i.e., reading,
letters, telephone and/or face-to-face
conversations)?

If yes,

a. What information?

b. How was it relevant?

c. What did you do with the information?

d. Did you communicate it to anyone in the
School of Education?

e. To what extent did the information you
discovered have any effect on a merger
related decision?

H1: Formalization/Standardization

A. Rule Existence

In your department, how has the merger changed the
extent to which:

1. Written policies specify faculty load?

2. Written records are maintained of professional
activities of faculty?

3. Written policies exist for program planning or for
coordination within and/or between departments?

B. Rule Enforcement

In your department, how has the merger changed the
extent to which:

1. Faculty work around departmental rules and
regulations?
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2. Basic operating rules, policies and procedures are
enforced?

3. The expected level of your work performance has
been clearly communicated to you (in terms of
amount, quality and timeliness of output)?

4. Numerical or quantified procedures are used to
measure the performance of faculty?

H2: Centralization

A. Rule Promulgation

In your department, to what extent has the merger
changed your ability to influence decisions regarding:

1. What tasks you will perform day to day?

2. Quotas for the amount of work you have to
complete?

3. Rules and procedures for how your work is to be
done?

4. Criteria for evaluating your work?

5. How work exceptions will be handled?

B. Loci of Decisions

In your department, to what extent has the merger
changed your ability to influence decisions regarding:

1. The allocation of staff positions?

2. The allocation of salary increases?

3. The purchase of equipment and supplies?

4. The promotion of faculty?

5. The admission of new students?

6. The awarding of graduate assistantships?

7. Overall School of Education policies?
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H3: Complexity

A. Vertical Differentiation (N.B. These items were asked
as follow up and with specific application to the
questions for H2A and H2B above.)

In the merged School of Education, what changes have
occurred in the extent to which each of the following
influences these decisions:

1. Line or staff management outside of your
department?

2. The department chair?

3. Faculty?

4. The department chair and the faculty as a group?

To what extent has the merger changed authority
relationships:

5. Between faculty in this department?

6. Between faculty and the department chair in this
department?

7. Between chairs of different departments?

8. Between department chairs and the Dean?

9. Between faculty and the Dean?

B. Span of Control

In your department how has the merger changed:

1. The extent to which your department chair

a. Has discussed with you the performance
standards on which your job is evaluated?

b. Holds you personally responsible for
achieving specified performance standards for
your job?

c. Holds you personally accountable for the work
decisions you make in your job?
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2. The frequency with which your department chair

a. Discusses your work performance with you?

b. Provides practical suggestions for improving
your work?

3. The frequency with which work related discussions
(face-to-face or by telephone) occur on a one-to-
one basis

a. Between faculty?

b. Between faculty and the department chair

c. Between faculty in this department and
faculty outside this department?

d. Between the department chair and others
outside this department?

4. The frequency with which regularly scheduled staff
or department meetings occur?

C. Horizontal Differentiation

In your department, to what extent has the merger
changed:

1. The different kinds of tasks and work activities
you perform in a normal working week?

2. The number of hours per week you usually spend
performing each of your normal tasks?

3. The flow of work between faculty in your
department?

4. The flow of work between faculty and the
department chair?

5. The flow of work between the department chair and
the Dean?

Conflict Resolution

In your department have there been any merger related
disagreements, disputes, or differences of opinion:
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1. Regarding School of Education goals?

2. Regarding resources and their allocation?

3. Between faculty?

4. Between faculty and the department chair?

5. Between department chairs?

6. Between the department chair and the Dean?

When disagreements or disputes occurred, how often were they
handled in each of the following ways:

7. By ignoring or avoiding the issues?

8. By smoothing over the issues?

9. By bringing the issues out in the open and working
them out among the parties involved?

10: By having a higher level authority resolve the
issues?

11. To what extent has this process of conflict
resolution helped or hindered your department's
performance?

Interpersonal Interaction

In your department, to what extent are interpersonal
relationships characterized by:

1. Frequent interaction?

2. Strong sentiments?

3. Acceptance of the behavior of others?

4. Open, non-judgmental expression of differences?

5. A warm emotional tone?

To what extent do members of your department:

6. Compete with each other for rewards or power?
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7. "Gang up" on the individual whose work is far below
that of the others?

8. "Gang up" on the individual whose work is far above
that of the others?

9. Encourage each other to excel and strive for
increasingly higher levels of professional performance?

10. Try to get ahead at the expense of others?

11. Give others the support they need to do a good job?

In your department, to what extent have existing
interpersonal relationships:

12. Contributed to getting the job done?

13. Helped or hindered the process of conflict resolution?
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APPENDIX A

Part II: Frames of Reference

The following list identifies the frames of reference that were

recommended to respondents during interviews. Although we did

recommend these frames of reference, we readily permitted respondents

to use different frames of reference if they wished to do so.

The frames of reference are listed by hypothesis. The sequence

of this listing is the sequence we followed during interviews. It is

fully congruent with the sequence of interview questions which

appears as Part I of this Appendix.

Hg: Need for Change
Need or importance.

H10: Radical Nature of Change
(None recommended.)

Extent of Differentiation of Structure
(None recommended.)

Hg: Uncertainty
(None recommended.)

H7:

H4:

Institutionalize Dual Structures
From "total unquestioning support"
to "it will never work."

Professionalism

A. Task and Personal Specialization
Relative proportions of teaching, research
and public service.
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B. Role Variety
Range of expertise within the department,
e.g., specific courses, research topics and
projects, public service commitments.

C. Information
(None recommended.)

H1: Formalization/standardization

A. Rule Existence

Change of percent.

B. Rule Enforcement
Change of percent.

H2: Centralization

A. Rule Promulgation

Change of probability of getting your way or
change of locus in hierarchy.

B. Loci of Decisions

Change of probability of getting your way or
change of locus in hierarchy.

H3: Complexity

A. Vertical Differentiation
Frequency of resorting to power in

supervisor-subordinate relationships.

B. Span of Control
Amount, frequency or change of frequency of
communication.

C. Horizontal Differentiation

Specific examples, change of number of hours
or change of work flow pattern.

H5: Conflict Resolution
Examples of types but not specific cases.

H6: Interpersonal Interaction
Examples of types but not specific cases.
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APPENDIX B

List of Documents

This appendix contains the list of documents reviewed during

this study. Documents are listed by date. Approximate dates were

estimated for documents which contained no dates. In all cases, the

date listed refers to the date of the document, not the date we

acquired it. Although authorship could be reasonably attributed to

specific individuals in some cases, authorship was listed below only

when it was clearly indicated on the document itself. Documents are

listed by date, author, type of document, and topic covered.

Date Author, Type of Document and Topic

4/6/81 C. Kahananui. Letter. Joint M.S. Degree Program in
Counseling.

4/9/82 C. Kahananui. Letter. Complementary Set of Programs in
Education.

6/7/82 R. Walker. Memo. Next Meeting of the WOSC/OSU Program
Study Group.

7/30/82 R. Barr. Memo and Attachment. Cooperation Between OSU and
WOSC in Area of Teacher Education.

Before
8/9/82 Anonymous. Summary. Analysis of Options: OSU/WOSC.

8/9/82 Anonymous. Draft. Oregon College of Education.

8/11/82 W. Davis. Comments to Deans of Education. Improving the
Quality of Teacher Education in Oregon.
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8/23/82 W.
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MacVicar, J. Beaird, R. Barr, R. Walker. Memo of
Agreement. Joint M.S. Degree Program in Counseling.

Davis. Statement to the Board. Joint Education
Programs at Oregon State University and Western Oregon
State College.

9/2/82 R. MacVicar, J. Beaird, R. Barr, R. Walker, V. Baldwin.
Memo of Agreement. Joint Elementary Education
Program.

9/3/82 R. MacVicar, J. Beaird, R. Barr, R. Walker. Memo of
Agreement. Cooperative Interinstitutional Faculty
Exchange Policy.

Before
9/8/82 Anonymous. Synopsis of Developments (Draft). The Joint

College of Education of Oregon State University and
Western Oregon State College.

Before
9/8/82 Anonymous. Summary. Planning Notes: Oregon College of

Education.

Before
9/8/82 Anonymous. Summary. Additional Planning Notes for the

College of Education.

Before
9/8/82 Anonymous. Summary. Oregon College of Education:

Proposed Calendar of Developments.

9/7/82 J. Beaird, R. MacVicar, R. Walker, R. Barr, V. Baldwin.
Memo of Agreement. Teaching Research Division, Oregon
State System of Higher Education and Western Oregon
State College/Oregon State University Joint Teacher
Education.

9/8/82 R. MacVicar, J. Beaird. Cover Letter and Enclosures.
Merger Planning Documents.

9/27/82 Anonymous. Synopsis of Developments. The Joint College of
Education of Oregon State University and Western
Oregon State College.

10/6/82 J. Beaird. Letter. WOSC Special Planning Steering
Committee.
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10/12/82 R. Walker. Memo. The OCE Special Planning Steering
Committee.

10/26/82 C. Carpenter. Memo. Tentative List of Transitional
Details.

11/1/82 The Oregon Stater. Article. Schools of Education Merge.

Before
11/12/82 Anonymous. Charge. Transition Team OSU-WOSC School of

Education.

11/15/82 A. Rempel. Cover Memo and Enclosure. Statement to the
Chancellor on Teacher Education.

11/15/82 R. Barr. Memo. Merger Update.

11/16/82 R. Barr. Memo. Packet for Transition Team.

11/16/82 Anonymous. Draft Plan. OSU-WOSC School of Education:
Developmental Design for Comprehensive Merger.

11/19/82 Anonymous. List. OSU-WOSC School of Education
Departmental Organization.

11/19/82 Anonymous (WOSC). Proposal. Proposal for Secondary
Education.

11/19/82 D. Schalock. Framework. A Framework for Anchoring
Decisions About Organizing and Managing the New School
of Education.

11/19/82 Anonymous. List. List of Programmatic Responsibilities in
the New School of Education.

Before
11/23/82 Anonymous. Flyer. Introducing the NEW OSU-WOSC School of

Education.

11/23/82 R. Barr. Memo. Departmental Structure.

Approx.
11/30/82 Anonymous. List. OSU-WOSC School of Education

Departmental Organization.

Approx.
11/30/82 Anonymous. Plan. OSU-WOSC School of Education:

Developmental Design for Comprehensive Merger.
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12/2/82 T. Grigsby. Memo. Proposed Departmental Structure.

12/2/82 K. Ahrendt. List. List of Common Program Areas.

12/8/82 WOSC Special Planning Steering Committee. Memo and
Attachment. Committee Report Concerning OSU/WOSC
School of Education.

12/10/82 R. Barr. Memo. Departmental Organization.

Approx.
12/15/82 Anonymous. Position Descriptions. Proposed Administrative

Structure: Assistant Deans.

1/4/83 Anonymous. Rough Draft. Merger Organizational
Procedures: Winter Quarter.

1/7/83 Oregon State System of Higher Education. Strategic Plan.
A Strategic Plan for Higher Education in Oregon, 1983-
87.

1/11/83 R. Barr. Memo. Cancellation of January 18 Faculty
Meeting.

1/12/83 K. Myers. Memo. Comments on Merger OSU/WOSC.

1/15/83 B. Young. Memo. Comments Re: Merger.

1/13/83 R. Barr. Draft Memo. Merger-Related Information.

1/18/83 R. Barr. Memo. Organizational Rationale and Developmental
Procedures (OSU-WOSC School of Education)

1/18/83 R. Barr. Memo. Proposed Procedures for "Creating"
Departments in the OSU-WOSC School of Education.

Approx.

1/20/83 Anonymous. List. Comparisons of Administrative FTE.

2/7/83 R. Barr. Memo and Attachments. Administrative Structure.

2/10/83 C. Stamps. OSU Form. Academic Position Opening:
Assistant Dean for Academic Affairs.

2/10/83 C. Stamps. OSU Form. Academic Position Opening:
Assistant Dean for Service and School Improvement.
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2/10/83 C. Stamps. OSU Form. Academic Position Opening:
Assistant Dean for Research and Development.

2/10/83 C. Stamps. OSU Form. Academic Position Opening:
Department Chairs.

2/10/83 R. Barr. Memo and Attachments. Meeting, February 16.

2/16/83 Anonymous. List. Department Meeting Locations.

2/28/83 Anonymous. Survey. OSU/WOSC School of Education:
Undergraduate-Certification and Areas of Concentration
Offered at the WOSC Campus.

2/28/83 State System News. Newsletter. Response to Rumors by
Chancellor.

3/16/83 R. Barr. Memo. Administrative Appointments: OSU-WOSC
School of Education.

Before
3/30/83 Anonymous. Summary. OSU-WOSC School of Education

Profile: Winter 1983.

4/26/83 R. Barr. Memo. Faculty Meeting.

5/4/83 R. Barr. Memo. Department Chair of Health and Physical
Education and Director of Athletics.

Approx.
5/11/83 Anonymous. List. OSU-WOSC School of Education

Departmental Roster.

Approx.
5/17/83 Anonymous. List. OSU/WOSC School of Education Preliminary

FTE Summary.

5/24/83 R. Barr. Memo. Early Retirement.

6/8/83 R. Barr. Memo. TSPC Standards for Program Approval.

7/22/83 R. Barr. Memo and Attachment. TSPC.

7/25/83 R. MacVicar. Memo and Attachments. Summer Term.

8/25/83 Corvallis Gazette-Times. Special Section. School of
Education.
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9/22/83 Anonymous. List. OSU Fall Term 1983 Registration Totals.

Approx.
9/29/83 J. Shaughnessy. Memo and Attachments. Changes in

Scheduling of Basic Skills Tests.

Approx.
9/29/83 R. MacVicar and R. Meyers. Memo of Understanding.

Continuing Education Programming.

9/29/83 R. Barr. Agenda (Tentative). OSU-WOSC School of Education
Administrative Council Meeting.

Approx.
10/1/83 Community College Newsletter. Article. OSU/WOSC Merger

Succeeding.

10/19/83 R. Barr. Memo. Change, Departmental Organization.

10/25/83 R. Barr. Memo. GOOD NEWS!!!

10/26/83 R. Barr. Memo. Meeting, November 2.

10/31/83 R. Barr. Memo and Attachment. Letter from University of
Michigan.

Approx.
11/1/83 Display Rack. Flyer. The Oregon Alliance for Program

Improvement.

11/2/83 D. Schalock. Outline. TSPC Program Evaluation Plan.

11/2/83 F. Cross. Memo and Attachment. Department Meeting
November 10, 1983, 3:00.

Approx.
11/10/83 Anonymous. Flyer. Thanksgiving Potluck.

11/14/83 J. McCredy. Summary. Project Description.

12/5/83 E. Cooley. Data Summary. Counseling Program
Questionnaire.

1/12/83 R. Barr. Memo and Attachment. FTE Summary.

Before
1/20/84 Salem Statesman-Journal. Article. Kirk Sees Gains in

WOSC-OSU Education Merger.
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Before
1/20/84 Salem Statesman-Journal. Article. School to Offer

Guarantee.

1/31/84 State System News. Article. Progress Report on Merger.

Approx.

2/23/84 Display Rack. Fact Sheet. 1984-85 OSU Vocational and
Technical Education.

Approx.
2/15/84 R. Barr. Report. OSU-WOSC School of Education Profile and

Progress Report, September 1982-83.
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APPENDIX C

Meetings Attended

This appendix contains a list of the meetings attended during

this study. Meetings are listed by date, those in attendance, and

major topic of discussion.

Date Participants and Topic

11/2/82 R. Barr, B. Johnson, C. Flynn, J. McMahon. General
discussion of the merger and the potential for studies
of it.

11/17/82 R. Barr, B. Johnson, R. Smith, J. McMahon. Current merger-
related information.

11/19/82 Transition Team Members. Transition team meeting.

11/22/82 Transition Team Members. Transition team meeting.

11/30/82 M. Ling, J. McMahon. General discussion of this study and
this merger.

11/30/82 Faculty of OSU-WOSC School of Education. General faculty
meeting for Dean to report on past, current and
planned merger-related events.

12/2/82 Transition Team and Concerned OSU Faculty. Transition team
open forum at OSU.

12/2/82 Transition Team and Concerned WOSC Faculty. Transition
team open forum at WOSC.

1/10/83 to
1/25/83 F. Cross, J. McMahon. Conversations concerning current

merger developments.
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1/11/83 F. Cross, J. McMahon. Conversation concerning current
merger developments.

1/13/83 R. Barr, C. Gudger, R. Smith, J. McMahon. Discussion of
origin and characteristics of this merger.

1/19/83 General Public. Public testimony on "A Strategic Plan for
Higher Education in Oregon, 1983-87".

1/25/83 Telephone Call to J. McMahon. Current merger developments.

1/27/83 C. Gudger, R. Smith, J. McMahon. Discussion of potential
studies of this merger.

2/1/83 C. Gudger, D. Schalock, R. Smith, J. McMahon. Discussion
of potential studies of this merger.

2/1/83 Transition Team Members. Transition team meeting.

2/11/83 J. Beaird, R. Smith, J. McMahon. Historical perspective
for this merger.

2/16/83 Faculty of OSU-WOSC School of Education. Faculty meeting
for the initial assignments of faculty to departments.

2/16/83 Faculty of the Department of Educational Psychology and
Foundations. Discussion of departmental composition
and chair selection process.

2/24/832 C. Gudger, R. Smith, J. McMahon. Discussion of sources for
merger-related information.

4/20/83 J. Kuipers, J. McMahon. Discussion of possible sources of
information on mergers in higher education
organizations.

5/2/83 R. Barr, J. McMahon. Discussion about current merger
events.

5/3/83 Faculty of OSU-WOSC School of Education. Information on
recent merger events.

5/10/83 R. Barr, J. Bergman, J. McMahon. Discussion of courses and
faculty assignments.

9/29/83 OSU-WOSC School of Education Administrative Council
Meeting. Discussion of post-merger organizational
structure.
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11/2/83 OSU-WOSC School of Education Faculty Meeting. Departmental
reorganization and other topics.

11/14/83 J. McCredy, J. McMahon. Discussion of merger progress and
events.
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APPENDIX D

Quotations from Data

The quotations listed below were selected from the interview

data as partial documentation of the findings of this study.

Although the exact words differed between individual respondents, the

quotations listed below capture the sense of their replies to our

interview questions.

The sequence of quotations follows the sequence of hypotheses as

developed from theory. The rationale for this sequence was presented

in Chapter III.

H1: Formalization/Standardization

A. Rule Existence

"I want that representation to go two ways. I always
met with the transition team and I said I want you to
go out and talk to the faculty about what we are
talking about and bring it back in. Come back and say
you are not speaking for yourself, you are talking
about your colleagues. So with that kind of two-way
discussion, hopefully people knew what we were
discussing and what decisions were being made and then
later saw it show up as policy kind of decisions. I

think this really reinforced the idea for the faculty
that they were having a significant role in decision
making."

re ad hoc committees: ". . that has stepped out of
the formal faculty governance structure, it has stepped
out of the formal administrative structure but it has
served . . . the merger well."

". . . I think we need a formal record keeping policy."

"That need is simply in order to unify so they can work
from that concept of a unified or merged School."
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. . . it has made us aware of the need to revise
policies and rewrite them for the . . . School as a
whole."

B. Rule Enforcement

"I think there are going to be more written policies
for the School."

"You've got that rule expectation discrepancy. . ."

". . . alerted department chairs and faculty to the
need for planning and documentation."

I think enforcement will become necessary."

"It will become more quantitive."

"You don't tell full professors what to do
professionally."

. . . university faculty don't think they have to
follow rules so that's a big factor. . . ."

"We always work around rules and regulations."

"When the decision came down as to what the decisions
were, it required less enforcement because a lot of
people had input into it."

Centralization

A. Rule Promulgation

"There is a greater extent of communication, higher
quality of leadership, more commonality of purpose
clearly defined than previously. I think that's very
positive."

"There has been, during the merger, . . . an increased
reliance on . . . ad hoc faculty advice that leads to
decisions."

"I think there has been a change and clearly with
moving responsibility out of the Dean's office onto the
chairs."
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we will arrive at a clear, uniform set of

performance standards for faculty in terms of teaching,
research and service."

"they will have to or they will not be in compliance
with the contract. . . ."

B. Loci of Decisions

"We all have input to that. Of course the final
decision is the Dean's again. But he uses us as a

sounding board for most everything."

. . . the way I've tried to proceed is me have a

written proposal . . . so they are always discussing my
proposal."

. certain key decisions have been centralized at
least for the interim and our plans still are to divvy
up and give budgets to the departments. But in the
interim probably just the opposite has occurred."

"The final decision will always rest in the hands of
the Dean."

"They all told me in one big voice that it is

absolutely Dean Barr's decision to make policy."

". . . my role is recommending to the Dean."

re Dean ". . . he makes the ultimate decision but he
does use ad hoc committees to help with the decision."

"You see what really happened is that the Dean set up
the organizational pattern that he wanted and so it is
patterned, but it is his pattern."

H3: Complexity

A. Vertical Differentiation

"Most faculty would be relatively unchanged in terms of
their activities."

re Chairs: ". . . we recognize one another so whenever
I want or have need for business in a different
department, I know who to go to."
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"The merger presented some novice chairs working with
some very seasoned chairs and there could have been
some advantages taken."

"I work directly with the Dean, you know. . . ."

"Well there is a different style of leadership on the
Western campus than there had been previously. And the
style is not one of dictatorial edicts handed down but
a lot more processing established by which people have
input."

"All of the departments meet more frequently than they
did before."

"It shortens up the layers."

B. Span of Control

"I doubt that has changed at all."

"That will always be a faculty member's prerogative."

"There are going to be more people."

"The responsibility must come from the faculty level."

"Simply the fact that we have additional faculty and
additional classes to cover has increased that
discussion."

C. Horizontal Differentiation

"It has caused probably a doubling of the work."

"The problem is that we have a whole host of new
tasks."

"Cross-campus interactions increased from almost zero
to occupying a significant portion of time."

"The primary change there has been having to physically
be on both campuses certain hours of the week and
learning new approaches just in terms of paper flow, in
terms of expectations, forms to fill out, new people to
meet."
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"re department chair: "The only problem is that he is
here 2 1/2 days per week instead of five. That changes
it."

"I think there is more interaction with the Dean's
office."

"The tasks remain pretty much the same so I don't think
there will be a lot of change."

Professionalism

A. Task and Personal Specialization

"I have been on some committees and done some
consultation work with the Dean and others related to
the merger and that has changed my activities but no,
there is no role change."

"I attend more meetings initiated by others."

re variety of tasks: "Greater variety due to the
nature of the job."

"One of the things it really has done is focus me on
the School of Education instead of the campus as a

whole."

re lack of precedents: "They are daily occurrences."

B. Role Variety

"To answer your question, a little of that occurred
primarily with an emergency kind of role switching from
campus to campus. More recently though, some of it has
developed programmatically and I think we're going to
see more of it."

"I think that some faculty...would be more reluctant
now to claim they were a...specialist because...really
laid out some heavy definitions of what a specialist
is."

"If we exchange faculty, that's a possibility. I think
it has been done frequently and regularly on both
campuses already."
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"So we have greater breadth of offerings and

specialties among the faculty and that way the person
who has the expertise in that area will be doing that
more because they're here. So we will facilitate
assignment of the staff in the area of their choice
more."

"It has made that more difficult because departments
are small and organized around disciplines."

"What we are talking about is areas of specialty and we
have more now than we've had before. I'm not sure
that's bad...but nevertheless it will be more difficult
to rotate faculty on that basis."

C. Information

"The reading I do is in the fields I teach."

"Some information exists about unification of public
schools but it is not particularly useful."

"Well I think there was a considerable amount of
professional literature available relative to the
merger of business and industrial based operations. I

think those kinds of things frightened us and we didn't
take a very good look at those because there is this
kind of fear that what they do in business is more
sophisticated and better organized and that sort of
thing."

re information: "Lots of questions from colleagues but
no information."

"In terms of professional reading, probably cut 75%."

Conflict Resolution

re conflict: ". . .differing views expressed. . .but that's
just in the normal give and take in doing business."

"People, I think, have been quite tolerant of each other's
programs and each other's perceptions of the programs."

"It's been a very open process thus far in the communication
that has related to resolving problems."
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"It has been positive in my judgment. It really has helped
weld the organization into the sense of an organization and
people don't feel excluded. They feel, I think, there is a
place for positions to be heard and an arena to argue
positions out but it is, overall, constructive."

"I've seen disagreements, but my land! We grew up around
here screaming at each other. I don't see that as

unhealthy."

"The more there is of bringing issues out in the open, the
more likely the department is a nice place to work."

"I think that works well enough as it is. I wouldn't change
it."

"But the process of putting their cards on the table and
working it through, I think in the long run, is more
effective."

"Well I'd like to believe the Dean is really a 'cards on the
table' guy because he really believes he is. The trouble
is, once you all get the cards on the table, his hand always
wins."

H6: Interpersonal Interaction

"It is a friendly place, a social place as far as I can
tell."

"I think we are a very close group and there is a lot of
concern for one another and support for one another."

"There is also a lot of tolerance for the idiosyncrasies of
us all."

"There are very strong sentiments that people want the
department to succeed and very strong sentiments that the
people within the department are the people with whom they
want to work."

re getting the job done: "If the interpersonal
relationships weren't strong, we just couldn't do it."

"We pull together when we need to."

"I think they have been a tremendous asset to the process of
conflict resolution."
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"The open interaction actually circumvents conflicts."

"Well, I expect that if they really come to some conflict
that is not resolved, I think it is ignored. I think the
interpersonal relationships don't cause for good conflict
resolution. I don't think there is good conflict
resolution. There seems to be a lot of not knowing quite
how to deal with it."

Institutionalize Dual Structures

"It is conceptually functional. The structure is largely
functional."

"It is very legitimate and very realistic."

"I think it was the only choice that made any sense given
all the factors that needed to be considered in the merger."

"Given the number of people that had to be pleased, I think
it is realistic."

"I think it is the only sensible approach. I think the
administration has studied that very carefully and come up
with the best possible pattern."

"Total and enthusiastic support."

"I think it is as realistic as it can be."

"It is most essential."

"You couldn't do it any other way."

Extent of Differentiation of Structure

"Administratively things are much more complicated because
we have really two systems of doing business, two sets of
procedures, two sets of forms."

"The major changes now are of size."

"The relationship between the department chairs and the
Dean. That relationship is now direct with no interference
from mid-level administrators."
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"Mostly I see my function changing. I see my role as more
of a PR person than it was in the past. By that I mean that
I am trying to bring together these two faculties and get
everyone to say, 'Hey, we're going to do this and get the
job done that way.' It requires more finesse than it did in
the past."

"The School of Education picnic! Every year more people
attend. People I don't know."

H8: Need for Change

"The merger was a political thing. It was all external.
There was a political move from the Chancellor's office so
all external forces are coming down on us."

"You have two aspects to it. One was simply, if there
wasn't a merger one of them would be gone, and the other,
you're going to cut duplication."

"Politically-it was a very viable thing to do because it
showed a number of people in the state that a new effort was
being mounted to address a problem of teacher education."

Hg:

"Well, I think it had to be dealt with. There wasn't any
way around it."

"Until such time as you organize your academic programs, you
can't organize your support kinds of stuff."

"Get the structure defined and then people can begin working
in the new structure."

"So in order just to conduct business, just to function it
seemed that there were...great pressures to get the new
organizational structure in place so that we could function
on a day-to-day basis in some sort of sane way."

Uncertainty

"There was uncertainty about every dimension of it at

first."

"High, it was on the tip of everybody's tongue. There were
a lot of fears at OSU, I think, about losing discipline
identity because we had departments that had several
disciplines in them. There were a lot of fears at Western
about losing program identity because programs often cut
across disciplines."
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"Much uncertainty. We had. . .really little idea as to what
was going to happen."

"There was a fair amount of uncertainty which is why I think
it was important to get it resolved quickly because people
felt uncomfortable when they didn't know who they would be
reporting to."

"We had a lot of meetings. The communications that resulted
were questions, people raising all kinds of questions. What
happens? How will this affect me? And there weren't any
answers."

"Departments from both campuses had socials, retreats, etc."

"There was uncertainty about what the departments would be
and about who would be in which departments."

"We went for lunch several times over here at...enough times
that I began to not even look at the menu any more. I knew
what was on it."

"The departments are now settled in and doing their thing."

"Oh, I think there's less talk about the structure itself
now. There's more structure. I mean there's more effective
structure."

"But now, once it is defined and we know how it operates and
I think the people really like it. They know what to do.
They know who to go to."

Radical Nature of Change

"It's the only one of its kind."

"I think it is unusual for a single dean to have
responsibilities to two different presidents on two
different campuses in two different institutions and to be
responsible for faculty members who are budgeted and have
tenure and faculty governance associated with two different
institutions."

"I just don't know of any departments that go across
organizations the way ours do."
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"I have never known two schools of education on two
different campuses to put their resources together in quite
this way. I have known colleges and universities to merge
but not pieces of them."

"Originally I thought so but now I am not so sure. Other
institutions have been merging. This merger may be unique
in teacher education."

"We are, I think, probably merged at the Dean's level
only. I see little evidence that there is an effective
merger other than the fact that we have one Dean who reports
to at least two bosses, if not more."

"Well, I've heard people say that it is. I'm not sure I

believe it is. I think that we could find examples in not
only schools but in business mergers all the time that
happen. And the process can't be much different. I don't
believe we're really that much different in the academic
world. I suppose some elements of it are unique."

"It's no big deal.... I'm sure there aren't many people who
have thought this way although school districts K-12 merge
all the time."

"I think the novelty exists in the mind of some people who
are telling others about it but in terms of the actual
novelty of it...there's simply nothing novel about it....
The novelty has to do with how effective the political stir-
up was to do that because they have been able to create in
the mind's eye of certain critical legislators a novelty
that is a positive novelty."


